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Und stell für einen Moment dir Unendlichkeit vor, 

schon das an sich ist eine Kunst. 

Dann bleibt auch immer gleich viel Zukunft, 

wenn auch vielleicht nicht für uns. 

 

       From “Risse”, by Dota  
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Abstract 

The death of a person (an event) and her mortality (a property) are not the same but nevertheless 

clearly related. Assuming that a person’s death is bad for her, one may ask what this would 

mean for the evaluation of her mortality. To answer this question, one must distinguish between 

two different kinds of mortality: Contingent mortality (“being able to die”) is the dispositional 

property of a living being to die under certain circumstances. The death of the being is the 

manifestation of this disposition. Necessary mortality on the other hand (“having to die”) is the 

(meta-)property of a living being to have a limited life-expectancy, that is, to have a disposition 

to die that is necessarily manifested eventually. The evaluative connection between death and 

mortality can plausibly be derived from the roles that a person’s contingent and necessary 

mortality play in the occurrence of her death: It turns out that the disposition to die is an enabling 

condition for the person’s death. This means that it makes a causally relevant difference in the 

occurrence of an event that is bad for the person and thereby genuinely and negatively affects 

her wellbeing. Therefore, her contingent mortality is bad for the person – and this badness is 

derived from the badness of the event of her death. If this event is not yet settled, the contingent 

mortality inherits a part of the expected disvalue of the person’s death instead. Her necessary 

mortality on the other hand inherits part of the general disvalue of the person’s death 

(understood as a type of event) because it anticipates the occurrence of such an event by 

guaranteeing that an event of this type must occur. At the same time, the presence of a person’s 

necessary mortality seems to affect the evaluation of her death (and thereby also her contingent 

mortality): A person’s death appears less tragic if she is necessarily mortal.  
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German Abstract 

Der Tod einer Person (ein Ereignis) und ihre Sterblichkeit (eine Eigenschaft) sind nicht 

dasselbe, hängen aber klarerweise zusammen. Angenommen der Tod einer Person ist schlecht 

für diese – was bedeutet dies dann für die Bewertung ihrer Sterblichkeit? Um diese Frage zu 

beantworten muss unterschieden werden zwischen zwei verschiedenen Arten von Sterblichkeit: 

Die kontingente Sterblichkeit („sterben können“) ist die dispositionale Eigenschaft eines 

Lebewesens unter bestimmten Umständen zu sterben. Der Tod des Lebewesens ist die 

Manifestation dieser Disposition. Die notwendige Sterblichkeit andererseits („sterben müssen“) 

ist die (Meta-)Eigenschaft eines Lebwesens eine begrenzte Lebenserwartung zu haben – das 

heißt, eine Disposition zu sterben zu haben, die notwendigerweise irgendwann manifestiert 

wird. Der werttheoretische Zusammenhang zwischen Tod und Sterblichkeit ergibt sich 

plausiblerweise aus den Rollen, die kontingente und notwendige Sterblichkeit beim 

Zustandekommen des Todes einer Person spielen: Es zeigt sich, dass die Disposition zu sterben 

den Tod der Person ermöglicht. Dadurch macht sie einen kausal relevanten Unterschied im 

Auftreten eines für diese Person schlechten Ereignisses und beeinflusst so ihr Wohlergehen. 

Deshalb ist die kontingente Sterblichkeit schlecht für die Person – und diese Schlechtigkeit erbt 

sie von dem Ereignis des Todes. Steht dieses Ereignis allerdings noch nicht fest, erbt die 

kontingente Sterblichkeit stattdessen einen Teil des erwarteten Unwerts des Todes. Die 

notwendige Sterblichkeit andererseits erbt einen Teil des generellen Unwerts des Todes 

(verstanden als Ereignistyp), weil sie das Eintreten eines solchen Ereignisses vorwegnimmt, 

indem sie garantiert, dass ein Ereignis dieses Typs eintreten muss. Gleichzeitig scheint die 

notwendige Sterblichkeit ihrerseits die Evaluation des Todes (und somit auch der kontingenten 

Sterblichkeit) zu beeinflussen: Der Tod einer Person wirkt weniger tragisch, wenn sie 

notwendig sterblich ist.   
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I. Introduction 

Death and mortality are not the same thing. Put simply, mortality is the property of living beings 

to be able and (possibly) have to die eventually. Death, on the other hand, is the event that 

occurs when they finally do. Although it may be true that we are quick to jump to mortality 

when we are contemplating death from the perspective of still being alive – thinking about the 

fact that we will die – the two are in fact two different phenomena.1  

As human persons, we are presumably mortal. We die. And we usually don’t like it. 

However, while there is a large and lively debate in contemporary analytic philosophy about 

whether and how death can be bad for the person who dies, there is no comparable discussion 

for the property of mortality.2 Instead, discussions of the latter usually take the form of inquiring 

whether immortality would be good for us and focus on the famous worries of eternal existential 

boredom and loss of meaning.3 But while the evaluations of mortality and immortality are 

certainly related, the possible downsides of living forever do not capture all there is to being 

mortal.  

In particular, the most obvious advantage of immortality – that it avoids death – is usually 

just mentioned on the fly, taken for granted and not discussed any further. The reasoning often 

goes like this: “Of course, being immortal would mean escaping death, this greatest of all evils 

– but at what cost?” And off the discussion goes into an inquiry of what such a never-ending 

life might look like. This is where I want to take a step back. If it is an advantage of immortality 

that it would avoid death, then this suggests that there is something bad about mortality – and 

that this badness has to do with the badness of death.  

Bearing in mind the initial observation that mortality and death are not the same thing, 

this leads to the question how the evaluation of a person’s mortality is related to – and possibly 

 
1 One example for such a jump can be found in Kagan (2012, 2): Once we take a prospective stance, questions 

about death quickly turn into questions about mortality. In that sense, mortality seems to “pull death into the 

present” – an observation that will become very relevant later.  
2 For a good overview of the contemporary debate about the badness of death see Fischer (1993, 14ff.) and Kagan 

(2012, ch. 10). Contributors to the debate include for example Nagel (1970), Williams (1973), Brueckner and 

Fischer (1986), Feldman (1991 and 1992a), Johansson (2005), Bradley (2009), Luper (2009), and Kagan (2012). 
3 As famously done by Williams (1973) and Nussbaum (1994). A good overview of the contemporary debate can 

be found in Kreuels (2015).   
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dependent on – an evaluation of her death. This is the topic of my dissertation. Due to the lack 

of literature on this issue, my inquiry will be rather explorative in nature and hopefully provide 

a first step towards a more well-rounded evaluation of the condition of (human) mortality.  

Unfortunately, I still have to limit my scope somewhat: I will only be interested in the 

evaluative features of mortality that directly have to do with the relation between mortality and 

death. There are other aspects that would also have to be taken into account for an all-things-

considered evaluation of mortality: The topics discussed in the debate about the desirability of 

immortality are some of them. Others may include the fact that the knowledge of their mortality 

may cause people to take extra precautions in their life (like wearing a seatbelt), which they 

would otherwise omit and that make their life a bit more arduous or uncomfortable. While I am 

very interested in these other evaluative aspects of mortality, they are beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. Thus, I am only interested in the pro tanto badness of mortality that directly has to 

do with its connection to death. Put simply, I shall explore how and in what way mortality may 

be bad because death is bad.  

 

I.1 Preliminaries 

Before I will outline the structure of the following chapters, let me mention some preliminaries 

and assumptions that I will be making.   

 

About Value 

I take the ultimate bearers of value to be states of affairs (as opposed to e.g., objects). Thus, 

when I speak of the (dis)value of a person’s death or her mortality, this is short for the (dis)value 

of the state of affairs that she dies (the occurrence of an event) and that she is mortal (the 

ascription of a property). However, this is supposed to be more a matter of notation than a 

metaphysical commitment.  

Furthermore, just as the debate about the badness of death asks whether her death can be 

bad for the person who dies, I will only be concerned with the value of mortality for the mortal 

person.4 Thus, I will not be concerned with the question of whether a person’s mortality is bad 

 
4 Kagan (2012, 206ff.) nicely explains this framing of the question in the case of death. 
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for, e.g., the people she leaves behind, or bad simpliciter. For the sake of simplicity, I will often 

omit the “for the person who dies”: Hence, whenever I speak of the (dis)value of death and 

mortality in the following – unless otherwise specified – I mean the value or disvalue for the 

respective person. 

On that note, I would also like to point out that most of my findings will not only apply 

to human persons, but to living beings in general (including non-human persons and animals).5 

I will explicitly point out where this is not the case. However, because I am most familiar with 

(and also most interested in) human persons, my example-case is human person Ella (short E) 

and I shall usually write in terms of (human) persons. An exception is the second chapter, where 

I provide my account of mortality. Since I explicitly develop this account to apply to all living 

beings, I will there be more diligent in talking about living beings in general and shall use Livy 

(short L) as my example for such a being (that need not be a human person). 

Furthermore, I am open to the possibility that death and/or mortality are actually not bad 

for the dying creature in some or even all cases. But for the sake of simplicity, I shall often 

simply speak of badness (or disvalue) in what follows, because this makes it easier to clearly 

draw out the various value-relations.6 However, nothing substantial hangs on this and my 

results are meant to be transferable to value in general. 

I shall abbreviate the (dis)value of some event or property X for Ella as VE(X) and often 

write as if it can be represented by some real number (e.g., VE(X) = 10), where a positive 

number implies goodness and a negative one badness. I do not thereby wish to commit myself 

to the claim that such an ascription is indeed always possible (that is, that value can be measured 

on a cardinal scale), but mainly do so for illustrative purposes. More about this later. 

Finally, a brief note on the tense employed in the value-claims I will be making: Note that 

for both death and mortality we can say that they are, were or will be bad for Ella. Which tense 

is appropriate depends on two factors. First, the response given to the so-called timing question: 

 
5 This does also include plants and I indeed find it plausible to extend the concept of mortality to them as well. For 

example, I have recently learned that trees are apparently immortal in the sense that they do not have to die. 

However, it is a different question whether their death and/or mortality can be bad for them – a question that is not 

totally uncontroversial with regards to animals either. Since, in the evaluative section of this dissertation, I will be 

focusing exclusively on human persons, I shall not take a stance on this.  
6 I have chosen badness instead of goodness for obvious reasons: I believe most people think that death is bad in 

most cases. And even for mortality, people’s intuitions probably lean more towards a negative evaluation.  
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When is her death or mortality bad for the person who dies?7 And secondly the time of the 

evaluation: When are we making the value-claim? While the response to the timing question 

fixes the interval during which her death or mortality is bad for Ella, the temporal location of 

the evaluation with respect to this interval determines which tense we should use: If we evaluate 

Ella’s death (or mortality) before the interval, we will say that her death or mortality will be bad 

for her. On the other hand, if we are making the value-claim during the interval, we will say 

that her death (or mortality) is bad for her. And finally, if we are evaluating Ella’s death or 

mortality after said interval has passed, we will say that her death or mortality was bad for her. 

While I will do my best to adhere to this, it may not always be possible, because the timing 

question is actually a rather interesting matter in its own right for both death and mortality. I 

will return to it in more detail later.8 

 

About the Definition of Death 

Since I will be evaluating mortality in its relation to death, I need a working definition of death 

as well as mortality, and I will develop my account of the latter in the next chapter. As for death, 

I am assuming the following definition of the concept of death: A living being’s death – and 

that of a human person in particular – is the complete, permanent, and irreversible end of her 

life and existence.   

While I hope that this definition appears rather natural, none of its components are 

uncontroversial: Taking death to be the end of life is rather intuitive and very common, but 

nevertheless not without objections – especially when one considers cases of suspended 

animation and the fact that giving a convincing account of the concept of life can be quite hard.9 

Similarly, while some philosophers explicitly assume that death is permanent and irreversible 

(thus, that the dead will and cannot return) others reject this definition.10 Furthermore, by adding 

that the end needs to be complete, I assume that no part of the living being (e.g. a person’s soul) 

 
7 For an overview of the discussion of the timing question for death see Luper (2021, section 4). I will discuss the 

timing question in more detail in chapter VIII.2. 
8 In chapter VIII, specifically VIII.2. 
9 Fischer (1993, 8), Rosenberg (1998, 159), Stoecker (1999, 56), Luper (2004, 41) and Wittwer (2009, 9) for 

example take death to be the end of life. Feldman (1992, 62 and 1992b) is someone who is more critical. 
10 Nagel (1970, 61), Fischer (1993, 8), Rosenberg (1998, 163) and Stoecker (1999, 69f.) are philosophers who use 

definitions that explicitly contain the notion of permanence and/or irreversibility. Feldman (1992a, 62ff.) and 

Luper (2009, 44ff.) on the other hand reject both (albeit for different reasons).  
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continues to live on after her death.11 Finally, claiming that death is not only the end of a being’s 

life, but also its existence – the so-called termination thesis – is, unsurprisingly, also 

controversial.12 Especially when one considers the continued existence of the corpse, one may 

call this assumption into question. However, I shall assume it, especially since I am mainly 

concerned with human persons and find it plausible that at least the person stops existing with 

her death.  

While I am thus bracketing the complex and interesting debate about how to properly 

understand and analyze the concept pf death, I believe my definition to be in line with what 

most philosophers who are concerned with evaluative questions about death assume. And I 

hope it is intuitive enough to be accepted for the purpose of this dissertation.  

With the proposed understanding of death in place, one should further distinguish 

between the process of dying, the state of being dead and the moment of death, understood as 

the transition from the former to the latter – the transition from the state of being (still) alive, 

but dying, to the state of being dead.13 When I refer to “death” I mean this moment of transition.  

Finally, note that concerning a given person, we can either refer to her death as an abstract 

type of event – e.g., the type of event of Ella’s death (no further details provided) – or we can 

look at a specific token-instance of this type of event, e.g., her death at the age of 60 on the 29th 

of May 2011, at 11 p.m. by being run over by a trolley. This token-event may be her actual 

death or merely a specific possible death that we imagine for her. For every person there are 

presumably many different specific ways in which she could die. These differ for example with 

regards to the time at which the respective death takes place, as well as its precise cause – e.g., 

being run over by a trolley or dying from cancer. Naturally, this raises the question of just how 

specific one needs to be – or, put differently, how different two of Ella’s possible (token-)deaths 

must be to be considered different deaths. Is a death that looks almost the same but happens a 

millisecond later a different death? Are two deaths by car accident at the same time but from 

slightly different internal injuries the same death? This question of how to individuate different 

 
11 See for example Wittwer (2014, 3f.) who also points out that most contemporary philosophers do assume death 

to be the complete end of life.  
12 The termination thesis is held and defended by e.g., McMahan (1988 and 2002), Johansson (2005, 45ff.), Luper 

(2009) and Bradley (2009), and again criticized by Feldman (1992a and 2000) and for example Belshaw (2009, 

100ff.).  
13 For this distinction see for example Rosenbaum (1986, 120f.), Feldman (1992b, 163), Fischer (1993,2), Wittwer 

(2009, 44 and 2014) and Luper (2009, 44).  
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deaths is an instance of the more general question about how to individuate different 

instantiations of a certain type of event – and ultimately of how to differentiate different 

events.14 I shall not go deeper into it here, but simply assume that we can find some satisfactory 

way of differentiating between a person’s different possible (token-)deaths (and, furthermore, 

that this most likely involves a reference to the time and cause of the specific death).  

 

About Modality 

Although I will only fully develop my account of mortality in the next chapter, the initial gloss 

of it is that one can and (maybe even) must die eventually. This obviously involves notions of 

modality.  

I will understand possibility and necessity in terms of possible worlds.15 And I take 

possible worlds to be maximally consistent sets of propositions fully describing a way the world 

might have been – where this includes how the world changes over time.16 Put differently: A 

possible world is a complete (possible) story of the universe from start to finish.17 One of the 

possible worlds is – or, more precisely, describes – the actual world, that is the way our real 

world actually is.18 Furthermore, there are similarity relations among the possible worlds 

relative to which we can speak of the similarity, closeness, or nearness of possible worlds to 

each other.19  

Presumably, some possible worlds will share part of their history – we can imagine, for 

example, two different ways our world might have been that are the same up until one point in 

time but then develop in different ways. The corresponding possible worlds will thus have a 

certain subset of propositions in common (namely the ones describing their shared history). I 

will call this phenomenon the branching of possible worlds.20 

 
14 For the latter see Casati and Varzi (2020, section 3).  
15 For the following see Lewis (1986) and for an overview Menzel (2017).  
16 I am thereby following Feldman (1991, 207f.) and Bradley (2009, 49).  
17 Again, following Bradley (2009, 49).  
18 Note that “world” thereby does not refer merely to the planet earth but includes the whole universe. 
19 Following Feldman (1991, 208) and Bradley (2009, 49f.). 
20 I am borrowing the term from Lewis (1986, 206), although I am not making the distinction between branching 

and divergence that he makes, because I do not believe these intricacies of the nature of possible worlds to be 

relevant for my purposes.  
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With this framework in place, modality is then understood as quantification over possible 

worlds.21 Possibility is existential quantification: X is possible if and only iff X is the case in 

some possible world (meaning that the occurrence of X is included in the set of propositions 

making up some possible world). Necessity, on the other hand, is universal quantification: X is 

necessary if and only if X is the case in every possible world (meaning that the occurrence of 

X is included in every set of propositions that makes up a possible world).  

However, modality is often restricted from the standpoint of a given world by 

accessibility relations.22 For example, we may wish to consider merely possible worlds that 

have the same history as our world. These worlds are historically accessible from our actual 

world. A different example are worlds that have the same natural laws as our actual world. 

These worlds are nomologically accessible from our world. Some X is nomologically necessary 

from the standpoint of our world if and only if it is the case in every possible world with the 

same natural laws as ours. In the context of death and mortality, nomological accessibility is a 

plausible restriction, that I will from now on implicitly assume, if not stated otherwise. 

This concludes my compilation of necessary preliminaries. But before I begin, let me also 

briefly sketch the structure of what is to come in the remainder of this dissertation.  

 

I.2 Structure of the Dissertation 

Since I am interested in how to evaluate a person’s mortality (in relation to her death), I first 

need to give an account of how I understand the property of being mortal. This I shall do in 

chapter II. Notably, I will thereby distinguish between two different kinds of mortality – put 

simply, being able to die on the one hand (contingent mortality) and having to die on the other 

(necessary mortality). For both I shall give a thorough account of how to understand them, 

including some brief first notes about how they are connected to the possibility and necessity 

of death.  

With these accounts on hand, I shall then turn to the evaluative part of the dissertation, 

mapping out the field in chapter III: Since I am assuming that the badness of mortality has 

something to do with the badness of death, I will begin by briefly presenting the standard 

 
21 For the following see again  Lewis (1986, 5ff.).  
22 For the following see Lewis (1986, 7).  
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deprivation account of the evil of death as a backdrop against which to proceed. Afterwards, I 

will distinguish two different death-related aspects of (contingent as well as necessary) 

mortality that shall serve as the basis for two different evaluative approaches seeking to derive 

the (dis)value of mortality from the (dis)value of death: The consequence-approach draws on 

the role that a person’s (contingent or necessary) mortality plays in the occurrence of her death, 

while the shaping-the-world-approach looks at what being mortal means for the mortal person 

and the world she finds herself in. Of the two, I shall start with the consequence-approach, 

which will also make up the biggest part of this dissertation.  

In chapter IV, I develop a specific methodological framework for analyzing the role that 

a person’s contingent or necessary mortality plays in the occurrence of her death. This involves 

distinguishing three different scenarios of increasing complexity. The idea is to first develop 

the consequence-approach in a maximally simple scenario and then adjust it to account for more 

complex but also more realistic assumptions.  

This plan is then carried out in chapters V to VII, each of which is dedicated to one of the 

three scenarios. Inside of each chapter (and corresponding scenario), I begin by explaining what 

we can say about the badness of a person’s death under the respective assumptions, before 

turning to her contingent and finally to her necessary mortality. I repeat these three steps for all 

three scenarios and thereby develop my consequence-approach further with each chapter.  

Since we will end up with fairly different evaluative results in each scenario, chapter VIII 

is dedicated to comparing them and reaching a final verdict about how to evaluate a person’s 

contingent and necessary mortality based on the role they play in the occurrence of her death.  

Before turning to the shaping-the-world-approach, I will go on a little excursion in chapter 

IX, where – motivated through some problems of the consequence-approach – I shall entertain 

the possibility of abandoning the death-first assumption and sketch an alternative account that 

puts the badness of a person’s necessary mortality at the center and derives the badness of her 

death and contingent mortality from it.   

After this detour, I shall end the evaluative (and, indeed substantial) part of this 

dissertation by developing the shaping-the-world-approach in chapter X and assessing how it 

relates to the consequence-approach. 

This is the plan. Let’s begin.  
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II. Contingent and Necessary Mortality 

Before I can turn to any evaluative questions about mortality, I need to give an answer to 

the metaphysical question: What is mortality? In this chapter, I will lay out my account of 

mortality which will then be the basis for my evaluative inquiry in the remainder of this 

dissertation.  

When we call someone “mortal” in everyday language, we may mean two different 

things: That they can die or that they must (and in that sense will) die (eventually).23 Since 

humans are presumably mortal in both senses, we usually do not keep these two aspects neatly 

separate. However, they could come apart. We can, for example, imagine living beings that can 

die but that don’t have to die – they can be harmed or killed, but if they are lucky enough, they 

might just live forever. Vampires might fall under this category. 

It thus seems appropriate to distinguish two different kinds of mortality. I shall call beings 

who can die contingently mortal and those that (also) must die necessarily mortal. Humans are 

presumably contingently and necessarily mortal.24 Vampires on the other hand may only be 

contingently but not necessarily mortal. Contingent mortality (CM) thus denotes the property 

of a creature to be able to die. It refers to the possibility of death. Necessary mortality (NM), 

on the other hand, denotes the property of a creature to have to die at some (possibly unknown) 

future moment. It refers to the necessity of death.25 In what follows, I shall give a more 

 
23 There is a sense in which someone in a deterministic world will die – even though their death may be merely 

contingent. I do not think that this is what we have in mind when we say that we humans have to die. I will get 

back to this later (in section II.2). 
24 Whether or not humans are indeed necessarily mortal is actually epistemically impossible to verify (Wittwer 

(2004, 27f.)). 
25 I am here following Kreuels (2010, 249 and 2015, 31ff.) who makes the same distinction and – at least in the 

older paper – uses the exact same notation. However, Kreuels does so mainly in order to distinguish two analogous 

kinds of immortality: contingent immortality, meaning that the creature in question need not die but still can die, 

and necessary immortality, meaning that the creature in question cannot die. Contingent immortality thus negates 

the necessity of death (and, consequently, necessary mortality), while necessary immortality negates the possibility 

of death (and, consequently, contingent mortality).  

Because of this interconnectedness of mortality and immortality, I have decided to use the same labels, despite the 

fact that they may be considered a bit misleading: Contingent mortality may sound as if it excludes necessary 

mortality (since death is no longer contingent if it is necessary). But I do not want to suggest that contingent and 
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substantial account of these properties, starting with contingent mortality. Note, however, that 

I may still sometimes speak of “mortality”, without specifying what kind I mean. In this case, 

I am either relying on the context to make clear what kind I have in mind, or I am indeed 

referring to both – contingent and necessary mortality.  

 

II.1 Contingent Mortality as the Disposition to Die 

It seems intuitively appealing to conceive of contingent mortality as a disposition, that is a 

property which exhibits its characteristic manifestation(s) only under some specific triggering 

condition(s).26 I suggest that contingent mortality is the dispositional property of a living being 

to die under certain circumstances.27 The event of the being’s death is the manifestation of this 

disposition. 

Dispositions are characterized in terms of their triggering condition(s) and 

manifestation(s).28 For example, solubility is the disposition to dissolve (the manifestation) 

when submerged in water (the triggering condition).29 “Dissolving” as well as “being 

submerged in water” denote certain types of events. These types of events are instantiated when 

 
necessary mortality are incompatible. Can-die-mortality and Must-die-mortality would be less misleading (but a 

bit cumbersome) labels.  
26 This is not an unusual idea, see for example Wittwer (2004, 35) and Kreuels (2010, 24 and 2015, 22). For an 

overview of the understanding of dispositions that I am presupposing see Choi and Fara (2021), especially section 

1.1.  
27 Since this account of mortality is supposed to (amongst others) apply to human people, it seems to suggest a 

certain view of what we are: namely living beings (as opposed to for example cartesian souls, our brains, etc.). 

And to a certain degree that is true: Based on the definition of death that I am employing – namely, death being 

the end of life – only living things can die and thus be mortal. However, I am not presupposing any specific account 

of life. Thus, if we want to include cartesian souls or our brains in this definition of mortality, they can also be 

considered living beings – because to live just refers to whatever is required for us to sensibly speak of that thing 

dying. However, I personally lean towards a biological account of life (similar to Feldman (1992a) and (1992b, 

165)) and an animalistic account of human people (similar to the one described in Johansson (2005, 18f.)) and 

what follows is indeed mainly tailored to these kinds of accounts. 
28 See once more Choi and Fara (2021, section 1.1). 
29 I am here not suggesting a substantial analysis of dispositions, but merely providing the canonical version of a 

conventional disposition (solubility) that makes the triggering condition and the manifestation explicit (see Choi 

and Fara (2021, section 1.1)).  
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a specific sugar cube is submerged in water in a specific incident – e.g., on April 6th, by me, in 

the cup of tea that I am drinking while writing. The specific events of that sugar cube being 

submerged in water (or rather tea) and consequently dissolving are thus token-instances of the 

types of events that characterize this sugar cube’s disposition of solubility.30  

The suggestion is now that contingent mortality is a dispositional property and thus works 

the same way: That a living being is contingently mortal means that it has the disposition to die 

under certain circumstances. Just like solubility, the disposition of contingent mortality is 

characterized by certain kinds of triggering conditions – to which I will get in a moment – and 

a certain kind of manifestation. The triggering conditions as well as the manifestation are certain 

types of events. And the type of event that is the manifestation of a being’s contingent mortality 

is precisely its death: For a contingently mortal living being Livy, the type of event of Livy’s 

death denotes the manifestation of its disposition to die.31 When Livy actually dies (in a specific 

way), its disposition to die is triggered and consequently manifested. Any specific way in which 

Livy dies (and also any possible way in which Livy might die) is thus a specific instantiation of 

the type of event of Livy’s death and a specific (token-)manifestation of Livy’s dispositional 

property of contingent mortality. 

On this account, contingent mortality is like the breakability of a cup.32 Breakability is 

also a disposition: The cup being breakable means that it will break when certain triggering 

conditions are met – for example, when it is smashed on the floor. The event of it breaking is 

the manifestation of this disposition. And just as things can only break if they were breakable 

in the first place and if something happened that triggered this breakability, there can be no 

 
30 In fact, this sugar cube’s disposition may be characterized by slightly more specific types of events – namely 

the type of event of this sugar cube being submerged in water and the type of event of this sugar cube dissolving.  
31 Again, this being’s disposition to die may be either characterized by the maximally general type of event death 

or by a slightly more specific type of event – Livy’s death. I am assuming the latter, even though not much hangs 

on this. However, if dispositions are individuated via their triggering conditions and manifestations, this entails 

that Livy’s disposition to die is actually different from a different living being’s disposition to die – let’s say Livio’s 

– since both are characterized by different manifestations (Livy’s death vs. Livio’s death). I do not think that this 

is problematic, because I do not think that it hinders us in making claims about the (dis)value of death and mortality 

in general.  
32 I here use the disposition of breakability instead of the more commonly referenced fragility as the analogue for 

the disposition to die, because fragility actually means to break easily and this makes it rather different from 

(contingent) mortality, which – on the account just presented – merely means that one can die but entails nothing 

about how easy or likely it is for that to happen. I am grateful to Philip Fox for pointing this out to me. 
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death without the living being in question having the disposition to die and this disposition 

being triggered. Thus, it is only contingently mortal beings that can die – and this is just as it 

should be.  

I believe that the dispositional approach of contingent mortality can account nicely for its 

original characterization – namely that a contingently mortal being can or is able to die. If said 

being has the disposition to die (under certain circumstances), this holds true: The being in 

question can (and will) die when the triggering conditions of the disposition are met. With the 

disposition to die, we have the possibility of death.  

Let us now put more flesh to this dispositional account of contingent mortality by looking 

at what the disposition to die looks like in human persons. This will also allow us to say a bit 

more about the triggering conditions. It appears that for living creatures like us humans, the 

disposition to die is grounded in the characteristics of our organism:33 Our metabolism depends 

on the intake and processing of certain external resources to function properly (for example, 

nutrients and oxygen). In that sense, we are necessarily needy. And because of this neediness, 

a human metabolism can also be disrupted if it is deprived of these resources or if they cannot 

be processed properly. If this state lasts too long, the metabolism collapses and the human dies. 

This grounds a disposition that we may call killability (thereby understanding “killing” in a very 

wide sense, as we do when we say that someone was killed by a heart attack).34 And this 

killability may be triggered by external factors (as for example when we are crushed by a trolley, 

catapulted into the oxygen-less void of space, or catch the flu) or through internal processes (as 

when we develop cancer or an auto-immune disorder) – whatever is disruptive enough to make 

our metabolism collapse.35  

 
33 The following is loosely based on Wittwer (2004, 22-26).  
34 Note that the characteristics of our metabolism also give rise to another, somewhat weaker disposition – namely 

a general vulnerability or hurtability (triggered when our metabolism is disturbed, but not enough to collapse). 

Similarly, the cup is not only breakable, but also damageable (as for example when its surface is scratched, or it 

falls to the floor but only chips and doesn’t break). It is an interesting question about dispositions how these kinds 

of clearly connected dispositions relate to one another: Are they distinct or is one just the more extreme form of 

the other? I do not need to settle this question for my purposes, but since I take dispositions to be distinguished by 

their manifestations and triggering conditions, I would indeed call killability and hurtability (as well as breakability 

and damageability) two different dispositions – because the former is characterized by a much more restricted set 

of manifestations.  
35 The distinction between external and internal harmful factors can be found in Wittwer (2004, 22) and Kreuels 

(2015, 29), although neither one of them goes into great detail about it. And, indeed, one may question whether 
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Thus, for us humans (including Ella) and other living creatures that are sufficiently like 

us, contingent mortality – the disposition to die – comes in the form of killability (where this is 

understood as a specific vulnerability of the metabolism). The triggering condition(s) of our 

contingent mortality can be described in general terms as the prolonged disruption of our 

metabolism or spelled out in excruciating detail by listing all possible external and internal 

factors that can cause such a disruption (like the trolley and cancer). It is thus because of our 

biological makeup that we human beings can or are able to die. Our metabolisms are 

“breakable” just as the cup is breakable. This is what our contingent mortality – our “ability to 

die” – consists in.36  

However, there may be other living beings who are nothing like us and whose disposition 

to die takes a very different form – with very different triggering conditions. Fairies like Tinker 

Bell from Peter Pan apparently die when children stop believing in them. Lieutenant 

Commander Data from Star Trek is an android – a synthetic life form – and thus has an internal 

system, which (even if it is somewhat analogous to our metabolism) presumably leads to very 

different triggering conditions for his disposition to die.  

But for us humans, our contingent mortality seems to be fundamentally based in us. We 

are killable, and thus contingently mortal, because of what we are.37 Understanding contingent 

mortality as a disposition already drew out that it was something about the mortal being – since 

a disposition is a property. But the fact that for us humans this disposition takes the form of 

killability means even more, namely that the base properties of our disposition to die are 

internal to us: The base properties of Ella’s killability are the physical features of her 

metabolism.38 In this, our contingent mortality is again like the breakability of the cup, which 

is also based in properties internal to the cup (namely properties having to do with its physical 

structure). It is an interesting question whether the disposition to die need always be based in 

 
there are ever any truly internal harmful proceedings or whether instead there is always some external factor 

required to trigger the internal processes (as for example in the case of exposure to a virus) or to ultimately disrupt 

a metabolism that was already weakened by internal processes. While I will get back to this when I discuss the 

possibility of death from old age in the section on necessary mortality (II.2), not much hangs on this distinction 

and I have introduced it mainly for illustrative purposes. The idea itself is intuitive enough since it is ultimately 

the distinction between being run over by a trolley and dying from cancer.  
36 Calling our contingent mortality an „ability” may sound strange – as if it were analogous to our ability to play 

tennis. But all I mean by this is what I just spelled out: Our metabolisms can be disrupted – we can die.  
37 And here I am indeed presupposing an animalistic account of humans.  
38 For the idea of base properties see again Choi and Fara (2021, section 4).  
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the mortal creature like this or whether it could also be somewhat more external (and again, 

Tinker Bell may be an example).39 But since I am still mainly interested in human persons, I 

shall not dwell deeper on this question.  

Instead, I want to consider two interconnected worries about the account I have just 

presented which have to do with the fact that dispositions require their triggering conditions to 

be met in order for them to be manifested.  

 

Worry No. 1: Do We Need External Threats? 

First, note that, on the dispositional account of contingent mortality for humans just provided, 

humans are killable – their metabolisms are disruptable – but for them to actually die, we need 

the presence of harmful influences. We need the presence of those things that trigger the 

killability – like a lack of oxygen or the trolley. For humans, having the disposition to die only 

means that they are breakable in a certain way – but in order to die, they actually need to be 

broken. And in more cases than not, this requires something external to the person.40   

Because of this, one may doubt that killability alone is already enough to call humans – 

and other living beings like them – (contingently) mortal.41 Instead, one may think that while 

this kind of vulnerability plays a crucial role, (contingent) mortality only arises because of the 

additional fact that human beings are (constantly) exposed to threats that might actually cause 

their killability to be manifested. Thus, one may object that my dispositional account of 

contingent mortality leaves out the crucial feature of the presence of harmful factors that are 

suited to actually trigger the disposition to die: For humans, contingent mortality is not simply 

killability, but killability plus the presence of triggering factors. And while this point is 

particularly conspicuous in the case of humans (where we actually have a grasp on what their 

disposition to die looks like), it might well generalize to the dispositional account at large, 

 
39 This is basically the question whether the base properties of dispositions are always internal to the bearer of the 

disposition. 
40 This is where the distinction between internal and external harmful factors becomes relevant again: If most 

things that can disrupt our metabolism were indeed internal, the issue described in this section would not really be 

such a problem. But I highly doubt that this is the case.  
41 I am putting “contingently” in paratheses here, because I am now considering our everyday use of the term 

“mortal” – and, in our everyday language, we often do not make the distinction between contingent and necessary 

mortality (or at least not in these words).  
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because all dispositions to die will require their triggering conditions to be met in order for them 

to actually be manifested.  

In order to evaluate this worry, we may consider a case where all harmful influences are 

absent. Imagine Penelope, who lives in such a sheltered environment that she is shielded from 

anything that could kill her (that could trigger her disposition to die). She lives in a cotton-wool 

world. Obviously, this case needs to be a bit sci-fi, especially if we also want to rule out any 

internal harmful factors like cancer.42 But we can certainly imagine such a scenario. Now, 

would we want to call Penelope (contingently) mortal? She is still killable – she has the 

disposition to die – but her environment is such that it is virtually impossible for the triggering 

conditions for this disposition to ever be met. She is like a cup that is wrapped in enormous 

amounts of bubble-wrap.  

If we intuitively would not want to call Penelope contingently mortal, this would speak 

in favor of the worry laid out above, and suggest that (contingent) mortality requires more than 

just killability – it also requires the presence of killers, so to speak.  

However, I lean in the opposite direction: I have the strong intuition that Penelope is still 

mortal in this scenario – at least in some sense. Imagine there was another woman – Irmgard – 

who does not have the disposition to die. If both of them live in the cotton-wool world, then 

neither of them can get killed (and thus neither of them will die in there). But they are still 

different: Only for Penelope would it be dangerous to leave. There is a vulnerability to Penelope 

that Irmgard simply does not possess – and this fact does not go away just because this 

vulnerability is not very relevant in the world that they inhabit. Yes, Penelope’s condition may 

not be bad for her as long as she stays in the cotton-wool world (because there it is ineffective) 

– and I will actually get back to this point in the next section – but that does not mean that her 

condition is not there, and it also does not mean that this condition is not a form of mortality. 

The breakable cup that we wrap in so much bubble-wrap that it cannot possibly be broken is 

still breakable. 

I believe there to be at least some sense of “mortality” (if not the only sense) in which it 

is exclusively about the being in question – about it and nothing outside of it. A sense of being 

 
42 Even more difficult: We would also have to rule out that Penelope could kill herself by e.g., stopping to breathe 

or refusing to eat. Thus, the scenario we have to imagine might have to be more like the situation of the humans 

in The Matrix: Floating in a tank, provided with life-support, and being fed computer-generated sensory 

experiences by the machine overlords.  
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mortal in which being mortal is an intrinsic property of the mortal person.43 In this sense, the 

mortal being remains mortal no matter what the circumstances are. And I believe this sense to 

be what I have called contingent mortality.44 Because, even if we are currently considering our 

everyday use, we are still talking about contingent mortality – the specific kind of mortality that 

revolves around being able to die.45 The kind of mortality that we have in mind when we say: 

“She is mortal – she can die.” She is mortal. She is such that she can die. She is such that she 

can be killed. I do believe this to be an everyday concept of mortality, and this is the one I want 

to capture with the dispositional account of contingent mortality.  

This is not to say that there may not be some other sense of mortality in which Penelope 

is not mortal, precisely because the cotton-wool world is such that if she stays in there she will 

not die. Indeed, this may just be necessary mortality: Since she could stay in the cotton-wool 

world, Penelope does not have to die – and in that sense she is not mortal. But I want to hold 

on to the claim that when it comes to contingent mortality, all that matters is the constitution of 

the (mortal) person: Penelope is contingently mortal because she has the disposition to die, she 

is killable – even if there is nothing around that could trigger her disposition.  

 

Worry No. 2: But What If the Triggering Conditions Are Extremely Specific? 

It is important to note that the issues just discussed predominantly applied to humans (and other 

living beings sufficiently like them), because the worry was about the presence of sufficiently 

many external harmful influences to trigger their killability – and in other living beings the 

disposition to die may take a different form. I now want to point out that, even if the presence 

of external threats is indeed irrelevant for the question of whether humans should be considered 

contingently mortal (as I have just argued), there is another, more general worry in the vicinity: 

It might be a problem if the triggering conditions themselves are very specific. And this is an 

issue about dispositions in general and thus independent from the form that the disposition to 

die takes in humans.  

Consider the following (a bit more unusual) cases, where a living being’s disposition to 

die is only manifested under very specific and possibly very rare circumstances – because of 

 
43 For the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic properties, see Marshall and Weatherson (2018).  
44 This is why I pointed out above that, on the dispositional account of contingent mortality, at least for us humans, 

contingent mortality is fundamentally based in us – just as it should be. 
45 Thus, the parenthesis is now removed! It is actually important that we are here dealing with contingent mortality.  
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the nature of the relevant triggering conditions: For one, imagine someone who can only die on 

Tuesdays, or – even more special – can only die on a certain Tuesday at noon. Before and after 

that, they are invincible.46 Alternatively, think of Achilles, for whom it was not a specific time 

but only a very specific way in which he could be fatally harmed. 

The issue is now – again – whether we really want to call such a being (contingently) 

mortal. Instead of being concerned that contingent mortality should rather be understood as the 

disposition to die plus something else, the worry is now that we only get (contingent) mortality 

if the disposition to die takes a certain form – namely, if the triggering conditions are not too 

specific.  

One way to put this worry is to hold that being contingently mortal requires that one is 

able to die at any given moment in the future.47 This is obviously not the case for beings as the 

ones just described, whose dispositions to die have very specific triggering conditions.48 But 

since all dispositions are tied to certain triggering conditions it is built into the dispositional 

account of contingent mortality as such that the mortal being in question will almost never be 

able to die at any given moment (but only ever in the circumstances specified by the triggering 

conditions).  

My first – and not very surprising – response is that I consider the requirement of being 

able to die at any given moment to be too strong. I do not think that the idea of (contingent) 

mortality requires that at literally every second of one’s life there needs to be a non-zero chance 

that one dies (in that very moment). It is more likely that there is some (possibly vague) 

threshold that a being’s disposition to die needs to meet in order for us to be willing to call that 

living being (contingently) mortal. So maybe being able to die every Tuesday is enough, while 

only being able to die on that one specific Tuesday is not. Indubitably, the killability of humans 

with their rather frail bodies will meet this threshold. We are, so to speak, killable enough for 

us to certainly be considered contingently mortal (even if it might happen to be the case that, 

every once in a while, we are in a situation where none of our killability’s various triggering 

conditions could possibly be met). However, this does not solve the issue, since I (albeit mainly 

interested in human persons) do intend the dispositional account of contingent mortality to 

 
46 Thanks to David Streit for this example and for pointing out that it might be a problem. 
47 Indeed, this is how Kreuels (2010, 249) defines contingent mortality.  
48 In a sense, it is also not the case for beings like Penelope, who live in surroundings lacking the factors that would 

be required to trigger their dispositions to die. In so far as I have already dealt with this case, the current worry is 

already partially undermined.  
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apply to all living creatures and, as we have seen, we can certainly conceive of beings with 

dispositions to die that are so specific that they certainly do not meet such a threshold (wherever 

it may lie). Thus, if I want to hold on to the idea that contingent mortality is a disposition – and 

I do – the threshold-solution does not actually present a viable option.  

The alternative appears to be to bite the bullet and affirm that even those fringe cases are 

indeed contingently mortal beings. And this is the route I am taking: If a living being has the 

disposition to die – however specific the triggering conditions may be – they are contingently 

mortal. To soften the blow, I shall follow this up with two remarks that will hopefully make the 

claim a bit more palatable for those who find it strange to call someone mortal who can only 

die in a single moment in time.  

First, we might actually consider contingent mortality to be gradable in a certain 

respect:49 Based on the amount and character of the triggering conditions that are associated 

with a certain living being’s disposition to die, we may want to consider this being more or less 

(contingently) mortal. This is less strange than it sounds, when one considers that we naturally 

assume such a gradeability for e.g., the breakability of cups: Some cups are “more breakable” 

than others in the sense that they break more easily. They differ from sturdier cups with respect 

to their triggering conditions – for example, being slammed on the table may already trigger 

the breakability of the more fragile cup but not the breakability of the sturdier one. Indeed, we 

use the notion of fragility exactly for this purpose – it is a specific kind of breakability, namely 

breaking easily.50 Similarly, some living beings may have dispositions to die with a set of 

triggering conditions that is “bigger” than that of other living beings in the sense that there are 

simply more circumstances under which their dispositions to die would be triggered (thus, a 

higher number of triggering conditions) or that their triggering conditions are such that they are 

more readily met (which would have to do with the triggering condition’s specific character). 

Such beings can be considered “more (contingently) mortal” where all that this means is that 

they die more easily. Their triggering conditions are more often or more readily met. On the 

other hand, there may be these fringe cases of creatures who are still technically (contingently) 

 
49 Thanks to the member of Thomas Schmidt’s colloquium who suggested this. Unfortunately, I do not remember 

who it was.  
50 Remember footnote 32, where I talked about why I chose to compare contingent mortality to breakability instead 

of fragility. And (remembering footnote 34), note that the issue at hand once more points to the question of how 

to distinguish dispositions from each other, since one can wonder whether breakability and fragility are indeed two 

different dispositions.  
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mortal – because they do have the disposition to die – but whose disposition to die is so hard to 

trigger, that they are just barely (contingently) mortal. They die hard. And this could mean that 

their low (contingent) mortality is basically negligible for all practical purposes – which may 

explain why we are hesitant to even call them (contingently) mortal at all.  

While I find the idea of contingent mortality – and possibly dispositions in general – being 

gradable very interesting, I cannot go any further into how exactly to spell this out. Instead, I 

will merely suggest it as one way to soften the claim that even the fringe cases discussed above 

are (contingently) mortal. And I will briefly get back to it in the next section when evaluating 

contingent mortality, because the question of how (contingently) mortal a certain person was 

may actually affect the (dis)value of her death once it has occurred.  

The second thing I want to point out in order to make the mortality-claim about the fringe 

cases more plausible has to do with the fact that while these beings are not able to die at any 

given moment, they are nevertheless always able to die: On the dispositional account, as I 

understand it, a (contingently) mortal living being’s disposition to die may be such that it will 

only be manifested under very specific circumstances (making it the case that the being can 

only die at that one specific Tuesday, for example) but it will still be the case that it always has 

the disposition to die. It is merely the case that this disposition is such that it will only be 

manifested under very specific circumstances. Nevertheless, the disposition itself is a property 

that the contingently mortal being has all the time. And to me, this seems to be the crucial point 

for calling a living being (contingently) mortal: Not whether the living being can die at any 

moment, but whether it is always such that it can die. And on the dispositional account this may 

be the case – the being may have the disposition to die – without this meaning that the being 

can die at any moment.  

Note that this suggests that we should distinguish between a creature that has a disposition 

to die with very specific triggering conditions and one that only has the relevant disposition 

under very specific circumstances.51 If the fringe case of the being that can only die at that one 

specific Tuesday is such that the being itself will change on that Tuesday in a way that suddenly 

 
51 An example of the first kind are once again vampires: According to common lore, their disposition to die can 

only be triggered by very specific events, e.g., by being impaled in the heart or being exposed to the sun. The Elf 

Arwen from The Lord of the Rings is an example of the second kind: She only becomes contingently mortal – 

acquires the disposition to die – when she decides to stay in Middle Earth with Aragorn. Interestingly, Arwen 

might also be an example for a living being whose contingent mortality is not merely based in herself (because her 

location appears to be crucial).  
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makes it the case that it now has the disposition to die (and to die in this moment) where it did 

not have such a disposition before – then I too would be hesitant to call such a being 

(contingently) mortal, or, at least, hesitant to call it such before it has developed the relevant 

disposition.52 But this is different from the case where the living being always has the 

disposition to die but where this disposition has triggering conditions that are only met under 

certain circumstances.53  

To sum up: Contingent mortality is the disposition to die, and the being’s death is its 

manifestation. This disposition may take different forms in different living beings. For us 

humans (and other living beings like us), it is grounded in our physiology: We are killable, 

because we have metabolisms that can be disrupted to the point where they break down. If a 

living being has the disposition to die, it is contingently mortal – even if the triggering 

conditions of this disposition are very specific or if the being’s surroundings lack the external 

factors required to meet these triggering conditions.  

With the dispositional account of contingent mortality in place, let us now turn to 

necessary mortality.  

 

II.2 Necessary Mortality as Limited Life-Expectancy 

Remember my first stab at necessary mortality: While contingently mortal beings can die, 

necessary mortality is supposed to be the property of having to die at some (possibly unknown) 

future moment. I find necessary mortality a bit harder to grasp than contingent mortality. For 

one, we tend to think of necessary mortality as a state of affairs: Socrates is a human, so Socrates 

has to die. His death is bound to happen. This is a state of affairs, stating that a certain event is 

bound to happen. But this is misleading. If we want to say of living beings that they are 

 
52 This raises the interesting question of how to deal with living beings that go back and forth between having the 

disposition to die – in the case of human persons, being killable – and not.  
53 One could wonder whether this distinction is always completely straightforward: Is it always clear whether a 

case at hand is one of a living being having a disposition to die with very specific triggering conditions – or one 

where the being only develops the disposition under very specific circumstances? I am actually not quite sure. It 

probably has to do something with the base properties of the relevant disposition. But in any case, the distinction 

as such stands. Thus, the crucial question when determining whether a being is (contingently) mortal is not whether 

the being can always die, but whether it always has the disposition to die or not.  
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necessarily mortal, then necessary mortality has to be a property – just like contingent mortality. 

But while understanding contingent mortality as the disposition to die immediately suggested 

itself, it is a bit harder to characterize the property of necessary mortality. As a first step, I want 

to suggest that necessary mortality is the property of having a limited life-expectancy: The life 

of necessarily mortal beings will not go on forever.54 They have to die eventually.  

But what does this property amount to? This is where I believe we have to refer back to 

contingent mortality – and that in this sense the concept of necessary mortality is derived from 

that of contingent mortality: Having a limited life-expectancy (and thus being necessarily 

mortal) means that one’s disposition to die (one’s contingent mortality) is necessarily 

manifested eventually. Necessary mortality is a meta-property: It is the property of a living 

being’s contingent mortality – which is itself a property, namely a disposition – to be necessarily 

manifested eventually. It is the property of a property. Employing the framework of possible 

worlds: If a living being is necessarily mortal, then its disposition to die is manifested in all 

nomologically accessible possible worlds – it dies in all possible worlds that have the same 

natural laws as our world.55  

This draws attention to an important point: Imagine that determinism was true. In that 

case we could have a living (and contingently mortal) being, for which it was already 

determined during their life that they would eventually die (and also when and how that would 

happen). In that sense they have to die. However, it is my impression that this is not quite what 

we have in mind when we think of necessary mortality – when we think of a living creature 

being such that it not only can die but also has to die. Necessary mortality is supposed to be 

something more. More than just being unlucky in that in this world – which is determined in 

this way – one happens to die. Understanding necessary mortality as I have just suggested 

captures this “more”: The necessarily mortal living being does not only die in the actual world 

 
54 Obviously, the limit is not meant to be specific, e.g., 80 years. Having a limited life-expectancy merely means 

that one’s live will end at some point, without specifying when this will be. 
55 As noted above, it seems very plausible to restrict this to the nomologically accessible worlds: If we human 

persons did not have to die in an alternative universe with completely different natural laws, this seems irrelevant 

for whether we consider ourselves (necessarily) mortal. Being necessarily mortal means that one has to die in every 

world that is sufficiently like ours. Note however that this fact about Ella’s fate in all possible worlds is not 

identical to her property of necessary mortality but merely entailed by it. I will get back to this in section II.3. 
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but dies in every possible world (with the same natural laws as ours).56 Death is inevitable. And 

I believe this is what we mean when we say of a being that it has to die – that it is necessarily 

mortal.57  

Note that if necessary mortality is understood as a property of a being’s contingent 

mortality, then this means that necessary mortality entails contingent mortality: Nothing can be 

necessarily mortal without also being contingently mortal. I find this plausible, since if 

something dies, it must have had the disposition to die. And if something has to die, this means 

that it will eventually die and that means it must have had the disposition to die.  Of course, its 

disposition to die may look very different from our human killability: For example, there could 

be creatures that cannot die before they turn 80, but then they are guaranteed to die. These 

beings would be necessarily mortal (they have to die) but the dispositional account can also 

easily account for their contingent mortality – their disposition to die simply has very unusual 

and specific triggering conditions.58 A variant of this case that might look problematic at a first 

glance is one where those same beings don’t just die any regular old death at the age of 80, but 

are routinely snatched out of existence by an evil god on their 80th birthday. But even in this 

case, I would want to say that either those beings don’t actually die, but just go out of existence 

– in which case they would not be necessarily mortal – or they are contingently mortal 

nevertheless, just with very strange triggering conditions. In conclusion, I think that the fact that 

on the account just given necessary mortality entails contingent mortality is just as it should be.  

As with contingent mortality, necessary mortality – having a limited life-expectancy – 

may look different in different living creatures. For humans like us (and living creatures 

sufficiently like us) the fact that our disposition to die is necessarily manifested eventually 

appears again to be based in our physiology, presumably mainly in our aging. For one, aging 

itself (or better, its effects) may eventually lead to death – the so-called “death from old age”. 

In this case, the effects of aging itself would trigger our disposition to die by having adverse 

 
56 The relationship between determinism and necessary mortality is actually a bit more complicated than this and 

I will get back to the issue in chapter V.3. For now, it is merely important to remember that necessary mortality 

must be more than just contingently being bound to die in this world.   
57 This is also why I chose to call the property of necessary mortality “limited life-expectancy”, instead of for 

example “limited lifespan” or the more classical “being finite”: It is my impression that the latter two could also 

be applied in the case where the living being just happens to die in a deterministic world (and because of that could 

be called finite or be ascribed a limited lifespan). Speaking of a limited life-expectancy better captures that it is 

really something more than just an accident that the creature in question does not and could not live on forever.   
58 As argued above, this is not a problem.  
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effects on our metabolism.59 However, it seems to not be scientifically verified whether aging 

itself can actually “kill” us, or whether it merely makes our bodies more susceptible to lethal 

threats.60 But even if the latter is true – and there is not death from old age – the effects of aging 

would presumably be enough to guarantee that our contingent mortality is manifested 

eventually: If aging makes our organisms more and more vulnerable to external harms and 

illness, and less and less capable of fighting off and coping with any disturbances of their 

metabolism, then it becomes increasingly more likely that we are killed the older we get – 

because we become increasingly more vulnerable to the things that can trigger our disposition 

to die. This, together with the constant presence of potentially harmful factors around us (since, 

unlike Penelope, we do not live in a cotton-wool world) should be enough to guarantee that our 

contingent mortality is bound to be manifested eventually.61 (And if it is not – then we might 

not actually be necessarily mortal.)  

Since my evaluative endeavors do not depend on how exactly our necessary mortality 

comes about, I do not require an answer to the question whether or not humans can die from 

old age alone or whether aging merely guarantees their death by making them more and more 

vulnerable – all that I need is that we have a limited life-expectancy because our disposition to 

die is bound to be manifested eventually due to the makeup of us and our world. And that is 

given on either of the two alternative accounts. However, if the constant presence of external 

dangers is indeed needed to make us necessarily mortal (by putting the required pressure on our 

increasingly weakened bodies), then necessary mortality would be unlike contingent mortality 

in that it would not be based solely in us and our physiological makeup. Instead, the 

environment we find ourselves in would be part of what makes us necessarily mortal. Our 

necessary mortality would consequently be based in physiological features of our body and the 

world around us. This would mean that Penelope, for instance, could end up not being 

necessarily mortal in the cotton-wool world – because in the absence of any harmful influences 

she could get as frail as she wants without ever dying.  

I would not find this result very problematic. The concept of contingent mortality already 

captures the idea that there is some sense of mortality in which it is fundamentally about us. 

 
59 In this case we might want to reconsider whether we really want to call our human disposition to die “killability”, 

since it might seem strange to say that one was “killed by old age.” But that is merely a notational issue.  
60 Wittwer (2004, 23 and 26f.). 
61 For the claim that aging makes death more likely see e.g., Wittwer (2004, 23 and 26f.) and Kreuels (2015, 29-

21). The latter explicitly endorses the idea that the mechanism I described guarantees people’s death.  
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Indeed, it makes sense that there should be a two-step progression: First, there is something 

about us, that makes us susceptible to death, and then there can be something further (and 

something that may depend on factors outside of ourselves) that makes it the case that we indeed 

have to die. The dispositional account of contingent mortality plus the idea that necessary 

mortality is a meta-property – a property of this disposition – captures this two-step progression 

and thus is not impaired by the fact that the makeup of our world may be part of what makes us 

necessarily mortal.  

Aging, on the other hand, appears to be a vital part of necessary mortality in any case – 

whether humans can die from old age alone or whether aging merely makes death more and 

more likely. Thus, the account of necessary mortality for humans just presented suggests that if 

humans could stop aging, they could get rid of their necessary mortality, because it would then 

no longer be the case that their disposition to die was bound to be manifested eventually.62 

However, this raises the question whether we humans are indeed necessarily mortal right now: 

If a human person is necessarily mortal, this was supposed to mean that she dies in all 

nomologically accessible possible worlds. But maybe there are possible worlds with the same 

natural laws as our world in which that person does not age (e.g., because there we have already 

found the cure for aging) – and thus does not have to die? If this was the case, then – albeit 

destined to die in this world – the relevant person would not be necessarily mortal in the sense 

specified above.  

Again, I do not believe this to be problematic for my account of necessary mortality in 

general nor for humans in particular. I think that when we say that humans are necessarily 

mortal – that they have to die – we think of humans as they are right now, including aging and 

everything. Thus, I think the possible worlds we have in mind are limited in that they are similar 

to our actual world in that respect. Other possible worlds – in which humans are different, in 

that they don’t age for example – do not concern us here. But if we believe that changing 

ourselves in that respect – defeating aging – is indeed within our grasp, we should take these 

worlds into account and then it would be true to say that technically we aren’t even necessarily 

mortal right now: We do not have to die, because we could defeat aging. But this seems more 

an issue with our everyday concept of necessary mortality (or, rather, the kind of mortality that 

 
62 I am not sure whether this is actually true: Maybe the constant presence of harmful factors around us is enough 

to guarantee that we will be killed eventually if we just live long enough – even without aging making us more 

and more vulnerable. In that case, aging would actually not be the central factor here.  
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we associate with having to die) than with my account as such, because the latter makes room 

for either understanding of our necessary mortality.   

To sum up: Necessary mortality is the property of having a limited life-expectancy where 

this means that one’s disposition to die – one’s contingent mortality – is necessarily manifested 

eventually. For us humans (and other living beings like us), it is again grounded in our 

physiology plus – maybe – the presence of potentially harmful factors around us: We age and 

this aging may either itself eventually trigger our disposition to die (the so-called death from 

old age), or (if death from old age doesn’t exist) at least makes us more susceptible to potentially 

lethal threats and thereby guarantees that our contingent mortality is bound to be manifested 

eventually.  

 

II.3 The Entailment of the Possibility and Necessity of Death  

Contingent and necessary mortality – understood as I have described above – are clearly related 

to the possibility and necessity of the individual’s death. However, they are not identical to it, 

since they themselves are properties of the living being in question while the latter are modal 

states of affairs. In this section, I want to explore in a bit more detail how exactly these 

properties and corresponding states of affairs are related. This will become relevant in the next 

section where I turn to the evaluation of contingent and necessary mortality – because remember 

that I am investigating whether and how their (dis)value depends on their relationship to the 

event of death. I will thus get back to the observations I am about to lay out then and even 

discuss some of them in more detail. But I did also want to include a first upshot of them here, 

in order to provide a maximally comprehensive picture of how I understand contingent and 

necessary mortality.  

The idea is that contingent mortality – the disposition to die – entails the possibility of 

the living being’s death (or, we could also say the risk of the being’s death) in some further, to-

be-specified way. If our living being Livy is contingently mortal, then Livy dies in some (but 

maybe not all) nomologically accessible possible worlds. Similarly, necessary mortality – the 

property of having a limited life-expectancy, where this means that one has a contingent 

mortality that will be necessarily manifested eventually – entails the necessity of the being’s 

death (or, we could also say the inevitability or guarantee of the being’s death). If Livy is 

necessarily mortal, then Livy dies in all nomologically accessible possible worlds.  
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This entailment cannot be causal or understood in some other sense of “consequence”, 

but instead has to be something closer: The way in which contingent and necessary mortality 

entail the possibility and necessity of death has to do with what being contingently and 

necessarily mortal means for the living creature, what it amounts to. The entailment in question 

is a conceptual relation between contingent and necessary mortality and the living being’s death 

(understood as a type of event): For contingent mortality, the disposition to die is conceptually 

connected to the type of event that is its manifestation – because a disposition is a disposition 

to undergo a certain type of event. And contingent mortality is the disposition to die. Through 

this – and specifically because it is a disposition – contingent mortality is also conceptually 

connected to the possibility of this type of event occurring. Necessary mortality, on the other 

hand, is conceptually connected to the type of event of the creature’s death through contingent 

mortality: Since having a limited life-expectancy is the meta-property of one’s disposition to 

die being necessarily manifested eventually, necessary mortality is conceptually connected to 

the type of event that is this disposition’s manifestation. And – furthermore and because of its 

nature – to the necessity of an event of this type occurring. The connection is via the conceptual 

connection between contingent mortality and death (understood as a type of event). 

This shows that the nature of the entailment is not exactly the same for contingent and 

necessary mortality. This impression is strengthened by some further, less systematic 

observations: For one, we may get the impression that contingent mortality plays a bit more of 

an active role when it comes to the possibility of death than necessary mortality does for the 

necessity of death: Because contingent mortality is the disposition to die, it so to speak creates 

the possibility of death – without this disposition, the being in question could not die. 

Furthermore, the disposition to die is itself involved in any (causal) process that culminates in 

the being actually dying. Necessary mortality on the other hand is almost identical with the 

necessity of death, since it is the property of having a contingent mortality that is necessarily 

manifested eventually. Remember that we even tend to think of necessary mortality as the state 

of affairs that death is bound to happen. Although I pointed out above that this is misleading – 

since necessary mortality is supposed to be a property – it is true that this property amounts to 

the state of affairs that death is bound to happen. Thus, the connection between necessary 

mortality and the necessity of death seems somewhat closer than that between contingent 

mortality and the possibility of death. Correspondingly, the property of necessary mortality 

appears less active: Having a limited life-expectancy does not itself actively guarantee the 

occurrence of one’s death, in the sense that it does not do or cause anything to ensure that death 

occurs – that is done by whatever grounds the property of necessary mortality (like the physical 
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features of the creature and the environment). Instead, necessary mortality is the property of 

being such that this kind of guarantee is in place.  

Together with everything from the preceding sections, this just goes to show that 

contingent and necessary mortality are not as similar or analogous to each other as they may 

have initially appeared (“can die” and “has to die”). Contingent mortality is the disposition to 

die, whereas necessary mortality is the property of having a limited life-expectancy – of having 

a contingent mortality that is necessarily manifested eventually. Contingent mortality entails 

the possibility of death and necessary mortality entails the necessity of death.  

With the account of the two variants of mortality in place, it is now time to turn to their 

evaluation: Is it good or bad for a living being – and specifically for a human person – to be 

contingently/necessarily mortal? And how is this evaluation connected to the (dis)value of 

death? 
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III. Evaluating Contingent and Necessary Mortality  

The substantial accounts of contingent and necessary mortality presented in the previous 

chapter allow me to now formulate the evaluative questions regarding mortality in a more 

informative way: Concerning contingent mortality, the question is whether having the 

disposition to die – or, more specifically, being killable – is bad for the contingently mortal 

human person Ella.63 For necessary mortality on the other hand, I shall ask whether having a 

limited life-expectancy is bad for Ella – where this is understood as the meta-property of Ella’s 

contingent mortality being necessarily manifested eventually.  

I started out suggesting that, intuitively, the badness of mortality – if there is any – has to 

do with the badness of death. The accounts of contingent and necessary mortality provided 

above and the formulations of the evaluative questions in which these accounts have been 

plugged in back up that original idea: We see the reference to Ella’s death in the questions itself, 

because we are evaluating Ella’s disposition to die and the meta-property of this disposition 

being necessarily manifested eventually.  

I believe that this further justifies the way I have framed the inquiry of this dissertation – 

namely, working with a death-first assumption: I am asking whether there is some badness to 

(contingent and necessary) mortality that has to do with its connection to death. Even more 

specifically, I want to determine whether there is some (dis)value to a person’s (contingent and 

necessary) mortality that is somehow derived from the (dis)value that her death has for her.64  

 

III.1 The Standard Deprivation Account of the Evil of Death 

With the death-first assumption, I have to presuppose that we can indeed determine the 

(dis)value of a person’s death (for her) – and that we can determine that (dis)value 

independently of any evaluation of her mortality. This is where I can draw on the extensive 

contemporary debate about how best to account for the badness of death that I have mentioned 

 
63 Remember that I will mostly be talking of the badness of death and mortality for the sake of simplicity. And I 

am focusing on human persons – Ella being my example-case.  
64 That does not mean that the death-first assumption cannot be doubted – indeed I shall go on to question it in 

chapter IX and briefly sketch an alternative approach.  
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at the outset. However, I do not want my inquiry to be dependent on any specific account of the 

evil of death. Instead, I want to examine the more general mechanics by which the (dis)value 

of a person’s (contingent and necessary) mortality is connected to and possibly derived from 

the (dis)value of her death – so that we can ultimately simply plug in our preferred account of 

the badness of death (whichever that may be).  

Nevertheless, I think it is helpful to have at least an example of such an account of the 

evil of death at hand. Thus, I shall briefly summarize the standard deprivation account of the 

badness of death since it is the most popular approach for determining the (dis)value of a 

person’s death.  

According to the deprivation approach for the evil of death, a person’s death is bad for 

her because it deprives her of something valuable. Different deprivation accounts differ in what 

they take these valuable things to be.65 But on the standard deprivation account this is spelled 

out in terms of the good things the person would have experienced had she not died when she 

in fact died.66 And these good things are then usually taken to be pleasurable experiences, thus 

assuming a simple form of hedonism according to which states of pleasure and pain are the only 

intrinsically good and bad things.67 In addition to intrinsically good or bad states, the standard 

deprivation account takes things to be extrinsically good or bad for the relevant person if she 

would be intrinsically better/worse off if that thing were to occur than if it were not to occur.68 

Extrinsically good or bad things are thus events which may be intrinsically neutral themselves, 

but which cause, lead to, prevent, or are otherwise connected to intrinsically good or bad things. 

Whether or not something is in this sense good or bad for a person can be determined by 

comparing the closest possible world in which the thing is present to the closest possible world 

in which it is not.  

 
65 Various deprivation accounts have been put forward and defended by e.g., Nagel (1970) – who is also taken to 

be the founding father of the idea – Sumner (1976), Brueckner and Fischer (1986), McMahan (1988 and 2002), 

Feldman (1991 and 1992a), Bradley (2009), Kagan (2012) and possibly – since it is not uncontroversial whether 

his account really is a deprivation account or an alternative to it – Williams (1973). 
66 Paradigmatically done in Feldman (1991 and 1992a) and Bradley (2009), on which I will thus mainly draw in 

this section. While Feldman has presented one of the earliest and most elaborate deprivation accounts, Bradley can 

be taken to have developed his account even further – differing and improving in some respects, but still pursuing 

the same general idea.  
67 Feldman (1991, 207ff. and 1992a, 146ff.) and Bradley (2009, chapter 1). While Feldman mainly adopts this kind 

of hedonism for strategic purposes, Bradley actually defends it.  
68 For this and the following, see Feldman (1991, 212ff. and 1992a, 148ff.) and Bradley (2009, 3f. and 47ff.). 
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The idea is then that a person’s death can indeed be extrinsically bad for her – namely 

when it makes her intrinsically worse off, that is, when the intrinsic value of her actual life is 

lower than the intrinsic value of her life in the closest possible world in which she does not die 

when she in fact dies. In that case her death deprives her of something intrinsically valuable. 

The exact (dis)value of her death for her can furthermore be determined by a simple calculation 

and subtraction of intrinsic value.69 The standard deprivation account is thus fairly elegant and 

straightforward. However, remember that I will not be presupposing this account in what is to 

follow, but I hope that it can serve for illustrative purposes whenever I talk of the (dis)value of 

a person’s death.  

 

III.2 Two Approaches for Evaluating Contingent and Necessary 

Mortality 

With this, let us finally turn to the evaluation of a person’s contingent and necessary mortality. 

I believe that there are two different aspects of the connection between a person’s contingent 

or necessary mortality and her death that should be considered when we want to evaluate the 

former based on their relation to the latter. These two aspects will thus take center stage at either 

of two different parts of this dissertation. And while I have dedicated much more space to the 

first one, this does not mean that the second is less important – it is merely less structurally 

complex.   

The first relevant aspect of the relationship between Ella’s contingent or necessary 

mortality and her death is what I call the consequence-aspect. Considering concrete token-

instantiations of Ella’s death (most prominently her actual death), one can ask which roles Ella’s 

contingent and necessary mortality play in the occurrence of these (token-)events. How do 

Ella’s disposition to die, and the meta-property of this disposition being necessarily manifested 

eventually, feature in the occurrence of her actual or merely possible (token-)death(s)? The 

upshot is obviously that they are involved in the occurrence of these events in a way that makes 

 
69 Note that the standard deprivation account is first and foremost an account of the badness of a specific token-

death for a person. It compares the world in which the person suffers this specific death to one in which she does 

not. However, I believe the general idea can also be adopted to give us some evaluation of the type of event of a 

person’s death. This would presumably involve calculating weighed sums of whole classes of such comparisons. 

These kinds of calculations are featured in section VII.1. 
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them inherit some of their badness. Evaluating a person’s contingent and necessary mortality 

on the basis of their relation to her actual or merely possible but nevertheless specific (token-) 

death(s) thus approaches death as a sort of consequence of mortality.70 Thus, I shall call this 

first kind of evaluation the consequence-approach and it will make up the bulk of what is to 

follow.  

However, there is another, albeit more ethereal, aspect to the connection between 

(contingent or necessary) mortality and death. No doubt rather opaquely, I call this the shaping-

the-world-aspect. By this I mean that – through their connection to death – Ella’s contingent 

and necessary mortality shape the world in which Ella finds herself. Instead of focusing on 

concrete (token-) events that Ella does or may suffer, this aspect has more to do with the deeper 

meaning of being (contingently and/or necessarily) mortal. As we have seen, contingent 

mortality conceptually entails the possibility of death, where the latter is understood as a type 

of event. In that sense, contingent mortality puts death on the table. Not any specific (token-) 

instance of it, but the concept as such. Introducing death (in this more abstract way) 

fundamentally changes the world in which Ella finds herself: It is a world in which death is a 

thing. Ella’s necessary mortality has an equally striking effect by conceptually entailing the 

necessity of death (again, understood as a type of event) and thus closing the door on survival: 

It turns Ella’s world into one in which eternal survival is no longer a thing. These metaphorical 

notions obviously need unpacking, but I hope to have conveyed that the ideas behind them are 

distinct from the more practical nature of the consequence-approach, which simply looks at 

how Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality feature in certain causal chains. While these roles 

could in principle also be played by other things besides her mortality – more about this later – 

the second approach gets more to the heart of the nature of mortality. It will be taking up the 

second (and admittedly much shorter) part of this dissertation and is called the shaping-the-

world-approach. After I have discussed both of them in turn, I will also say something about 

how they relate to each other.  

  

 
70 I am here using “consequence” in a maximally wide sense and a bit reluctantly because I do not wish to give a 

wrong impression about the nature of (contingent or necessary) mortality’s involvement in the occurrence of death. 

But since I will say much more about this in the next section, I hope that the term gives a first impression of the 

direction in which things will be going and can serve as an overarching heading.  
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IV. The Consequence-Approach  

In this first evaluative part of the dissertation, I will examine the nature of the relation between 

Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality and the events of her possible deaths, where these are 

conceived of as specific ways in which Ella could or does in fact die (hence, token-instantiations 

of the type of event of Ella’s death). Most prominently, I shall look at the role that Ella’s 

contingent and necessary mortality play in the occurrence of her actual death d.71 In the case of 

Ella’s contingent mortality, this means looking at the relation between d and her disposition to 

die – of which d is a manifestation. I will argue that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her 

because it enables the occurrence of d. Turning to Ella’s necessary mortality, we then have to 

look at the relation between her limited life-expectancy – the property of her disposition to die 

being necessarily manifested eventually – and the (token-)event d which marks such a 

manifestation. Here I shall argue that Ella’s necessary mortality in a certain sense guarantees 

the occurrence of d and thus should also inherit some of its badness. In addition to this, I will 

show that Ella’s being necessarily mortal in turn itself affects the (dis)value of her actual death 

d by changing the light in which we see it.  

 

IV.1 Three Different Scenarios 

When we consider the badness of death, it is natural to assume that we evaluate a person’s death 

by looking back, that is, we evaluate it after it has occurred – the question then being: Was it 

bad for the person to die in this way at this time? Alternatively, we may look at fully specified 

counterfactual scenarios and ask whether it would be bad for a person to die in this or that way. 

This is no surprise, because in order to evaluate a person’s death, understood as a specific 

(token-)event, that event has to be in some way settled: There has to be some matter of fact 

about when and how that person dies – otherwise it is simply not clear what we are evaluating. 

And the easiest way to ensure this is to evaluate a person’s death after it has occurred. Once we 

turn to mortality – and especially under the death-first assumption – it appears natural to 

 
71 In fact, I will be focusing exclusively on d in the first two sections and only broaden the approach to take into 

consideration all of Ella’s possible (token-)deaths in the final third section. The reason for this shall be explained 

momentarily.   
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proceed in the same way: To ask what role Ella’s (contingent or necessary) mortality played in 

the occurrence of her actual death d – where we take the latter to have already occurred. 

However, at the same time, our mortality seems to be particularly relevant for us while we are 

still alive – and mortal. This raises the question of whether we can evaluate our (contingent and 

necessary) mortality in a way that is independent from our death (already) being a settled thing 

– because, while we are still alive, it is presumably not.  

Because of this, I shall proceed by walking through what I call three different scenarios. 

They differ along the following lines: For one, we can either assume that Ella’s death is a settled 

thing, or that it is not. Secondly, if we assume that Ella’s death is indeed settled, this can actually 

be due to two different reasons – either because Ella’s death has already occurred, or, if it has 

not, because the future is not genuinely open but instead already fixed in advance, e.g., because 

determinism is the case. This leaves us with the following three scenarios:72  

1. Assuming that the future is closed (e.g., because of determinism) and that Ella’s death 

d thereby is (and always was) a settled thing.  

2. Assuming that the future is genuinely open, but that Ella’s death d is settled because it 

has already occurred.  

3. Assuming that Ella’s death is not settled at all, because it has not (yet) happened and the 

future is genuinely open.  

It is important to note that the matter of settledness is not to be understood in any 

epistemic way. Ella’s death d may be a settled thing, even if Ella does not know this (e.g., 

because unbeknownst to her, determinism is true). Indeed, I intend to disregard all epistemic 

matters by generally assuming a sort of god’s eye-perspective: Whatever is settled, we also 

know. Thus, in the first scenario, we can assume that the whole history of the world – with all 

occurring events – is laid out in front of us, while in the third scenario, that is only true for the 

history up to the present moment. Our representative human person Ella, on the other hand, 

may not be so omniscient.73  

Note that the order in which I have put these three scenarios is not accidental: I believe 

that if we progress from one to the next, our evaluative task becomes more and more difficult. 

 
72 This is a first overview. More details on the different scenarios will follow shortly. 
73 Remember that what Ella knows about her own death and mortality may well shape how bad the two are for her 

(e.g., if the knowledge of her mortality makes her take uncomfortable precautions like wearing a seatbelt) – but 

that effects like these are not the topic of this dissertation.  
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Of all three scenarios, it is presumably the easiest (although, as we shall see, still surprisingly 

hard) to evaluate a person’s death and (contingent and necessary) mortality in a scenario in 

which we assume that all events – including that person’s actual death – are (and always were) 

settled matters. And it will be maximally difficult to do so if the person’s death is not settled at 

all. However, it does appear that the third scenario is the most relevant for us (and in that sense 

the most “realistic”): As noted above, we tend to want to evaluate our own mortality (and future 

death) from a perspective where we are still alive and assuming an open future – since even if 

determinism is actually true, we (presumably) do not know that and even if we did, we still 

could not know what the future actually looks like (even if it is objectively settled). 

Nevertheless, I want to start with the first – and maybe most artificial – scenario. One 

reason for this is purely methodological: It will not only be easier to first start with this one, but 

I also believe that it will allow me to lay out the basic mechanics of the evaluative relations 

between death and (contingent and necessary) mortality in the most simple and straightforward 

way. Afterwards I can then progress to the more complicated scenarios and adjust the basic 

account accordingly. However, a second reason for wanting to discuss all of these different 

configurations is that their respective assumptions will actually turn out to affect the evaluative 

results in various ways. This is not to say that we will get completely different evaluations for 

Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality depending on whether, e.g., we assume determinism 

or not. But there are some interesting, if not even puzzling, effects. With this enigmatic promise, 

let me quickly give a more detailed overview of the three different scenarios before we dive 

into the first one.74  

 

IV.2 The First Scenario: Death is Settled Because the Future is 

Closed (Determinism) 

In the first scenario, I assume that the future is closed. By this I mean that every occurring event 

is and always was set to occur. There is only one way in which things can go. Everything is and 

 
74 On a final note: I find it interesting that the current debate about the badness of death does not appear to pay 

much attention to the matters just described. The reason might be that they only become so very obvious once we 

move to mortality and the corresponding perspective of wanting to evaluate death and mortality from within a 

person’s life.  
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always was settled. In my opinion, the most straightforward way to set up such a scenario is to 

assume determinism – that is, to assume that every event occurring in our world is necessitated 

by its antecedent events and conditions together with the natural laws.75 In this situation, the 

“starting point” of the universe together with our natural laws predetermines the course of the 

history of our world.76 And in my understanding, this means that every event occurring in our 

world is (nomologically) necessary – it occurs in every other possible world with the same 

starting point and natural laws. Thus, “all” possible worlds with the same starting point and 

natural laws are actually one and the same – they contain the same events in the same order and 

thus collapse into just one possible world with this specific starting point and these specific 

natural laws. This means that when we assume that the future is closed due to determinism 

holding, there is actually no branching of our world. Instead, there is just one “branch” – one 

way in which our history could go. 

It is, however, important to note that these last observations are due to the assumption of 

determinism. And while I am indeed assuming determinism for the first scenario, this is actually 

not the only option for achieving the “everything is settled” nature of this scenario: There could 

for example also be some omnipotent god who has decided beforehand on the course of history 

and thereby settled how things would go (because he makes sure that they do).77 In this case, 

the relevant alternative possible worlds to ours would be those in which this god decided 

differently. However, I personally prefer a more naturalistic scenario and am thus going with 

the assumption of determinism. I do not think that this affects my arguments very much.78  

Finally, I will be generally assuming that our human person Ella actually dies in this first 

scenario, and I will refer to her (actual) death as d. But I will also say something about the case 

in which Ella is merely contingently mortal and the future is settled in such a way that she never 

actually dies.  

As pointed out above, this first scenario is the easiest case: Everything that matters for an 

evaluation of Ella’s death and contingent or necessary mortality is settled, and in that sense 

 
75 Hoefer (2016).  
76 This formulation is inspired by Lewis’ account of predetermination – see Lewis (1986, 8). By “the starting point 

of the universe”, I mean something like the original distribution of matter at the beginning of the universe (or, 

more precisely, the state of affairs that described that “first moment” of the universe).  
77 This is similar to fatalism, as it is described in Hoefer (2016, section 1).  
78 Although we shall see that the assumption of determinism indeed has some consequences for our evaluative 

endeavors.  
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“there”. Because of its simplicity, the evaluative relations between Ella’s death and her 

contingent and necessary mortality can be most clearly developed in this scenario. Once we 

assume that the future is genuinely open, things become much more complicated and messier. 

However, this scenario might also strike one as the most artificial or least “realistic”. 

 

IV.3 The Second Scenario: Death is Settled Because It Has Already 

Happened 

In the second scenario, we are loosening things up a bit by letting go of the assumption of 

determinism. Instead, we now assume that the future is genuinely open. I take this to mean that 

not everything is (or was) always settled and that there are (and were) multiple ways in which 

things could go (and could have gone). Negating determinism in particular means that not every 

event is (or was) necessitated by its antecedent events or conditions together with the natural 

laws – or, put differently, that there are (at least) some events that are not necessitated in this 

way. In order for this scenario to be relevant, I will take the event of Ella’s death to be one of 

them.  

If the starting point of the universe and the natural laws do not determine the course of 

history, this means that we get branching: Instead of our world being the only possible world 

with this specific starting point and these specific natural laws (as in the first scenario), we can 

now imagine a group of possible worlds that hang together like the branches of a tree. A 

common stem denotes the (already fixed because already occurred) past, and then the tree fans 

out into different branches representing different ways in which things could go from here. Each 

branch thereby stands for a possible world.79 And one of them represents our actual world. But 

since the future is genuinely open, it cannot (yet) be settled which branch that is. All that is 

fixed is the shared past.80  

 
79 Note that the metaphorical branches differ from those of regular trees in that they start at the root (and not the 

point where the respective world “branches off”). And since we are assuming that possible worlds are complete 

descriptions of how things could go – start to finish – each branch as well as the whole tree has to be eternal.  
80 This means that as we move through time it becomes more and more restricted which branches or possible 

worlds are still “in the running” for being our actual world.  
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Thus, this second scenario differs from the first one not only in the availability of 

genuinely different ways in which the world could go (and could have gone), but most 

importantly in the fact that the event of Ella’s death is not fixed beforehand. However, we shall 

– in a sense – compensate for this new openness by assuming that Ella’s death is nevertheless 

settled because it has already occurred. Through this, the second scenario is still fairly easy: 

By “waiting” until after Ella’s death, we are emulating the first scenario in that the relevant 

issues are now similarly settled – all we need for the evaluation of Ella’s death and contingent 

or necessary mortality is “there” because it has already happened.81  

As noted above, I believe this scenario to be the one in which philosophers of death 

typically operate: They tend to evaluate a person’s death after it has happened.82 And even if 

they do not say anything about the openness of the future or determinism, it is probably safe to 

say that they assume the future to be generally open – but since they also generally evaluate a 

person’s death retrospectively, this fact doesn’t really matter. Furthermore, whenever they are 

considering counterfactual cases instead – would it be bad for a (currently living) person, were 

she to die tomorrow? – they are still looking at complete counterfactual situations and thus 

assuming that things happen in a certain way, thereby “fixing” them. In any case, even though 

the current debate has been overshadowed by an interest in death, we can also look at 

(contingent and necessary) mortality in this second scenario and ask whether Ella’s contingent 

or necessary mortality is or was bad for her under these assumptions.83  

 
81 Depending on what account of the badness of death we prefer, we may have to actually wait a bit longer after 

Ella’s death, because some of the events following her death may also be relevant for its evaluation. For example, 

on the standard deprivation account, Ella’s death may be bad for her partially because it means that she misses her 

daughter’s wedding, which she would have participated in, had she not died when she in fact died. But if we wait 

until Ella has also died in the closest possible world in which she does not die when she in fact dies, we will then 

indeed find everything relevant to be now settled (because it has occurred – or not).  
82 See for example Feldman (1992a, 139 and 150f.) and Bradley (2009, 53ff.).  
83 Concerning the exact formulation of this question, the remarks on timing from the preliminaries become 

relevant: Remember, we need to distinguish between the time of the evaluation and the time (or time period) at 

which the relevant thing is bad for the person. The time of the evaluation is after the person has died. But we may 

find it hard to believe that things can be bad for people after they have died (this is the famous problem of the 

missing subject; see, e.g., Fischer (1993, 15f.)). Thus, we may want to resort to formulating the evaluative question 

like this: Was her contingent/necessary mortality bad for the person back when she was still alive? This is 

completely legitimate, but it may sound as if we are now moving to the third scenario (where we do the evaluation 

before the person has died). But this is not the case, because we are still asking this relevant question from the 
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IV.4 The Third Scenario: Death is Not Settled at All and the Future 

is Open 

The third scenario is the most complex and difficult since we are now giving up any kind of 

settledness: We are still assuming that the future is genuinely open (thus, that there is no kind 

of determinism) and that Ella’s death is in that future, in the sense that it has not (yet) occurred. 

This means that we find ourselves in a situation where it is in no sense settled whether or not 

and how Ella will actually die.84 Things are completely open. Again, this scenario is the most 

similar to the situation we actually find ourselves in when we are looking forward to our death 

and contemplating our mortality while we are still alive. In this situation we obviously cannot 

evaluate Ella’s actual death since it has not (yet) happened – although we may consider possible 

(token-)deaths in a counterfactual manner – but we can indeed look at Ella’s contingent and/or 

necessary mortality. The relevant question is then: Is Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality 

bad for her now (while she is still alive) – and particularly, how is this badness connected to 

her yet elusive death?  

This thought – that we can evaluate a person’s (contingent or necessary) mortality while 

she is still alive and her death is thus still elusive (or may even never occur), but that this 

evaluation is still somehow connected to an evaluation of her death – suggests the idea that 

mortality is in a sense a surrogate for death: If a person is still alive and her death thus 

unavailable, in that it has not (yet) occurred (or may never occur), we can so to speak “pull her 

death into the present” by considering her mortality instead. By this I mean that, when we look 

at mortality, we are in an indirect way also looking at death – and thus can do so when death 

itself is still elusive. In the form of mortality, it is already “there”. The mortal person is (already) 

mortal while she is still alive.85  

Note that contingent and necessary mortality actually do different things here: When we 

look at Ella’s contingent mortality, we are embracing the openness we find ourselves in by 

considering the possibility of death. Ella’s (actual) death may still be elusive, but we can 

consider the (dis)value of its possibility. Ella’s necessary mortality on the other hand reduces 

 
perspective of the person’s death having already occurred (and thus certain things being fixed which are not fixed 

in the third scenario). I shall get back to these timing issues in section VIII.2. 
84 Unless, of course, we are assuming that Ella is necessarily mortal in which case it is at least settled that she will 

die. I will get back to this momentarily.  
85 This is just a first sketch. I will get back to these matters.  
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the openness in that it settles at least one thing, namely that Ella will die. Thus, when we are 

looking at Ella’s necessary mortality, we are looking at the only death-related matter that is 

settled in this generally very open situation. 

This may sound as if I were suggesting that we actively use mortality as a surrogate in 

order to find some death-related bad while death itself is unavailable. That would be strange 

(and almost masochistic) – but it is also not what I mean. Instead, I am merely suggesting that 

looking at mortality is one (if not the primary) way in which we can get a grip on our death 

while we are still alive.86 However, the current focus of the relevant debates on death instead 

of mortality may suggest that death is not only more fundamental in terms of evaluation (the 

death-first assumption) but also that we indeed primarily treat mortality as a surrogate for death 

– we only turn to it when we cannot look at death itself.  

The surrogate idea itself once more suggests considering the three scenarios in the order 

I have laid them out in: We start with the ones where death is fully “available” to us and then 

move towards the one in which it is not, wherein we have to turn to (contingent and necessary) 

mortality as a surrogate. Nevertheless, even if the whole surrogate idea is on the wrong tracks, 

I stand by my original methodological choice to walk through the three scenarios in the order 

they were presented in because of the rising level of complexity and difficulty.  

I shall now go through the three scenarios one after the other and, for each of them, 

consider the evaluation of death, contingent and finally necessary mortality in turn.  

  

 
86 Counterfactual considerations are another way.  
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V. The Consequence-Approach in the First Scenario 

As stated multiple times now, this is the easiest scenario in that everything is settled: We are 

assuming determinism (which means that Ella’s future was and is closed) and that Ella’s death 

was and is a settled matter. Note however that these assumptions are most important when we 

come to discussing Ella’s necessary mortality. But let’s start with her death. 

 

V.1 Death in the First Scenario 

Because everything is settled (and as stated above, we are in this scenario assuming that Ella 

indeed dies), the occurrence of her actual death d is determined. Ella dies death d at time t in 

this scenario and d and t are fixed. To flesh things out, let us assume that Ella dies at the age of 

60 on the 29th of May 2011, at 11 p.m. by being run over by a trolley. Since Ella’s actual death 

is a fixed event, it is certainly available for our evaluation.  

The structure of any such evaluation will be as follows: A person’s (actual) death d at t 

is bad for her because of X.87 And since the evaluation of Ella’s death is not the main topic of 

this dissertation, we can at this point simply let the philosophers of death take over and plug in 

our preferred account of the badness of death. The standard deprivation account for example 

would say that Ella’s (actual) death d at t is bad for Ella if and because it makes her intrinsically 

worse off, which means that the intrinsic value of her actual life (where she dies death d at t) is 

lower than the intrinsic value of her life in the closest possible world in which she does not die 

when she in fact dies (that is, in which d does not occur). Since all of Ella’s life – including her 

death – as well as any relevant events occurring after her death are fixed (in the sense of being 

determined from the start), we will have no issues determining the intrinsic value of Ella’s 

actual life.  

 
87 Remember that I am only talking exclusively of badness for the sake of simplicity. More precisely, the evaluative 

schema would have to read: A person’s (actual) death d at t is good or bad for her because of X. Remember 

furthermore, that whether we should use “is” or “was” in this formulation depends on the time of the evaluation 

and the answer to the timing question (see preliminaries in the introduction). I am here sticking with “is” because 

of our assumed god’s eye-perspective.  
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However, considering the closest possible world in which d does not occur might pose a 

problem. Remember that I have noted above that the way in which I have specified the first 

scenario actually suggests that there is just one possible world with the same starting point and 

natural laws as our world – namely our world. This means that if we want to consider a possible 

world in which d does not occur, we will have to look at a possible world with either a different 

starting point of the universe or different natural laws. I am not sure whether either of those 

options are really in the spirit of the standard deprivation account (the former being probably 

more acceptable than the latter). The standard deprivation account makes us look at the closest 

possible world in which d does not occur, because it intends to keep the necessary changes to a 

minimum.88 In the current scenario, this minimum would still leave us with a world that is 

fundamentally different from our actual world, which makes it questionable what real relevance 

a comparison with such a world would have for our evaluation of Ella’s death. Thus, we have 

to ask whether the standard deprivation account is really applicable in this scenario in a proper 

and meaningful way – or whether the assumption of determinism poses a problem for it. Note 

that the root of this problem is that the standard deprivation account does not only look at how 

things actually go but relies on a comparison with an alternative scenario.  

However, while very interesting, this is a question for defenders of the standard 

deprivation account.89 If there is a problem, I cannot imagine that it is insurmountable. Besides 

that, the standard deprivation account is not the only account of the badness of death. Thus, I 

will continue to assume that we can (rather easily) determine the (dis)value of Ella’s death for 

her in this first scenario: If we “have” d, we can evaluate it and, since the first scenario provides 

us with such a wealth of information, we should be able to determine VE(d) – the (dis)value of 

 
88 See e.g., Bradley (2009, 50). The idea is that the closest possible world in which the relevant person does not 

die death d shows us what would have happened to her if she did not die death d.    
89 And it is, indeed, not the only one. Independently from the issues stemming from the assumption of determinism, 

finding the appropriate alternative possible world to look at is actually more difficult than it sounds. For example, 

there appears to be a multitude of ways in which Ella could not have died death d at t (e.g., by either not dying 

from the injuries inflicted on her through the collision with the trolley or by avoiding that collision altogether). 

Since I only use the standard deprivation account for illustrative purposes here, I do not discuss these matters any 

further – but they might actually pose a serious problem for the account if they entail that the (dis)value of Ella’s 

death ultimately remains indeterminate. See McMahan (1988 and 2002) for a discussion of this issue and Feldman 

(1991, 224ff.) and Bradley (2009, chapter 2.2) for their responses to McMahan’s arguments. 
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d for Ella – relatively easily.90 However, this does not mean that we cannot also look at Ella’s 

contingent and necessary mortality and the role they play in the occurrence of d.  

 

V.2 Contingent Mortality in the First Scenario 

Let us now turn to the evaluation of Ella’s contingent mortality in this first scenario where we 

assume that all events are settled due to determinism. As stated above, I will here be focusing 

on any badness that we might want to ascribe to Ella’s mortality because of its deadly 

consequences. For Ella’s contingent mortality (and in the current scenario), we will thus look 

at the role that Ella’s disposition to die – her killability – plays in the (predetermined) 

occurrence of her death d. The upshot is that Ella’s killability – a disposition – enables the 

occurrence of her actual death d, which is itself a (specific token-)manifestation of this very 

disposition. Ella’s contingent mortality thus makes a causally relevant difference to the 

occurrence of an event that is bad for her and thereby genuinely affects Ella’s well-being. 

Because of this, Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her – it inherits (some of) the badness of 

her (actual) death d. 

I shall start by arguing that Ella’s contingent mortality indeed enables the occurrence of 

her actual death d and explain what I mean by that. From this I will conclude that her disposition 

to die is bad for Ella because it enables her death, and I shall provide some further arguments 

for this claim by looking at the relation between the two in terms of difference-making and 

causal relevance. Finally, I will address some worries and possible objections before explaining 

what exactly this all means for the question of how much (dis)value we should ascribe to Ella’s 

contingent mortality. 

 

V.2.1 Contingent Mortality Enables Death 

I wish to start by suggesting that the best way to capture the role that Ella’s contingent mortality 

plays in the occurrence of her actual death d is to say that the former enables the latter. And I 

 
90 Remember, I assume (but merely for illustrative purposes) that VE(d) can be represented by some real number. 

The standard deprivation account (with its assumption of simple hedonism) is indeed commonly taken to allow 

for such an ascription. 
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believe that we have an intuitive grasp on what this means: If Ella is killed on the 29th of May 

2011, at 11 p.m. by being run over by a trolley, then it is the event of her being hit by the trolley 

that causes her death. But it is her contingent mortality – her killability – that enables the trolley 

to have this fatal influence.91 Indeed, this seems to be true for dispositions in general: 

Remember the breakable cup. When it falls to the floor and breaks then it is the event of the 

cup hitting the floor that causes it to break – but its breakability enables this event to have the 

unfortunate causal influence that it does have. An unbreakable cup (e.g., one made from some 

super-strong material) would not have broken. A non-killable person would not have died.92 

Or, for a more extravagant example: Consider Mika, who has a strange mental disposition to 

react with a very painful seizure whenever he hears the word “balloon”. It is the utterance of 

the word “balloon” that causes him to have a seizure, but it is his disposition that enables the 

utterance to have this painful effect.  

I thus suggest that – in general – dispositions are connected to their manifestations by 

enabling their occurrences: They enable the respective triggering events to cause the 

occurrences of the events that are their manifestations. However, while I do find it plausible 

that this enabling-relation holds for dispositions and their manifestations in general, I do not 

want to commit myself to this very broad claim. Ultimately, all I want to argue for is that one 

specific disposition – namely the disposition to die – enables the event that is its manifestation, 

where this is taken to mean that the disposition to die enables the triggering event to cause the 

person’s actual death. Ella’s contingent mortality enables the event of her being hit by the 

trolley to cause her death d.93 Nevertheless, I will make many of my arguments in terms of 

dispositions in general and I will refer to other kinds of dispositions (than killability) for 

illustrative and argumentative purposes. This means that my results might very well apply 

beyond the narrow domain of mortality and reveal something about dispositions in general. I 

find this very interesting, and I think it shows how an inquiry into the badness of mortality can 

 
91 Do not worry: I shall give a more theoretical account of enabling momentarily.  
92 I will get back to this idea of counterfactual difference-making in a bit.  
93 Note that in this first scenario – where we are assuming determinism – we could in principle trace back the 

causal chain leading to Ella’s (actual) death all the way to the beginning of the universe. Thus, I am here concerned 

with the more or less most immediate cause of the event of Ella’s death: the collision with the trolley. (More or 

less because, on an even more fine-grained approach, we could certainly find more events in between this one and 

the event of Ella’s death, like a crashing of her ribs that leads to her heart being squeezed, etc. Where exactly to 

draw the line is an interesting question about the nature of causation in its own right. But I do not think that these 

intricacies affect my arguments.) 
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lead to findings well beyond it. However, to fully argue for these more general claims about 

dispositions is unfortunately beyond the scope of this dissertation. Thus, while I will at times 

be arguing and writing in terms of the more general claim(s) (where I feel confident doing so), 

I do not want to be held hostage to them, since all that I am fully committed to is the more 

specific claim about contingent mortality. With these caveats in place, let me say a bit more 

about how I understand the relation of enabling. 

 

Lombard’s Account of Enabling  

While I do believe that we have some intuitive grip on the notion of enabling and indeed use it 

in our everyday discourse, I shall now lay out a more substantial account of it: Enabling, as I 

understand it here, is a relation that has to do with causation. Causation I take to be a relation 

between events.94 As suggested above: The event of Ella being hit by the trolley causes her 

death, the event of the cup hitting the floor causes it to break, and the event of the utterance of 

the word “balloon” causes Mika’s seizure.  

Now, according to Lombard (on whose account of enabling I will be drawing here), 

enabling conditions are states of objects and conditions that make it possible for the cause-event 

to cause the effect-event:95 Examples are Ella’s killability, the cup’s breakability and Mika’s 

weird mental disposition – as well as presumably also the weight and speed of the trolley or the 

hardness of the floor (although these latter features are obviously less interesting for us).96  

Enabling conditions have to be distinguished from enablers, which are events that cause 

things to acquire or be in certain enabling conditions.97 Imagine that Mika acquires his 

disposition because of a certain trauma in his childhood. Then that traumatic event is an enabler: 

It causes him to be in the enabling condition which in turn makes it possible for the uttering of 

 
94 In line with Lombard (1990), see also Braun (1995) and McKitrick (2005), whose work I will draw on later.  
95 For the following account of enabling conditions and enablers, see Lombard (1990, p. 201-204) 
96 We will, however, later (in section V.2.4) get back to the fact that there seem to be quite a lot of enabling 

conditions involved in the occurrence of a certain effect.  
97 Note that I am interpreting Lombard here as stating that enablers cause pre-existing things to acquire or be in 

certain enabling conditions. While I do believe that this is true to his writing and find it the most plausible account 

of enablers, I cannot rule out that Lombard might want to also include events that cause things with certain enabling 

conditions to come into existence. I, however, do not find this plausible. This point will be relevant later, but I 

wanted to mention it already here because the formulation of causing things to “acquire or be in a certain enabling 

condition” can be ambiguous in this respect.   
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the word “balloon” to cause him a painful seizure.98 While “regular” causes are, roughly 

speaking, activators of enabling conditions, enablers – while also causes – are not causes of the 

relevant effects they help bring about: They merely make it possible for another event to cause 

that effect – by causing certain things involved in these events to be in certain (enabling) 

conditions.99 There is one causal chain (featuring the enabler as a cause) that leads to an object 

being in a certain enabling-condition – like the causal chain that leads to Mika being disposed 

in the way he is and comprises his traumatic childhood experience. And then there is another 

causal chain (now featuring the “regular” cause) that involves the object in this condition and 

leads to the effect – in this case the causal chain that comprises the event of someone uttering 

the word “balloon” next to Mika (an event that involves Mika) and leads to him experiencing a 

seizure.100 The enabler does not cause the ultimate effect, but its causal chain terminates with 

the object being in the enabling condition – and that again does not itself cause the effect either, 

but rather makes it possible for the second causal chain to progress as it does.101 The enabler 

causes the object to acquire the enabling condition – which then enables the “regular” cause to 

cause the effect.102  

 
98 For other things – like the breakability of the cup and presumably also Ella’s killability – it becomes very difficult 

to name the enabler. I will come back to this later in section V.2.3. 
99 See Lombard (1990, 203-205). Note that talking of enabling conditions being activated sounds very much like 

dispositions-talk and raises the question whether all enabling conditions are dispositions. Indeed, Lombard itself 

can be read like this (see Lombard (1990, 204)). However, I am not so sure. Lombard mentions for example the 

dryness of a match as an enabling condition for that match being lit (see Lombard (1990, 201f.)) – but I do not 

think that the dryness of a match can plausibly be understood as a disposition. However, for my purposes it does 

not matter whether all enabling conditions are dispositions, as long as it is plausible that some dispositions – like 

Ella’s killability – are enabling conditions.  
100 See Lombard (1990, 205) who uses the example of the placing and falling of dominos.  
101 Indeed, on the current picture, the enabling condition itself cannot cause the effect since it is not an event – and 

I take causes to be events. But that is of course not set in stone. 
102 One may wonder whether there is actually any real difference between enablers and causes – especially remote 

causes – or whether the distinction is purely pragmatic (thanks to Per Algander for bringing this to my attention). 

While Lombard does argue that the two are indeed distinct (see Lombard (1990, 202-205)) and I, too, will later 

make some remarks about how they differ, I do not think that my arguments ultimately hang on this, since I am 

mainly interested in enabling conditions – and they appear rather distinct from enablers and causes even if the 

latter two cannot be clearly distinguished. Furthermore, even in the case that enabling conditions themselves cannot 

properly be distinguished from causes (which of course would require a more permissive account of what kinds 

of things can be causes, since enabling conditions are not events), I believe that this would only make things easier 
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Note that I will use the verb “enabling” to apply to enablers as well as enabling conditions 

but that it actually means different things in both cases: When an enabling condition X enables 

the occurrence of event E, this means that X enables some other event Y to cause the occurrence 

of E. When an enabler Z enables the occurrence of E, on the other hand, this means that Z 

causes some object to acquire an enabling condition which then in turn enables some other 

event to cause E. Since I will be careful to always make clear whether I am talking of enablers 

or enabling conditions in the following, I do not think that this ambiguity is problematic. 

However, it is important to remember that “enabling condition X enables E” is merely 

shorthand for “X enables some Y to cause E”. Particularly when it comes to the question 

whether enabling conditions should inherit (some of) the badness of their respective effects, I 

do not want the shorter formulation to falsely suggest that there is a tighter connection between 

enabling conditions and effects than there actually is. Note, furthermore, that whenever I speak 

of the effect of an enabling condition, I mean the final event that is enabled by the enabling 

condition – the event, the causation of which is made possible by the enabling condition.  

 

Application to Ella’s Contingent Mortality  

With this more theoretical underpinning of the nature of enablers and enabling conditions in 

place, we can return to Ella and her contingent mortality: I believe that it makes sense to say 

that Ella’s disposition to die – her killability – is an enabling condition. Being killable is a state 

in which Ella is in.103 Ella is an “object” in the event of her being hit by the trolley. The event 

of her being hit by the trolley causes her death d. And it does so by triggering her disposition 

to die – by activating this condition of hers. Ella’s killability makes it possible for the cause of 

her death – the collision with the trolley – to have the effect that it does have. There is a causal 

chain that involves Ella and features the collision with the trolley as a cause and the event of 

Ella’s death d as an effect – and Ella’s killability makes it possible for this causal chain to 

progress as it does. Thus, Ella’s contingent mortality is plausibly an enabling condition of her 

actual death d. And of course, I think that this is not only true for Ella, but for the disposition 

of contingent mortality in general: A person’s disposition to die is an enabling condition in the 

 
for me: My ultimate aim is to argue that enabling conditions should inherit some of the badness of their effects 

and it seems very plausible that causes do so.  
103 I do not think that this means anything distinct or incompatible with saying that being killable is a property of 

Ella. But I am trying to stay as close as possible to Lombard’s wording here, in order to make it maximally plausible 

that contingent mortality fits his definition of an enabling condition.  
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causal chain that involves this disposition being triggered by an event that thereby causes her 

death.  

Furthermore – as mentioned above – I find this picture to be plausible for all dispositions: 

Dispositions are states of certain objects. When the disposition is triggered, an event occurs that 

involves the object that has the disposition. This triggering event causes the event that is the 

disposition’s manifestation. But it can only do so because the disposition is in place. Thus, the 

disposition makes it possible that the causal chain featuring its triggering event and 

manifestation event can progress as it does. However – and again as mentioned above – my 

arguments do not hang on this general claim about dispositions. But I do hope to have made it 

plausible that the disposition of Ella’s contingent mortality is an enabling condition in the causal 

chain that leads to the occurrence of its manifestation – Ella’s death. In that sense, Ella’s 

disposition to die enables the occurrence of her actual death d.104 

 

V.2.2 Contingent Mortality is Bad Because it Enables Death 

We already knew that Ella’s actual death d is the manifestation of her disposition to die – her 

contingent mortality. I have now added that this means that Ella’s contingent mortality enables 

the occurrence of d. In the unique causal chain that leads from the starting point of the universe 

all the way to the occurrence of d – for remember, we are still in the first scenario and assuming 

determinism – Ella’s disposition to die plays a vital role. Its role is not that of a cause (for it is 

not an event but a property) but of an enabling condition that makes it possible for the triggering 

event (the collision with the trolley) to cause Ella’s (actual) death. I shall now argue that this 

means that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her – bad for her because it enables the 

occurrence of her death. Ella’s disposition to die inherits (some of) the badness of her actual 

death because it is an enabling condition of this (bad) event. 

In the following, I will provide three different kinds of support for my claim. First, I shall 

point out that we intuitively do judge enabling conditions of bad things to be bad. Then I will 

turn to the observation that enabling conditions make a difference for the occurrence of the 

effect and thereby affect a person’s well-being. And, finally, I will argue that they are thus in 

an important respect similar to causes which typically do inherit the badness of their effects (in 

 
104 Remember that this is shorthand for: Ella’s disposition to die enables some other event (the triggering event) to 

cause the occurrence of d.  
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the form of instrumental value). Note, however, that these are not so much three different steps 

in a single line of argument as three different (albeit related) ways of approaching the topic and 

drawing out the same point from multiple angles. Metaphorically speaking, we will be looking 

at the same issue through different glasses: the glasses of enabling, difference-making and 

causal relevance. After that, I shall consider the apparent problem that there appear to be many 

more enabling conditions for the occurrence of Ella’s death than just her killability and also 

address a worry that has to do with the relationship between enablers and enabling conditions.  

 

V.2.2.1 Intuitive Support 

I believe that, on an intuitive level, we do judge enabling conditions with bad effects to be bad: 

If I give money to a drug addict, his subsequent possession of the money is an enabling 

condition for him doing drugs (while my giving the money to him is the corresponding enabler). 

And we do judge this state, as well as my action, to be bad for him. You might even call me an 

“enabler” and thereby blame me for my action.105 Similarly, if I do not secure my belongings 

against the storm, they remain in a state that makes them vulnerable to the attacking wind and 

enables the storm to destroy my home. Them being unsecured (and thus being “flyable”, if we 

want to understand this state as a disposition) is an enabling condition – it enables the storm to 

have its destructive causal effect – and it is bad for me. Of course, it is also bad for me that I 

was so negligent. And finally, if Alex is very irascible, then this disposition is an enabling 

condition for his aggressive outbursts – and it is bad for the people around him and maybe even 

himself. The same holds in our previous examples: Mika’s strange mental disposition is an 

enabling condition for his painful seizure – and it is most certainly bad for him. And the cup’s 

breakability enables its breaking – which makes me lament that it was not sturdier (or that I did 

not choose a sturdier one to drink from).106  

 
105 Thanks to Jared Parmer for this example. Maybe we could also consider the addict’s drug addiction itself – 

plausibly a disposition – an enabling condition for him doing drugs: It is a certain state that he is in (being disposed 

to do drugs under certain circumstances) which makes it possible for certain events to cause him to take drugs. 

And as far as his consuming drugs is bad for him, his addiction appears to be bad for him as well. (Of course, this 

raises the question whether it is actually the addiction or the individual drug-consumption that is fundamentally 

bad for him. While this is an interesting question, I cannot pursue it here and merely hope that the example can 

still serve its purpose.) 
106 I admit that this last case seems not as convincing to me as the other ones – and it becomes even less convincing 

when we consider a breakable window instead, that is hit by a football. Was it bad that the window was breakable? 
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These observations can be strengthened by also considering our attitudes in those cases. 

The drug addict’s mother may lament his wealth that enables him to buy the drugs, I shall regret 

that I did not secure my belongings against the storm and did not pick a sturdier cup, his friends 

may complain about Alex’ irascibility, and I think we all pity Mika for his unfortunate mental 

disposition. Without presupposing any substantive account about the relation between values 

and attitudes like these (e.g., a fitting attitude theory of value), their presence is at least 

suggestive of the fact that we do judge these states to be bad and find (at least some) “fault” 

with them. 

However, note that many of these examples involve enablers as well as enabling 

conditions: My giving money to the drug addict is an enabler, him being in possession of the 

money is the enabling condition. Mika’s childhood trauma is the enabler that causes him to 

acquire the enabling condition of his seizure – his strange mental disposition. This may raise 

the worry that it is indeed not the enabling condition but the enabler that is bad in these cases – 

not the drug addict’s having the money but my giving it to him, not Mika’s disposition as such 

but the event that causes him to have it. Since this worry also shows up in my other arguments 

(albeit in slightly different form), I shall present them first and then discuss this issue at length 

for all of them together in the end.107  

Another, and maybe even more pressing, worry has to do with the simple fact that – in 

the case of most causal chains – there are a lot of enabling conditions. In the case of Ella being 

killed by the trolley, it is not only her disposition to die that makes it possible for the cause-

event (her being hit by the trolley) to cause the effect (her death): Besides the speed and weight 

of the trolley, that I have mentioned above, there is for example the absence of a protective 

wall, the holding of the natural laws, Ella’s being alive or – even more generally – her being 

spatially extended. Do we really want to say that these are all bad for her?108 If we intuitively 

 
I am not so sure. The reason may be that there was no real alternative to a fragile window (other than in the cup 

case, where I could have simply picked a different one). The window’s fragility was necessary for other features 

of it that we greatly appreciate (e.g., that it is transparent). Maybe it is this what changes our intuitions. I will get 

back to this in a bit (ins section V.2.4). But for the moment, remember that I am not committed to claiming that 

all enabling conditions of bad things (or all dispositions with bad manifestation) are also bad. But I do think that 

the examples provided lend support to the idea that this might in general be the case – and that it thus may hold in 

the case of the disposition to die.  
107 In section V.2.3. 
108 Examples like the absence of the protective wall and the holding of the natural laws are discussed in Braun 

(1995, 451ff.) as properties that we do not want to consider causally relevant for the effect. I will return to the 
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believe that enabling conditions with bad effects should also be considered bad, we seem to be 

pushed to this conclusion. However, I shall once more postpone the discussion of this problem 

until the end of this section because we will encounter it again. Note that the reason why both 

problems reoccur over and over again in the following arguments is that these arguments are 

indeed not independent from each other but are – as noted above – more like different glasses 

through which we look at the relation between the disposition to die and its deadly 

manifestation. So, let’s put on the second pair of glasses.  

 

V.2.2.2 Difference-Making 

Another way to support the claim that enabling conditions like Ella’s disposition to die should 

inherit (some of) the badness of their effect is to observe that they make a difference to the 

occurrence of the effect: Ella’s contingent mortality makes a difference to the occurrence of her 

(actual) death d. Had she not been killable, when the trolley hit her, she would not have died – 

that is, the event d would not have occurred.109 The same seems to be true for the other 

examples: The cup would not have broken when it was dropped, had it not been breakable; 

Alex’s friends and family would have been spared some violent outbursts, had he not been so 

ill-tempered; my belongings would not have flown away in the storm had I tied them down; in 

the absence of his weird mental disposition, Mika would not have had a seizure upon hearing 

the word “balloon”; and, presumably, even the drug addict could not have taken another shot 

(at least not right now), had I not given him the money. Thus – at least very often (and I will 

 
notion of causal relevance when I compare enabling conditions to causes. A person’s being alive as an enabling 

condition for her death is discussed by Lombard (1990, 208). Philip Fox suggested the enabling condition of being 

spatially extended to me.  
109 Note that these kinds of counterfactual considerations actually run into the same issues we encountered when 

applying the standard deprivation account in the section on death: Since we are currently assuming determinism, 

it might well be that there is just one possible world with the same starting point and natural laws as our world – 

namely our world. In this case we may wonder what it even means to consider a situation in which Ella had not 

been contingently mortal. It is not surprising that these issues come up again, because considerations of difference-

making are at the heart of the standard deprivation account. Should this problem remain insurmountable (which I 

cannot believe), this may mean that the following arguments are actually not applicable in this first scenario. 

However, in that case, I would merely have to postpone them to the second scenario, where we drop the assumption 

of determinism. And I still believe the remainder of this section would nevertheless provide enough support for 

the claim that the disposition to die should inherit some of the badness of the effect it enables – even under the 

assumption of determinism. 
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get to the exceptions later) – if the disposition or enabling condition had not been present, the 

(bad) event that is its effect would not have occurred. 

This is relevant, because there is a rather plausible principle that connects value to this 

kind of difference-making. Irrespective of a thing’s possible intrinsic value, the Difference-

Making Principle states that something is extrinsically good/bad for someone if and to the 

extent that they are better/worse off than they would have been, had that thing not been 

present.110 Being better or worse off is thereby usually understood in terms of the person’s well-

being. The important thing to note is that the extrinsically good or bad thing makes the person 

in question better or worse off via having an influence on the presence or occurrence of certain 

other (intrinsically) good or bad things.111 Extrinsically good or bad things cause, lead to, 

prevent, or are otherwise connected to intrinsically good or bad things.112 And it is due to these 

connections that they make a person better or worse off than she would have been, had they not 

occurred. That is, it is due to these connections that they have an influence on the person’s 

overall well-being.  

Consider an example: I miss the train and as a consequence have to wait on the platform 

for an hour being bored and annoyed (which is presumably bad for me) and miss my friend’s 

wedding (where attending it would have presumably been good for me). Missing the train is 

extrinsically bad for me because it makes me worse off than I would have been had I not missed 

it. It has this effect, because missing the train makes a difference to the occurrence of certain 

other intrinsically good or bad events, or, put differently, to whether I get to experience certain 

other intrinsically (dis)valuable things or not. Missing the train causes me to experience a very 

unpleasant hour on the platform and prevents me from attending my friend’s wedding.  

Note that the Difference-Making Principle is at the heart of the standard deprivation 

account of the badness of death and that is where we first encountered the idea of extrinsic bads. 

 
110 I am here referring to the Difference-Making Principle as it has been employed by Feldman (1991 and 1992a) 

and Bradley (2009). (Note that intrinsically good or bad things also make a difference to how well off a person is 

(as also noted by Bradley (2009, 48). But the Difference-Making Principle holds that even if something is 

intrinsically neutral, it may still be (albeit extrinsically) good or bad, as long as it makes a difference to how well 

off the relevant person is.)  
111 There are thus actually two kinds of difference-making going on: The extrinsically good or bad event makes a 

difference to how well off the person is by making a difference to the occurrence of certain other good or bad 

things. Bradley, for example, does not make this distinction so explicit, but it does seem to be present in his 

thinking (see Bradley (2009, 48, 50, 51)). 
112 Feldman (1991, 213 and 1992a, 149) and Bradley (2009, 3 and 47f.). 
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But I believe that the Difference-Making Principle can also be applied to enabling conditions 

like the disposition of contingent mortality.113 According to the Difference-Making Principle, 

Ella’s killability is extrinsically bad for her, if and because she would have been better off 

without it. If Ella had not been killable when the trolley hit her, her actual death d would not 

have occurred. And since I am assuming that her death d is actually bad for Ella, this suggests 

that she would have been better off, had she not been killable. And she would have been better 

off because the presence of her disposition of contingent mortality – being an enabling 

condition in the relevant causal process – makes a difference to the occurrence of an event that 

is bad for her, namely her actual death d. Again, the same goes for the other enabling conditions 

that we have been considering: According to the Difference-Making Principle, Alex’s 

irascibility is extrinsically bad for the people around him, because they would have been better 

off if he did not have that disposition. They would have been better off, because the presence 

of this disposition makes a difference to the occurrence of certain unpleasant episodes (the 

aggressive outbursts). Similarly, the unsecured state of my belongings is extrinsically bad for 

me because it makes me worse off by making a difference to whether I have a roof over my 

head or not. And Mika’s strange mental disposition is extrinsically bad for him, because it 

makes a difference to the occurrence of the painful seizures and thereby straightforwardly 

affects his well-being. He would have been better off without it. Notably, in the cases where 

the enabling condition is a disposition, the effect that we are considering – and the one, to the 

occurrence of which it makes a difference, thereby affecting the relevant person’s well-being – 

is its manifestation.114  

The Difference-Making Principle thus confirms that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for 

her (just as the other enabling conditions are bad for the respective people). But more 

importantly, it holds that Ella’s disposition to die is bad for her because it makes a difference 

to her well-being by making a difference to the occurrence of her (actual) death d. Ella’s 

 
113 Note that the Difference-Making Principle is usually formulated in terms of events. However, I believe it can 

be easily adopted to also cover properties like dispositions: Irrespective of its potential intrinsic value, the presence 

of a property is bad for someone if it makes her worse off than she otherwise would have been.  
114 Note that the effects that they enable need not be the only things that the presence of the presented enabling 

conditions make a difference to: For example, the breakability of the cup may cause me to always have to wash it 

by hand, which is rather annoying. Something similar is likely true in the case of our contingent mortality (e.g., it 

may cause me to wear the safety belt of my car, which is very uncomfortable). This ties back to my remark from 

above, that there may be other factors that influence the overall evaluation of our mortality. I am once more 

ignoring these other aspects.  
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killability makes a difference to the occurrence of her death d because it is an enabling condition 

in the causal chain that leads to the occurrence of d. Without the presence of this enabling 

condition, the causal chain could not progress like it does. Enabling thus seems to be one of the 

ways in which extrinsic bads can be “otherwise connected” to intrinsically good or bad things 

through which they then affect the person’s well-being.115  

Thus, as far as we find the Difference-Making Principle for extrinsic value plausible – 

and it is a very widely adopted principle, especially in the philosophy of death – this does indeed 

suggest that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it enables her (actual) death d. 

Just as the extrinsic badness of my missing the train is based in the intrinsic badness of the 

boring hour on the platform and the positive value that attending the wedding would have had, 

the badness of Ella’s contingent mortality is derived from the badness of her death d because it 

is due to its relation to the latter – that it enables d – that her disposition to die makes a difference 

to her well-being. The same should hold for our other examples and for dispositions and 

enabling conditions in general:116 The (dis)value of a disposition appears to be (partially) based 

in the (dis)value of its manifestation, because it is by making a difference to the occurrence of 

the latter that the disposition has an impact on people’s well-being. The (dis)value of an 

enabling condition seems to be (partially) based in the (dis)value of its effect, because – again 

– it is by making a difference to the occurrence of this event that the enabling condition has an 

impact on people’s well-being. Thus, I believe that the Difference-Making Principle of extrinsic 

badness supports my claim that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her – and bad for her 

because it enables the occurrence of her (actual) death d.  

This argumentative approach is of course not without difficulties – some of which are 

similar to the problems we have already encountered: For example (and especially when we try 

to extend the reasoning presented here to the other examples), we will probably once more 

wonder whether it is really the enabling conditions that make the difference to the relevant 

people’s well-being or if we should not rather look at the enablers that put them in place. Again, 

I shall wait just a bit longer with discussing this issue – namely until we have encountered it a 

third time down below. But there are two further worries that I shall address right away. 

 

 
115 Note that if we assume the standard deprivation account of the badness of death, d is actually not intrinsically 

bad – but itself merely extrinsically bad. I will discuss whether this is a problem for my argument momentarily.  
116 With the usual caveat that I do not want to commit myself to this much stronger claim. 
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Worry No. 1: Death Is Itself Extrinsically Bad 

Employing the idea of extrinsic value to argue for the claim that Ella’s contingent mortality is 

bad because her actual death d is bad should immediately raise the question whether it is a 

problem that – at least if we are assuming the standard deprivation account – d itself is also 

merely extrinsically bad. In this, Ella’s killability differs from, for example, the case of missing 

the train or the other enabling conditions like Mika’s strange mental disposition (because 

presumably attending the wedding, being bored on the platform, and having a seizure have 

intrinsic (dis)value). In general – according to the Difference-Making Principle – the difference 

an extrinsically bad thing makes for a person is, ultimately, determined by the intrinsically good 

or bad things the occurrence of which it makes a difference to – because they are what makes 

up how well off a person is. Thus, the appeal to the Difference-Making Principle seems to 

suggest that the badness of Ella’s contingent mortality is not ultimately derived from the 

(dis)value of her (actual) death d, but instead from the intrinsically good or bad things the 

occurrence of which her death makes a difference to – because it is via them that her contingent 

mortality ultimately affects how well off she is.  

However, I do not think that this undermines the reasoning presented. The badness of 

Ella’s contingent mortality may still be inherited from the badness of her (actual) death d, even 

if the badness of this event is based in the intrinsic value of other events that are or are not a 

part of Ella’s life. That is, even if the badness of Ella’s contingent mortality is fundamentally 

based in the (dis)value of those intrinsically good or bad things that her (actual) death d makes 

a difference to (and which thus ground the (dis)value of her death), it is still true that it is also 

(albeit non-fundamentally) derived from the (dis)value of her death. The observation that we 

can, so to speak, trace the source of the badness even further after that (and that, notably, the 

same difference-making mechanics are in play once more) is an interesting observation in its 

own right, but it does not undermine the claim that Ella’s contingent mortality inherits (some 

of) the badness of her (actual) death d.  

 

Worry No. 2: Counterexamples 

Another problem concerns the Difference-Making Principle itself: It is prone to 

counterexamples, both to the effect that it is too wide and that it is to narrow. In cases of 

overdetermination or preemption, some X that we would intuitively judge to be (extrinsically) 

bad for the respective person is not captured by the Difference-Making Principle, because there 
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is some alternative X* that either was also present or would have stepped in, had X not been 

present – to the effect that X does not appear to make the person worse off (because she would 

not have been better off, had X not been present). In other cases, the Difference-Making 

Principle wrongly classifies something as bad that actually is not – as, for example, sometimes 

happens with epiphenomena or symptoms: If some X that is not actually bad for the person is 

co-occurrent with some actually bad Y, then the Difference-Making Principle will judge X to 

be extrinsically bad, since the person would have been better off, had X not been present – but 

only because in this case Y would have also been absent. 

Note that the issue of being too wide is reminiscent of the worry we have already 

encountered above – that there are very many, and often very strange, enabling conditions that 

we seem to now be committed to ascribing negative value to. Indeed, some apparent 

counterexamples will show up in both kinds of case, most notably the “negative properties”: 

The absence of the protective wall is an enabling condition that the Difference-Making 

Principle would presumably also label as an extrinsic bad. While I am once more postponing 

the discussion of this problem to the end of this section, it is noteworthy that the Difference-

Making Principle – which is used well beyond the narrow scope of this dissertation – also 

struggles with this problem. While I am not interested in the Difference-Making Principle as 

such, and thus cannot try to solve the issue of its counterexamples here, I believe that the 

similarity to the problem framed in terms of enabling shows that I am not alone with these 

issues and that it is maybe not up to me to solve them.  

Furthermore, this is also a good point to remember that I am not concerned with defending 

the claim that all difference-makers, all dispositions, or all enabling conditions should inherit 

(some of) the (dis)value of their bad effects – I am, first and foremost, interested in Ella’s 

disposition to die. And despite the fact that there are indeed counterexamples to the Difference-

Making Principle, one can wonder whether Ella’s contingent mortality is likely to be one of 

them. The idea behind the Difference-Making Principle is that things are good or bad for a 

person to the extent that they positively or negatively affect her well-being. Very often, this sort 

of influence can be tracked by the counterfactual comparison which the Difference-Making 

Principle suggests, but in the problem-cases like the ones mentioned above, the relevant 

influence is either masked or not genuine. But what about Ella’s killability? Is the way in which 

it makes a difference to Ella’s well-being, namely, by enabling the occurrence of her (actual) 

death d, a genuine affection of her well-being? Obviously, I think it is. And in support of this, 
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I suggest putting on our third pair of glasses and comparing the enabling-relation to one where 

this seems less questionable: that of causation.  

 

V.2.2.3  Comparison with Causation 

Admittedly, when bad things happen, the first thing we will turn to is the cause: If Mika 

experiences one of his seizures, we will turn to the utterance of the word “balloon” (and we 

may blame the speaker). Similarly, in Ella’s case, the first bad thing that comes to mind is the 

event of her being hit by the trolley, not her condition of being killable. The causal relation is 

definitely one by which things can affect a person’s well-being. Thus, it makes sense that causes 

are the paradigmatic cases of instrumentally, and thereby extrinsically, good or bad things.117 

Causes of bad things are bad for people, and they are so precisely because they cause these bad 

things. Causes inherit (some of) the badness of their effects because it is by causing that effect 

that they affect the relevant person’s well-being.  

And as we have seen above, enabling is different from causation – but it is nevertheless 

in the vicinity. Causation has to do with bringing about the occurrence of a certain event. But 

enabling conditions are vital to exactly this process, vital to the connection between cause and 

effect, since they make possible that the cause-event can indeed cause the effect-event. I believe 

that in that sense they also contribute to bringing about the effect – contribute maybe to a lesser 

degree than the actual cause (and therefore the badness we ascribe to them may be lesser than 

the badness we ascribe to the cause-event), but still contribute. Enabling conditions, so to speak, 

pave the way. Mika’s disposition did not cause the harmful incident, but it paved the way for 

it. It laid the ground for the actual cause to have the effect that it did have.  

In my opinion, this conceptual closeness of enabling conditions like Mika’s mental 

disposition and Ella’s contingent mortality to causation – in combination with the observation 

that causation is clearly a way in which events affect people’s well-being – supports the claim 

that enabling conditions affect people’s well-being, too.  

The enabling-relation is, furthermore, unlike the relation of epiphenomenalism in that the 

enabling relation does indeed play an important role for the relevant causal chain to progress 

 
117 I am here ignoring the recent trend in the area of value theory to distinguish between the instrumental/final-

distinction on the one hand and the extrinsic/intrinsic-distinction on the other (see e.g., Korsgaard (1983) and 

Rabinowicz and Rønnow-Rasmussen (2000)). I do not believe that this affects my arguments.  
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and is not just a co-effect of a common cause.118 Similar to causes, the contribution of enabling 

conditions to the occurrence of some event that is good or bad for the respective person 

translates into what I think is genuine affection of her well-being. Mika’s mental disposition 

does affect his well-being (via its enabling role). And Ella’s contingent mortality genuinely 

affects her well-being, by making an actual contribution to the occurrence of her death d – 

maybe a lesser contribution than the one made by the event of her being hit by the trolley, but 

still a contribution. Her killability lays the groundwork by making her vulnerable to the trolley, 

that is by making it possible that the trolley can have the lethal influence on her that it does 

have. Thus, I believe that comparing enabling conditions like Ella’s contingent mortality to 

causes shows how vital they are to the causal process and supports the idea that – just like 

causes – they genuinely affect people’s well-being and are thus, on the one hand, rightly 

classified as extrinsic bads by the Difference-Making Principle and, on the other hand, should 

indeed inherit (some of) the (dis)value of their effects.  

 

Causal Relevance 

One way to capture this idea – that enabling conditions like Ella’s contingent mortality are in a 

certain respect similar to causes – is to say that they are causally relevant. Causal relevance 

(just as being an enabling condition) is a feature of properties, either of the cause-event itself, 

or of objects involved in the cause-event.119 The concept of causal relevance can be grasped 

quite intuitively: Those properties of the cause-event or the objects involved in it that do 

actually play a role in causing the effect-event are causally relevant to the effect.120 Consider, 

for example, the case of someone throwing a ball against a window. Intuitively, the weight of 

 
118 One could object to this by stating that it is instead the base properties of dispositions like Ella’s killability that 

play this important role and that the disposition itself is in that sense a mere side-effect. I will discuss that problem 

down below.  
119 See for example Braun (1995, 447ff.) and McKitrick (2005, 358) on whom I here mainly draw. Note that Braun 

restricts the application of “causal relevance” to properties of the cause-event itself but notes that when a property 

of an object involved in the cause-event seems causally relevant, we can always translate that into saying that the 

cause-event has the property of involving an object with a certain property – and then hold that it is this property 

of the cause-event that is causally relevant (see Braun (1995, 449)). I will thus stick with the more liberal 

application of the term.  
120 See Braun (1995, 447). 
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the ball is causally relevant, while its color is not.121 Braun provides the following rough-and-

ready explanation for which properties are causally relevant: “If a cause causes an effect in part 

because it has a certain property, then that property of the cause is causally relevant to the effect. 

The casually relevant properties of a cause are those in virtue of which it causes the effect. A 

cause’s causally relevant properties are those it needs to cause its effect. They are the properties 

that make a difference to the effect.”122 

Note that this sounds very reminiscent of what I have so far said about Ella’s disposition 

to die – that it genuinely contributes and thus makes a difference to bringing about the 

occurrence of her (actual) death d (which is its manifestation). And Ella’s disposition to die 

does indeed fall into the category of things that can be causally relevant: It is a property of an 

“object” (namely, Ella) involved in the relevant cause-event (namely, the collision with the 

trolley). Indeed, the same is true for all my examples of enabling conditions that should inherit 

(some of) the badness of their effect: Consider the breakability of the cup. It is a property of an 

object involved in the cause-event – namely the cup, which is clearly involved in the event of 

it crashing to the floor.  

Furthermore, the case of the cup is very similar to the one of the window just mentioned: 

Presumably, the breakability of the window is an enabling condition of the relevant effect (the 

window breaking) since it makes possible for the cause-event (the ball being thrown against the 

window) to cause precisely this effect. And it seems rather intuitive that the breakability of the 

window is also causally relevant – it is more like the weight of the ball than like its color. Thus, 

plausibly, the breakability of my cup is also causally relevant to the event of it breaking. And 

similarly, I find it plausible to say that Mika’s mental disposition is causally relevant to the 

painful seizures he experiences, Alex’s irascibility is causally relevant to his outbursts, the drug 

addict’s possession of the money is casually relevant to his doing drugs and the loose state of 

my furniture is causally relevant to them flying away in the storm. The way in which they enable 

the occurrence of the relevant effect is a genuine contribution, and so they do exert some sort 

of causal influence (although it is different from plain, classical causation). At least I hope to 

have made this plausible in all that I have said about them so far. Thus, I believe that while 

 
121 McKitrick (2005, 358). Note that the color of the ball is not a non-causally relevant enabling condition of the 

ball but not an enabling condition at all. I am for now leaving open whether all enabling conditions are causally 

relevant. 
122 Braun (1995, 227). Note the reference to difference-making. 
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these enabling conditions are not causes (of the relevant effect) themselves, they are like causes 

in that they are causally relevant to the effect.  

The same holds for Ella’s contingent mortality: The enabling role that is played by Ella’s 

disposition to die in bringing about the occurrence of her actual death d is like causation in that 

Ella’s killability is causally relevant to the effect.123 The concept of causal relevance captures 

the similarity to causation and thus, I believe, supports my claim that enabling conditions like 

Ella’s contingent mortality should inherit (some of) the badness of their effects: Causes do so 

(in the form of instrumental value), and causally relevant properties are vital to the process of 

causation and thus contribute in a (different but) related way – related enough that they should 

also inherit some of the effect’s badness.  

Moreover, note that the introduction of the notion of causal relevance may offer a way of 

responding to the worry about the plentitude of enabling conditions – like the absence of a 

protective wall, the natural laws holding and Ella’s being alive and spatially extended. It might 

well be that these features of the cause-event of Ella being hit by the trolley are not causally 

relevant to the outcome.124 If this were the case, causal relevance may be suitable as an 

additional condition: We could plausibly hold that only causally relevant enabling conditions 

should inherit (some of) the badness of their effect – since only they genuinely contribute to it. 

While I think this may be a promising approach (and am optimistic that the examples we would 

want to survive such a move – most importantly the disposition to die – would do so) I shall 

not develop it any further. One reason is that – as noted above – causal relevance is often itself 

characterized in terms of difference-making, which means that this route will certainly not rule 

out all the counterexamples and threatens to just let us turn in circles. Instead, I shall 

momentarily provide some alternative ideas for dealing with this problem. But before we get to 

that, there is one worry that is specific to the introduction of the notion of causal relevance that 

we have to address first. 

 

 
123 It might be tempting to thus think of causal relevance as a weaker form of causation. But that is misleading, 

since the two terms do not apply to the same things: Causes are events, while causally relevant things are properties 

of events or objects. (Just as enabling conditions aren’t events either, but properties of events or states of the 

world.)  
124 As already noted in footnote 108 Braun himself holds that properties like the absence of the protective wall and 

the natural laws holding should not be considered causally relevant (Braun (1995, 451ff.)).  
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Worry: Can Dispositions Be Causally Relevant?  

I have captured my claim that the influence enabling conditions have on the occurrence of their 

effects is in a sense similar to causation by arguing that they are causally relevant for the 

causation of the effect. But the claim that dispositions (like Ella’s killability) are causally 

relevant to their manifestations invites some well-known worries. In the following, I shall 

present those and then discuss a possible response from the literature. Besides dealing with 

these potential objections, I thereby hope to provide a more detailed picture of how I understand 

causal relevance and thus strengthen the case for my claim that Ella’s contingent mortality (and 

the other dispositions) are indeed causally relevant to their manifestations. Furthermore, I would 

like to already point out that variations of these worries also apply to the claim that dispositions 

are enabling conditions of their manifestations in the first place. This is not very surprising, 

since – as noted above – I am not presenting one linear argument (with multiple steps) but 

instead am trying to get at the issue from multiple angles. As I have called it, we are looking at 

matters through different glasses.  

Now what are the objections in question?125 Consider again the simple case of a ball being 

thrown against a window, causing the window to break. The breakability of the window is the 

disposition whose causal relevance for the breaking of the window is in question here.126 One 

may now point out that the base properties of the disposition (like the crystalline structure of 

the glass) and the triggering conditions (the striking) already constitute a complete causal 

explanation of the manifestation (the breaking). Therefore, there is no causal or explanatory 

work for the disposition to do – and thus the disposition cannot be causally relevant to the 

manifestation. It is the base properties that bear some sort of causal connection to the 

manifestation, not the disposition. This can be dubbed the Exclusion Argument.127 Note that (as 

indicated above) this argument can also be formulated in terms of enabling: It is actually the 

presence of the base properties that constitutes an enabling condition for the breaking of the 

window, since their presence suffices to explain why the relevant causal chain could progress 

as it did – thus there is no explanatory or enabling work left for the disposition.128   

 
125 For the following presentation of the two relevant arguments/objections in terms of causal relevance see 

McKitrick (2005, 357), who gives a nice summary of them before providing her reasons for their rejection, which 

I will also take up in the following. 
126 I am sticking with “breakability” instead of “fragility” here for the reasons given above. 
127 Arguments like this are discussed, for example, by Prior, Pargetter and Jackson (1982) and Kim (1990).  
128 And in that sense the disposition may be considered a mere “side-effect” (see footnote 118). 
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The second objection puts emphasis on the fact that dispositions are conceptually, that is, 

non-contingently, connected to their manifestations: “Being breakable” for example just means 

being prone to break. A disposition just is the disposition to a certain manifestation. But in this 

way – so the objection goes – dispositions crucially differ from causes and causally relevant 

properties which are only contingently connected to their effects.129 Thus, dispositions cannot 

be causally relevant to their manifestations. This is the Analyticity Argument.130 The idea is that 

it seems strange to speak of a causal relationship between dispositions and manifestations since 

the two are not two completely different things, but have a tight conceptual connection: A 

disposition just is the disposition to a certain manifestation.131 And again, a similar argument 

can also be formulated in terms of enabling: If there is an analytic relation between dispositions 

and their manifestations, then this relation seems too close for it to make sense to say that the 

former enables the occurrence of the latter. Especially if this – as I have suggested – is to be 

understood as the disposition contributing to bringing about the occurrence of the event that is 

its manifestation. 

In answering these challenges, I shall mainly draw on the possible responses offered by 

McKitrick and show how they can be modified to also undercut the arguments rephrased in 

terms of enabling – which are in a sense more problematic for me, because the claim that 

dispositions like contingent mortality enable their manifestations is more central to my project. 

In addition to that, I shall also offer my own response to the Analyticity Argument.  

McKitrick challenges the Exclusion and Analyticity Arguments by calling into question 

the implicit assumptions they make about the nature of causal relevance, arguing that the 

conditions on causal relevance that these arguments rely on are implausible on independent 

grounds and that the most plausible accounts of causal relevance actually render the verdict that 

dispositions are causally relevant to their manifestations.132 

 

 

 
129 In her initial formulation of the Analyticity Argument, McKitrick only speaks of causes. But since she also 

assumes that causes are events and “causal relevance” applies to properties, she must have meant something like 

this, because otherwise the Analyticity Argument does not even get started.   
130 Arguments like this have been discussed, for example, by Block (1990), Dardis (1993), and Jackson (1995).  
131 Indeed, this tight conceptual connection is the focal point of my shaping-the-world-approach.   
132 McKitrick (2005).  
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Response to the Exclusion Argument 

According to McKitrick, the Exclusion Argument relies on what she calls the Strong 

Explanatory Condition and the Exclusion Condition, with the first focusing on the explanatory, 

and the second one focusing on the causal, work that is purportedly done by causally relevant 

properties.133 We will look at both of them in turn.  

 

The Strong Explanatory Condition 

The Strong Explanatory Condition states that a property is only causally relevant to an effect if 

it is mentioned in any ideal, that is true and complete, explanation of the effect.134 Dispositions 

may not fulfil this condition, since – as suggested above – we can give a true and complete 

explanation of (for example) the breaking of the window that only mentions the crystalline 

structure of the glass and makes no reference to the breakability of the window. Similarly, we 

can presumably explain Ella’s death without mentioning her disposition to die, but only the 

physical features of the trolley (including its weight, speed, etc.) and the biological makeup of 

her body (that is, the base properties of her disposition to die). 

McKitrick, however, expresses doubt about the idea of an audience-independent “ideal” 

explanation, and I share her assessment. She states: “Different explanations have different 

degrees of complexity and detail, and operate at different ‘levels’. There can be a true, complete 

explanation of an event that does not mention a causally relevant property [like a disposition], 

because the explanation operates at a level of description at which mentioning the property is 

not appropriate or salient.”135 Take again the breaking of the window. I understand McKitrick 

as stating that we can give different explanations of this event on different levels. There is a 

level we may call the microscopic one on which it would not be appropriate to mention the 

 
133 For the discussion and rejection of these conditions (which I summarize in the following), see McKitrick (2005, 

360 and 366f.). For McKitrick’s claim that these conditions are assumed by the Exclusion Argument, see 

McKitrick (2005, 368). 
134 McKitrick states: “Perhaps we could say that if [property] F is causally relevant to [effect] e, then F would be 

mentioned in an ideal explanation of why e occurred. Alternatively, there is no complete, true explanation of e that 

fails to mention F. Call this the Strong Explanatory Condition. If complete, true, ideal explanations of events do 

not mention dispositions, this view would have the consequence that dispositions are not causally relevant” 

(McKitrick (2005, 360)). While I find this to be a bit ambiguous about whether “ideal” and “complete and true” 

are the same thing, I shall assume so.   
135 McKitrick (2005, 360).  
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window’s breakability, but where we instead refer to the base properties of this disposition (e.g., 

its crystalline structure). However, there may be a different (so to speak “higher-level”) 

explanation with a lower degree of complexity and detail on which it is perfectly appropriate to 

mention the disposition. And it is not the case that one explanation is better than the other – 

they just operate on different levels.  

Furthermore, McKitrick points out that if a property indeed explains an event, then this 

must be in virtue of some other relation that holds between them– and this may very well be 

the relation of causal relevance. Thus, the Strong Explanatory Conditions seems to “put the cart 

before the horse”.136  

I believe that McKitrick’s response can be adjusted to fit for enabling as well: The 

corresponding strong explanatory condition would state that a property is only an enabling 

condition of a certain effect if it is mentioned in any ideal, that is true and complete, explanation 

of the effect. Note, however, that while there is plausibly some strong connection between 

causation and explanation, one may doubt whether enabling is equally as tightly connected to 

explanation – and thus whether this condition is plausible for enabling conditions in the first 

place. But if it is, McKitrick’s counterargument can be easily adapted, since the observation 

about different levels of explanation applies here equally: If we are operating on a microscopic 

level, the explanation of the effect need not mention the disposition but can stick with their base 

properties. But that does not mean that an explanation at a higher level that does refer to 

dispositions is not equally correct. Thus, that there can be a true and complete explanation of 

events like Ella’s death that does not refer to her disposition to die does not mean that this 

disposition is not an enabling condition of her death – or, for that matter, that it is not causally 

relevant to her death.  

 

The Exclusion Condition 

The Exclusion Condition, however, does not focus on explanation but rather on which 

properties are sufficient for the effect. It holds that a property is only causally relevant to an 

effect if it is a member of every set of the cause’s properties which is sufficient for the effect 

(given the natural laws). Again, this condition may not be fulfilled by dispositions: If 

 
136 McKitrick (2005, 360).  
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dispositions are higher-order properties, their base properties plus the triggering conditions 

would make for a sufficient set – without the disposition itself.137  

McKitrick responds to this by pointing out that the Exclusion Condition in this form rules 

out any possibility of over-determined causally relevant properties and by stressing that over-

determination is actually much more common than proponents of the Exclusion Condition 

assume:138 Many properties of causes have close logical or nomological relations with each 

other. The Exclusion Condition therefore presupposes that only some of these belong to the 

special privileged set of properties that are causally relevant to the effect. Maybe these are the 

most fundamental properties – like the base properties of the disposition, but not the disposition 

itself. However, this condition would not only screen off dispositions but many other properties 

too: The trolley going at 50mph and going over 30mph are both presumably causally relevant 

to Ella’s death, but neither are a member of every set of properties sufficient for that effect, 

since either one of them alone is enough.139 The Exclusion Condition would thus have the 

counterintuitive result that most of the causal relevance claims we make in everyday life are 

actually false. While this does not undermine the Exclusion Condition (and thereby the 

Exclusion Argument) completely, it shows that there are some serious downsides to sticking 

with it.  

Again, this response can be adapted to apply to enabling as well: If a property is only an 

enabling condition for an effect, and a property is causally relevant only if it is a member of 

every set of the cause’s properties which is sufficient for the effect (given the natural laws), 

then dispositions may again not be causally relevant, because their base properties together with 

the triggering conditions are enough. But neither would many other properties that we 

intuitively do judge to be enabling the effect.  

Thus, I believe that neither the fact that the occurrence of the manifestation can be 

explained without reference to the disposition nor that its base properties (together with the 

natural laws) are already sufficient for the occurrence of the manifestation undermines the 

 
137 McKitrick (2005, 366).  
138 For McKitrick’s argument that I am summarizing here, see McKitrick (2005, 367). Also remember that we 

encountered overdetermination before – as a counterexample to the Difference-Making Principle. The issue was 

precisely that the Difference-Making Principle wrongly seems to screen off certain events or properties from being 

extrinsically bad if their effects are overdetermined.  
139 This is also adapted from McKitrick (2005, 267), who makes a similar case about the speed of the ball hitting 

the window.  
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causal relevance of dispositions to their manifestations – or the claim that they are enabling 

conditions for the latter. Ella’s contingent mortality is a causally relevant enabling condition 

for her actual death d despite the fact that we can explain the occurrence of d by merely referring 

to the lower-level properties of Ella and the trolley and that they (together with the natural laws) 

are sufficient for d's occurrence. 

 

Response to the Analyticity Argument 

The Analyticity Argument takes a different route – and one that is particularly interesting for 

us because it draws on the intimate connection between dispositions and their manifestations 

that I have pointed out when developing the dispositional account of contingent mortality (and 

will get back to again later in the shaping-the-world-approach). McKitrick identifies what she 

calls the Independence Condition at the heart of the Analyticity Argument:140 A property is 

only causally relevant to an event if there is no non-causal dependence between the property 

and the event. Or, as McKitrick puts it: “The [property] is not ‘committed’ to causing [the 

effect].”141 Dispositions do not satisfy the Independence Condition because of the conceptual 

connection between them and their manifestations: Dispositions just are dispositions for certain 

manifestations. Contingent mortality just is the disposition to die: There is a non-causal – 

namely a conceptual – dependence between the property of killability and the event of death. 

The same for breakability and the event of breaking. 

 
140 For the discussion and rejection of this condition (which I summarize in the following), see McKitrick (2005, 

362f.). For McKitrick’s claim that this condition lies behind the Analyticity Argument, see McKitrick (2015, 368).  
141 McKitrick (2005, 362). Note that it is a bit strange that she talks of “causing” here, since she does assume that 

causes are events and causal relevance applies to properties (McKitrick (2005, 358)). This must thus be an 

imprecise way of speaking. Note furthermore, that McKitrick also spells out the Independence Condition like this: 

“If [property] F is causally relevant to [effect] e, then there is a possible world in which [cause] c has F, but c does 

not cause e & there is a possible world in which c causes e, but c does not have F” (McKitrick (2005, 363)). Note 

that this formulation is a bit problematic for us since we are indeed still in the first scenario with its lack of (proper) 

alternative scenarios. Furthermore, McKitrick points out that dispositions that are probilifying rather than sure-fire 

may indeed satisfy this condition. And presumably killability as well as breakability are merely probilifying: Ella 

could have worn protective armor and the window could have been protected by a shield. For these reasons, and 

because I do not find the possible-world formulation of the Independence Condition all that intuitive to begin with, 

I have decided to stick with its less formal formulation.   
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McKitrick rejects the Independence Condition for multiple reasons.142 For once, it has 

counterintuitive consequences: Since sunburn, for example, is conceptually dependent on 

sunlight, the Independence Condition entails that exposure to sunlight is not causally relevant 

to sunburn. But that is absurd. Furthermore, McKitrick claims that the Independence Condition 

rests on contentious metaphysical assumptions about the contingency of causal connections, 

that might very well be rejected. And finally, it seems to confuse semantics and metaphysics: 

“Finding a relation between our concepts does not preclude finding an interesting relation 

between the entities that fall under those concepts.”143 I believe this actually goes in the 

direction of my own response to the Analyticity Argument (specifically for the disposition to 

die) that I will get to momentarily.  

But first, let us take a look at what the Independence Condition would look like for 

enabling. It would presumably claim that there must not be any other relation between an 

enabling condition and its effect than the (contingent) one that is constituted by the enabling (in 

the specific case at hand).144 However, while it is already contentious whether causation must 

be contingent in this way, it seems even more questionable whether enabling has to be to. Thus, 

the Independence Condition may be less plausible in the case of enabling than in the case of 

causation. Nevertheless, one could hold that the conceptual connection between a disposition 

and its manifestation is too close to say that the former enables the latter. However, once more, 

this would have counterintuitive consequences, e.g., that being a woman does not enable one to 

be a mother, since being a mother is conceptually dependent on being a woman. Furthermore, 

one may again suspect a conflation of semantics and metaphysics. This once more leads me to 

my own response to the Analyticity Argument.  

However, before we turn there, let me briefly point out that McKitrick completes her 

defense of the causal relevance of dispositions by considering some alternative conditions on 

causal relevance – which she judges not only to be more favorable towards dispositions, but 

also (the crucial point) more plausible in general. Thus, they may suggest a more substantial 

account of causal relevance and at the same time strengthen the case for the claim that Ella’s 

contingent mortality – as well as the other dispositions I have been looking at – are indeed 

 
142 For the following, see McKitrick (2005, 363). Note, however, that she does not spell these reasons out in very 

much detail.  
143 McKitrick (2005, 363).  
144 In the case of causation, the relation that was to be ruled out was a non-causal one. Since we are now adapting 

the condition for enabling, it thus has to be a non-enabling one. 
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causally relevant to their manifestations. The three conditions that McKitrick ends up with are 

the Counterfactual Dependence Conditions (If a property is causally relevant to an effect, then, 

if the cause did not have the property, it would not have caused the effect.)145, the Increased 

Probability Condition (A causally relevant property increases the probability of the effect.)146, 

and the Minimal Sufficiency Condition (A property is only causally relevant to an effect if it is 

a member of a maximally small set that is sufficient for the effect.)147.148 Although these 

approaches are also not without problems and counterexamples, she is optimistic that these can 

be dealt with through refinement, while such an amendment is not possible for the Exclusion 

and Independence Condition, since it is central to them to screen off certain properties.149 

McKitrick thus concludes that disposition-friendly accounts of causal relevance are certainly in 

no worse, and very likely in a better, position than disposition-unfriendly accounts.150 It is 

interesting to note that the Counterfactual Dependence Condition is very similar to the 

Difference-Making Principle, while the other two conditions go in the direction of what I have 

tried to express by saying that enabling conditions like Ella’s contingent mortality genuinely 

contribute to the occurrence of their effects. This shows once more how interrelated all the 

concepts are that I have tried to put to work for the claim that Ella’s killability is bad for her 

because it enables her death.  

 

My Own Response to the Analyticity Argument: Distinguishing Type and Token 

My own response to the Analyticity Argument proceeds from the observation that speaking of 

a disposition’s manifestation is actually ambiguous – or, at least, allows for different levels of 

specification: We can speak of a general type of event, or of a more concrete token-event.151 

When we are characterizing a disposition in terms of its manifestation and its triggering 

condition, we are referring to types of events. Remember the sugar cube: When we state that its 

solubility is the disposition to dissolve (the manifestation) when submerged in water (the 

 
145 McKitrick (2005, 360f.). 
146 McKitrick (2005, 361f.). 
147 McKitrick (2005, 367f.). 
148 For this conclusion, see McKitrick (2015, 369).  
149 McKitrick (2015, 369).  
150 McKitrick (2015, 369). 
151 I have mentioned this already when developing the dispositional account of contingent mortality in chapter II.1, 

but I will repeat it once more because it becomes so important now.  
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triggering condition), “dissolving” as well as “being submerged in water” denote certain types 

of events. These types of events are instantiated when a specific sugar cube is submerged in 

water in a specific incident – e.g., on April 6th, by me, in the cup of tea that I am drinking while 

writing. The specific events of that sugar cube being submerged in water (or rather tea) and 

consequently dissolving are thus token-instantiations of the types of events that characterize 

this sugar cube’s disposition of solubility. (Note that this does not only hold when the events 

are actual: Even if we are considering a mere possible event where a certain sugar cube is put 

into water wherein it dissolves, the relevant events are still token-events and thus distinct from 

the type of events that they instantiate.) Therefore, when we are talking of the manifestation of 

the disposition of solubility, we can either be referring to a type of event or to a specific (actual 

or possible) token-event. Similarly, the manifestation of Ella’s disposition of contingent 

mortality can refer either to the type of event – Ella’s death – or a specific token-event (like 

Ella’s actual death at the age of 60 on the 29th of May 2011, at 11 p.m. by being run over by a 

trolley). To distinguish these two ways of understanding a disposition’s manifestation, I suggest 

speaking of the type-manifestation it is associated with as opposed to its token-manifestations. 

Now, when the Analyticity Argument points out the conceptual connection between a 

disposition and its manifestation, this is most naturally interpreted as referring to the type-

manifestation: The disposition just is a disposition to a certain manifestation – understood as a 

certain type of event. And to this, I would agree: Ella’s disposition to die is conceptually 

connected to a certain type of event – her death. That she is contingently mortal just means that 

she is prone to experience this certain type of event. However, when we are considering whether 

dispositions like Ella’s contingent mortality can be causally relevant to their manifestations, we 

are thinking about token-manifestations. We want to know whether Ella’s contingent mortality 

is causally relevant in enabling her actual death on the 29th of May 2011, at 11 p.m. by being 

run over by a trolley.  

In order for the Analyticity Argument to go through, it has to claim that there is a tight 

conceptual connection between a disposition and its token-manifestations: that for example 

Ella’s contingent mortality is conceptually connected to her actual death. And that, due to this, 

the token-event of Ella’s actual death is non-causally dependent on her disposition to die – 

which is why the Independence Condition is not fulfilled. But I think that this is way less 

plausible than claiming that the disposition is conceptually connected to the type-manifestation. 

Even if there is a conceptual connection between the disposition and its individual token-

manifestations, I believe that this can only be an indirect connection: The disposition is 
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conceptually connected to its type-manifestation (because it just is the disposition to this type 

of event), the individual token-manifestations are instantiations of this type of event, and – 

through that – possibly conceptually connected to it. However, even that is doubtful: It is one 

thing to say that a disposition is conceptually connected to the type of event that is its 

manifestation (because the disposition is characterized by reference to this type of event) – but 

quite another thing to say that a token-event is conceptually connected to the type of event of 

which it is an instantiation.152 However, even if there is such an indirect conceptual connection 

between the disposition and its token-manifestations – the Analyticity Argument plausibly 

requires quite a strong connection: The weaker the conceptual connection, the less plausible 

the claim that it prevents the disposition from being causally relevant to (or an enabling 

condition for) the individual token-event(s).  

Thus, I believe that the Analyticity Argument trades on a confusion between the type- 

and the token-manifestation of a disposition. While the latter is conceptually connected to its 

type-manifestation, there is no equally tight connection to its token-manifestations, which is 

why the disposition may still be causally relevant to the occurrence of the latter. Hence, the 

Analyticity Argument seems flawed: It is only true that dispositions do not meet the 

Independence Condition when it comes to their type-manifestations – but we are here interested 

in their token-manifestations. 

This concludes not only my discussion of the possible objections to the claim that Ella’s 

contingent mortality is causally relevant to the occurrence of her actual death d, but my 

arguments in favor of the claim that Ella’s contingent mortality should inherit (some of) the 

badness of her actual death d in general. I have argued that Ella’s disposition to die enables the 

occurrence of her (actual) death d (which is the manifestation of this disposition). It thereby 

genuinely contributes to d’s occurrence – it is causally relevant to it. And since Ella’s (actual) 

death is bad for her, Ella’s contingent mortality thereby genuinely affects the well-being of Ella. 

That is why Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her – just as the causes of bad things are bad 

for the people whom they affect. Furthermore, how bad Ella’s contingent mortality is for her 

presumably depends on how bad her (actual) death is for her, because it is via the occurrence 

 
152 If types of events are concepts and token-events are concrete things in the world, one may even claim that 

token-events cannot be conceptually connected to anything. Maybe this is what McKitrick means when she says 

that the Analyticity Argument conflates semantics (concepts) and metaphysics (things in the world).  
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of the latter that Ella’s disposition to die affects her well-being. This is why I conclude that 

Ella’s contingent mortality should inherit (some of) the badness of her actual death d. 153  

While I find this picture overall very plausible, we still have two major objections to deal 

with: first, the worry that we should be looking at enablers instead of enabling conditions, and, 

secondly, the issue about there simply being so many enabling conditions and the implausibility 

of them all inheriting (some of) the badness of their effect.  

 

V.2.3 Objection No. 1: Enablers Instead of Enabling Conditions  

Let’s start with the issue about enablers. Notably, the comparison with causes that constituted 

the third part of the argumentative section once more threw a spotlight on the question of 

whether we have so far neglected the fact that – unlike enabling conditions – enablers are indeed 

causes. A brief reminder: Enabling conditions are states or properties of objects involved in the 

cause-event or general conditions of the world that make it possible for the cause-event to cause 

the effect-event. Enablers, on the other hand, are events that cause things to acquire or be in an 

enabling condition. My giving money to the drug addict is an enabler, while his being in 

possession of the money is the enabling condition. And the same goes for my not securing my 

belonging against the storm and their being unsecured, or Mika’s childhood trauma and his 

mental disposition. Ella’s contingent mortality is an enabling condition, not an enabler. 

The worry is now that the arguments that I have provided so far, to the effect that enabling 

is a way of affecting a person’s well-being which thereby – so to speak – “transports” (dis)value, 

are most plausible when one considers enablers – but maybe not so much when it comes to 

enabling conditions.154 This starts already with the intuitive support I have provided, for, in the 

case of the drug addict or the storm, our intuitive evaluations of the enablers appear to be much 

firmer than the respective evaluations of the enabling conditions: My action of giving money 

to the drug addict is bad for him, because it enables him to do drugs. My not securing my 

belongings is bad for me, because it enables the storm to destroy my house. These judgements 

are intuitive and common. The claim that the drug addict’s possession of the money and my 

furniture’s being unsecured are bad may appear less straightforward. Similarly, our negative 

 
153 I will say more about how much (dis)value Ella’s contingent mortality inherits from her death in section V.2.5. 
154 This is where the ambiguity of the verb “enabling” that I have pointed out above suddenly appears to become 

problematic.  
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feelings (like regret) appear to usually focus on certain actions or events (which, if not causes, 

may be enablers), rather than on the states or conditions of the things involved. 

On a more theoretic level, I talked about how enabling is a form of contribution to the 

occurrence of the relevant effect-event (and, in that respect, sufficiently similar to causation). 

This again may seem to be more fitting for enablers than for enabling conditions. Enablers 

cause things to be in enabling conditions, and so they – so to speak – put the enabling conditions 

into place. Whether they are an action performed by a human or some other process, enablers 

seem to be more active than enabling conditions, which are merely ways certain things are. 

Thus, it seems more appropriate to say that they played a role in, or contributed to, bringing 

about the occurrence of the respective effect. Enablers seem to be what actively changes the 

situation. Bringing back the language of difference-making: They are where the difference is 

actually made. They are the “real” contributors. And while we cannot call them causally 

relevant because that is a term reserved for properties of an event, being causes themselves, 

their contribution seems certainly similar enough to causation to earn them some (dis)value.  

But if the enablers are where the real contribution or difference is made, the enabling 

conditions should maybe instead be perceived more as a bridging phenomenon, something that 

connects two bad events: the drug addict’s possession of the money connects my action of 

giving it to him with his action of doing drugs and thereby explains why the former contributes 

to the occurrence of the latter. Similarly, in the storm case, the unsecured state of my furniture 

is the intermediate step between my negligence and the destruction of my home. And we may 

also consider Mika’s disposition as such a link, too. The worry is then that my arguments so far 

have missed the point. 

The objection is thus not necessarily that enabling conditions are not bad at all or that 

their badness is not derived from the badness of the relevant effect, but rather that my arguments 

so far have been ill-suited to support these claims, since they seem to be much more tailored to 

enablers instead of enabling conditions. That is, even if one grants my arguments, one could 

hold that, so far, I have merely established that there is some “transfer” of (dis)value going on 

in enabling – but then point out that the enabler appears to be its focal point, not the enabling 

conditions. And while enabling conditions may still be considered bad because of the role they 

play in the occurrence of the relevant effect, it now seems that this role is more complicated 

than suggested so far, since it is that of a bridging link between the enabler and a negative effect. 

A story more complex than the one given so far would thus be required – one that builds on the 

intermediate character of enabling conditions in general and dispositions in particular. 
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Furthermore, this line of thought suggests that, in order to give a more adequate account of how 

the badness of a disposition such as Ella’s contingent mortality is derived from its 

manifestation, we must not only look at the disposition itself (or its manifestation for that 

matter) but have to also consider the event that caused the object or person in question to acquire 

that specific disposition in the first place. If enabling conditions are mere bridging phenomena, 

we, so to speak, have to look at both ends of the bridge to properly determine their (dis)value: 

the effect and the enabler.155  

 

Response: Enabling Conditions without Enablers 

But now a difficulty arises: For many dispositions such as Ella’s killability there does not seem 

to be an event that caused the thing in question to acquire that disposition – that is, there does 

not seem to be a suitable enabler. Consider such classical examples as the solubility of a sugar 

cube or the breakability of the cup. The sugar cube was always soluble from the moment it 

came into existence, and the same is true for the cup: It was breakable from the day it was 

manufactured. Similarly, on the account of contingent mortality presupposed here, Ella was 

always killable, because she was always a living being. Of course, we may consider the event 

of Ella’s birth to be the respective enabler that caused her to be in the enabling condition – that 

caused her to be killable.156 But this does not seem to be quite right: Her birth did not cause a 

preexisting Ella to suddenly become killable, but rather it was the event by which a killable Ella 

came into existence.157   

 
155 Thus, the objection is not that we should look at the enablers instead of the enabling conditions – we are 

interested in the disposition to die and that is an enabling condition and not an enabler. The objection is that in 

order to evaluate the enabling condition properly, we have to look at the corresponding enabler to do justice to the 

enabling condition’s character as a bridging phenomenon.  
156 This is inspired by Lombard’s treatment of the enabling conditions of a person’s death: “The birth was not the 

cause of the death; it was merely a cause of an enabling condition of the death. Nothing has the capacity to die 

unless it is alive, for being alive is an enabling condition of dying, and the birth is a cause of a person’s coming to 

be alive.” (Lombard 1990, 208). Note, however, that Lombard here speaks of the state of the person being alive 

(instead of her being killable).  
157 The same objection holds for Lombard’s suggestion: His claim that birth is the cause of a person’s coming to 

be alive also makes it sound as if there was a preexisting person, who now acquires a new property (“being alive”) 

through the event of their birth. But this is implausible: In what sense did the person exist before she existed as a 

living thing? Thus, I suggest that birth does not cause a person to acquire the property of being alive, but rather 

brings a living – and killable – person into existence.  
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In general, it seems that for dispositions (or, more generally, enabling conditions) which 

their bearers already have from the get-go, we cannot find an enabler in the sense of finding an 

event that caused the thing in question to acquire that disposition. The only thing we can find 

is the event that caused a thing with this disposition to come into existence, such as Ella’s birth, 

which caused the existence of a killable Ella, or the manufacturing of the (soluble) sugar cube 

or the (breakable) cup. However, these kinds of events clearly differ from straightforward 

enablers like Mika’s childhood trauma or my giving money to the drug addict. That does not 

mean that we may not want to consider whether we should ascribe some (negative) value to 

them due to the role they play in the occurrence of the relevant effect (the solution of the sugar 

cube, the breaking of the window, Ella’s death). However, this is not the question I want to 

pursue here.158  

And it does not undermine the following verdict: Since we sometimes have enabling 

conditions without proper enablers (that is, where we cannot find any clear enablers in the 

original sense), enabling conditions cannot be a mere bridging phenomenon between enablers 

and effects – but have to be important in their own right. Since there is clearly some enabling 

going on in those cases, it must be attributed solely to the enabling conditions. They make it 

possible for the relevant cause-event to cause the relevant effect-event. They do contribute. 

There is simply no enabler around that could steal the show. In those cases, I think my 

arguments (from above) work for enabling conditions as well as for enablers. And, notably, 

contingent mortality – the disposition and enabling condition I am interested in – is plausibly 

one of those cases, because there is no event that causes Ella (and other regular humans like 

her) to be killable.159 

 
However, even that is not quite right yet. Ella certainly existed – and existed as a living and killable being – (at 

least) a few days before her birth, in the womb of her mother. But since I do not want to get into the debate about 

when a growing human fetus should be considered alive, killable or a person, I will for now speak of her birth as 

the event of her coming into existence as the living and killable person that then later gets hit by the trolley. 
158 Note, however, that we might well want to add the event of Ella’s birth to the list of things that make a difference 

to the occurrence of her (actual) death. In fact, it is the enabler that corresponds with the possibly problematic 

enabling condition of her being alive that we shall get back to in the next objection.  
159 One way to maybe find an enabler for contingent mortality after all was suggested to me by Olle Risberg: 

Maybe we can say that their parents’ genes have made people killable. Or that evolution did so. Similarly for the 

sugar cube and the cup: Maybe the engineering process is the enabler that caused them to be soluble and breakable. 

However, I am skeptical that this is really the kind of enabler Lombard had in mind and I am not sure it is more 
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However, I think the lesson drawn from those enabling conditions that do not have 

enablers transfers to the other cases as well. If enabling conditions that occur by themselves can 

genuinely contribute to bringing about the effect in the relevant way, it would be artificial to 

treat enabling conditions that do happen to have a cause completely different and as mere 

bridging phenomena. The more plausible picture is that they retain their contributory role, and 

that their causes (that is, the enablers) contribute by putting them in place. Hence, I suggest that 

we should say that the badness of the enabler is derived from the badness of the enabling 

condition it puts in place – where this in turn is derived from the badness of the effect. The 

(dis)value of the enabler is thus merely indirectly derived from the badness of the final effect – 

indirectly via the enabling condition.  

Therefore, I take the observation that there are some enabling conditions that come 

without enablers to undermine the objection that enabling conditions do not contribute in their 

own right and are mere bridging phenomena. But what about the more intuition-based 

observation that in cases like the one of the drug addict and the storm we do first jump at the 

enablers instead of the enabling condition? Does this not still show that enablers are in some 

sense more important? Similarly, what about the worry that my arguments are just so much 

better suited for enablers than enabling conditions? To diffuse these remaining worries, I have 

two debunking arguments to offer – which address the two worries respectively.   

 

Debunking Greater Importance: Action-Enablers  

First, let’s take a closer look at those examples that spark the worry, namely the drug addict and 

the storm example. Note that in both cases the enabler is an action (or the omission of an action): 

my giving money to the addict and my not securing my belongings against the storm. The 

enabling conditions, on the other hand, are (as noted above) merely states or conditions of 

things. Our tendency to see the enablers in these cases as more central, active, and important – 

as more of a difference-maker – can be explained by the fact that they are the place where I 

could have done something differently. If I am unhappy with the final outcome – like my home 

being destroyed by the storm – my own contribution to the result (hence the enabler that I 

performed) will naturally be the focus of my attention and my regret. This is where I could have 

acted differently and thus prevented the bad event. Similarly, the mother of the drug addict will 

 
intuitive to say that her parent’s genes or evolution is bad for Ella because of the role they played in the occurrence 

of her death than it is to say that her contingent mortality is bad for her because of that.  
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focus on the enabler, because it was an action performed by a human that she can hold 

responsible and blame for it.  

Thus, if many enablers are actions like these, the intuition that enablers are more central 

than enabling conditions (when it comes to things being bad because of the role they play in 

bringing about a bad outcome) may in general stem from our practice of regretting, blaming, 

and  holding responsible. This practice is very important to us, and it is thus not surprising that 

our attention jumps at its typical targets. And this tendency may extend even beyond actions to 

enablers in general, because, as I have stated above, we perceive them as more active than the 

enabling conditions. They do something (even if it is just in a metaphorical sense). This may 

explain why, in cases where there is an enabling condition and an enabler present, we tend to 

perceive the latter to be more important. But, since we are here not concerned with the question 

who should be blamed but rather with the question which things are bad, this tendency seems 

to be indeed misguided.  

However, if this is not convincing, I may even be willing to concede that when enabling 

conditions are accompanied by enablers then yes, maybe the enablers are in some sense more 

important. However, since I am mainly interested in the disposition of contingent mortality and 

this enabling condition does arguably not come with an enabler, this would not affect my main 

line of argument.  

 

Debunking Suitability for Arguments: Enablers are Causes  

A second debunking-strategy targets the feeling that my more theoretical arguments seem so 

much better suited for enablers than enabling conditions. Remember that I stressed the 

similarity between enabling and causation (which features in instrumental value) by pointing 

out how both are a form of contribution to the outcome. It is now tempting to think that this 

puts enablers in an especially good position – since they are causes themselves!  

However, this temptation is based on a merely superficial resemblance. Granted, enablers 

are causes. But they are not causes of the effect-event in question (in which case their relation 

to the effect would not be similar to causation, but simply be causation, which would make 

them straightforwardly instrumentally bad). Rather, they cause certain things to be in certain 

enabling conditions, which then in turn make it possible for the cause-events (which differ from 

the enablers) to cause the effect-events. Thus, appearances are misleading here: While enablers 

are causes, their relationship to the effect-event is even more distant than the relationship 
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between the enabling condition and the effect. (We may also wish to say that it is even less 

similar to the causing-relationship featured in instrumental value.) As suggested above, the 

structure of the relation between cause, effect, enabler and enabling condition is such that we 

may well say that the (dis)value of the enabler is only indirectly derived from the (dis)value of 

the effect.160 Thus, the feeling that enablers fit my arguments so much better than enabling 

conditions may be explained by a bias towards them that is based on them also being causes – 

but that is ultimately misguided.  

This concludes my response to the worry about enablers. I do not think that the role played 

by them undercuts the contribution made by enabling conditions. And thus, I think that my 

arguments do work for enabling conditions. However, they also appear to apply to enablers. 

Exploring whether and how enablers are bad is an interesting question (and I have made some 

suggestions above, to the effect that their badness may be derived from the relevant effect – but 

only via the enabling condition), but it is not the question I wish to pursue here. I am interested 

in the badness of contingent mortality and that is an enabling condition, not an enabler. With 

that being said, there is however one more worry we have to address, namely the fact that Ella’s 

disposition to die is not the only enabling condition featured in the causal chain that leads to 

her death.   

 

V.2.4 Objection No. 2: Too Many Enabling Conditions  

Remember, the observation in question is rather simple, albeit apparently problematic: There 

are a lot of enabling conditions. Presumably, causal chains that lead to events like Ella’s (actual) 

death d are rather complex and rely on a lot of things being in certain states and having certain 

properties (or dispositions). Ella’s disposition to die is not the only thing that makes it possible 

that the cause-event (her being hit by the trolley) can have the effect that it does (her death): 

Besides the speed and weight of the trolley (which seem less problematic), there is for example 

also the absence of a protective wall, the holding of the natural laws, Ella’s being alive or – 

even more generally – her being spatially extended.161  Do we really want to say that these are 

 
160 We could say that enablers are instrumentally bad because they cause things to be in bad enabling conditions.  
161 As noted above, examples like the absence of the protective wall and the holding of the natural laws are 

discussed in Braun (1995, 451ff.) as properties that we do not want to consider causally relevant for the effect. A 

person’s being alive as an enabling condition for her death is discussed by Lombard (1990, 208). Philip Fox 

suggested the enabling condition of being spatially extended to me.  
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all bad for Ella? Once we claim that her contingent mortality is – and is because of its enabling-

role in the occurrence of her death – we seem to be forced to do so. Furthermore, we 

encountered the same issue when considering the Difference-Making Principle: Many things 

besides Ella’s disposition to die make a difference to the occurrence of her actual death. Should 

we treat them all as extrinsic bads? 

Note that the worry can be formulated or interpreted in two different ways: It can first be 

understood as an objection to the characterization of enabling conditions provided so far. If the 

worry is that these additional properties are not even real enabling conditions, then our current 

account of enabling conditions is insufficient since it falsely classifies them so. It is too 

permissive and should be amended with additional conditions. And if the seemingly superfluous 

properties can thereby be excluded from the group of enabling conditions, we are good to go. 

However, the objection can also be understood differently, namely as claiming that all these 

additional factors are indeed enabling conditions and that therefore something must be wrong 

with my arguments if they entail that all enabling conditions are bad because of their enabling 

role. Here it is the general gist of my evaluative approach – arguing that contingent mortality is 

bad because of its enabling role – that would need amendment. Notably, this second 

understanding is also the shape that the objection takes in the case of the Difference-Making 

Principle: It is not that all the counterexamples are not difference-makers – they are. The issue 

is whether they are truly (extrinsically) bad because of it.  

Since I am here not interested in an account of enabling conditions for its own sake, but 

merely for the sake of using it to argue that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because 

of the role it plays in the occurrence of her death, I will mainly focus on the second interpretation 

of this objection.  

 

Response: Biting the Bullet and Debunking 

My main response to the problem of the plethora of enabling conditions is part biting the bullet, 

part debunking strategy.162 Let’s start with the apparent counterexamples to the Difference-

Making Principle – “negative” properties (like the absence of a protective wall), epiphenomena 

and symptoms. I suggest biting the bullet and insisting that these do have extrinsic (dis)value. 

 
162 Thanks to Daniele Bruno for the initial suggestion of this response to me. It is in certain respects similar to 

Schroeder’s (2007) pragmatic defense of the Humean Theory of Reasons against the objection that it yields too 

many reasons. Thanks to Thomas Schmidt for pointing this out to me.  
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This strategy seems particularly promising in the case of epiphenomena and symptoms, since 

for example Bradley has argued that there is indeed such a thing as signatory value.163  

As for the “negative” properties – and the other enabling conditions like the holding of 

the natural laws, Ella’s being alive and her being spatially extended – we might have to say a 

bit more. This is where the debunking comes in: Yes, these additional factors are enabling 

conditions for Ella’s death. And yes, they are also bad for Ella and bad because they enable her 

(actual death). However, at this point it becomes relevant that I am currently only evaluating 

Ella’s contingent mortality with respect to the connection to her death. As stated above, I am 

ignoring all the other features of her disposition to die that may influence its overall or all-

things-considered (dis)value. Thus, when I say that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her 

because it enables her (actual) death d, all I am saying is that it is pro tanto bad for her and that 

this pro tanto badness is grounded in the badness of her death d. 

Thus, the biting the bullet part of the argument consists in insisting that the other enabling 

conditions like the absence of a protective wall, the holding of the natural laws, and Ella’s being 

alive and spatially extended are indeed also pro tanto bad in exactly the same way as her 

contingent mortality (because of their enabling role). But the debunking part adds that this may 

seem contrary to our intuitions only because we overlook that this does not mean that they are 

all things considered bad. There may be other factors that contribute to the overall evaluation 

of these factors and that outweigh the negative value that comes from enabling Ella’s death. 

There are, for example, presumably a lot of advantages to the natural laws holding and they 

may very well outweigh – even for Ella – the negative role they play in bringing about her 

death. The same could be true for the fact that Ella is alive or that she is spatially extended. 

Thus, our uneasiness with accepting the negative evaluation of those additional enabling 

conditions may be explained away by pointing out that this is only a pro tanto evaluation. 

However, this response seems to run into difficulties when it comes to the Difference-

Making Principle, since that principle is indeed meant to capture overall extrinsic value. 

Nevertheless, I believe that defenders of the principle can still bite the bullet – they can hold 

that the problematic cases, like the “negative” properties, epiphenomena and symptoms do have 

overall negative extrinsic (dis)value. But they can then point out that there may be other kinds 

of value (besides extrinsic value) that ultimately affect our all-things-considered evaluation of 

 
163 See Bradley (1998, 110 and 118ff.). Thanks to Per Algander for pointing this out to me.  
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the event in question.164 That would once more be a debunking strategy similar to the one I 

have just suggested.  

 

Badness vs. Feeling Bad 

However, the biting the bullet and debunking strategy may not be fully satisfactory. Consider 

once more the “negative” property of the event of Ella being hit by the trolley that there was no 

protective wall present (or, alternatively, that she was not wearing highly protective gear). The 

strategy laid out above might not quite work in this case, since it seems that there are no other 

aspects of the lack of a protective wall that would outweigh its negative value and, thus, we 

seem forced to conclude that the absence of the protective wall is indeed all things considered 

bad for Ella. Of course, we might again bite the bullet (a bit harder now) and insist that yes, that 

is how this (and similar) “negative” properties should be evaluated. And I am willing to go that 

way, particularly because it actually does not seem unintuitive to say that it was bad for Ella 

that there was no protective wall between her and the trolley.  

Nevertheless, let me introduce another way of explaining away the uneasiness of calling 

these additional enabling conditions bad – one that also applies to “negative” properties like 

the lack of the protective wall: When discussing a very similar problem, Bradley points out that 

we have to distinguish between the (dis)value of something and whether or not it is appropriate 

to have certain feelings about it – whether we should care about it.165 Presumably the features 

of the situation that we are currently looking at – the lack of a protective wall, the holding of 

the natural laws and Ella’s being alive and spatially extended – are not such that we do or should 

care very greatly about them when it comes to Ella’s death. Similarly for possible 

epiphenomena and symptoms. But – according to Bradley – this does not necessarily mean that 

they aren’t bad. There are so many bad things in the world that anyone who felt bad about all 

of them would be unbearably miserable. We can only care about so much. But that does not 

mean that the other stuff isn’t bad.  

 
164 Thanks to the members of the Higher Seminar of Practical Philosophy at Uppsala University for pointing this 

out to me.  
165 See Bradley (2009, 60ff.). Bradley there discusses an objection to the standard deprivation account by Draper 

who notes that examples like not finding Aladdin’s lamp – which the standard deprivation account would classify 

as bad – are not actually genuine evils because they do not merit bad feelings.   
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Thus, when we are hesitant to call all of these additional enabling conditions bad, this 

may just be because we (usually) do not care about them. And maybe rightly so: Presumably, 

there are some (very likely pragmatic) standards about what bad things we should care about 

and what not. For example, there seems something wrong with a person who weeps greatly 

about the fact that Ella was spatially extended when the trolley hit her but does not lament the 

fact that the trolley was speeding much faster than it should have. But again, this does not mean 

that these (usually fairly irrelevant) features are not bad. And I am here concerned with the 

question whether Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her – not, whether she or someone else 

does or should have any negative feelings towards it. Granted, this second question is also very 

interesting – and it is at the heart of the ancient discussion about the evil of death166 – but it is 

not the question I am focusing on. Thus, even if Ella’s disposition to die turns out to be just like 

the other additional enabling conditions – in that it does not seem genuinely evil in the sense 

that it is not worth caring about – this does not mean that it is not (still) bad.  

 

No Evaluation at All 

At this point my skeptical opponent may change his strategy: Even if we grant that some of the 

strange additional enabling conditions are bad (but such that we usually do not and also should 

not care about their badness very much, presumably for pragmatic reasons), there are others – 

namely the “negative” ones, like the absence of the protective wall – that should not be 

evaluated at all. Because of their negative nature, they are not genuine features of the situation 

at hand, and thus, they are not genuine goods or bads. My account, the objection goes, threatens 

to nonsensically classify a whole bunch of strange properties as bad enabling conditions.  

But here, I shall just give in. Yes, “negative” properties like this may not be genuine 

features of the situation. But that presumably means that they are not genuine properties or 

states of the situation, which in turn means that they would not have been classified as enabling 

conditions in the first place (or as difference-makers for that matter).167 Thus, I am happy to 

agree that no, they are not enabling conditions (and no, they are not bad – or good for that 

 
166 See, for example, the overview of  the traditional questions of the philosophy of death in Wittwer (2009, 8 and 

17ff.) 
167 Maybe the account of enabling conditions has to be amended to exclude them more explicitly – but that is not 

a task I shall undertake here (since I am not interested in an account of enabling conditions for its own sake). Also 

note that, with this framing of the worry, we have now moved into the first interpretation of the too many enabling 

conditions-worry mentioned above.  
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matter). But that is not a problem for me, because the property that I am interested in – Ella’s 

disposition to die – is most certainly not a negative property like this.  

 

Additional Conditions 

However, if someone is still not happy with the biting the bullet and debunking strategy 

employed so far, the only other way forward I see would be to introduce additional conditions 

for which properties and states should be considered bad due to their enabling role (or their 

difference-making) – and show that Ella’s disposition to die (and the other examples, like 

Mika’s mental disposition) fulfil these conditions while the counterexamples of this section do 

not.168 Thus, the idea would be to find some difference between the two groups of enabling 

conditions – a difference that makes it plausible that only one of the two groups should be 

considered bad because of their enabling role. We would then amend the Difference-Making 

Principle accordingly, by adding more conditions on when difference-makers should actually 

be considered extrinsic bads. My suspicion is that such an amendment would involve a more 

detailed reference to the nature of the relation between the extrinsic good/bad X and the 

intrinsically good/bad things that it makes a difference to: In the case of overdetermination and 

preemption, the relation between X and the respective intrinsic goods/bads should still suffice 

to qualify X as an extrinsic bad, while in the case of epiphenomena and symptoms the 

relationship (presumably a kind of co-occurrence) should not be enough. As mentioned above, 

Feldman and Bradley list causation, leading to, preventing, and being otherwise connected as 

relevant relations.169 The issue thus seems to be to specify these other kinds of connection. And 

whatever such a specification would look like in the end, I believe that the enabling relation 

between Ella’s disposition to die and her (actual) death d would be included.170 

 
168 In reference to the two possible interpretations of the worry laid out in the beginning of this section, I believe 

this solution could be either interpreted as an additional criterion for which properties qualify as enabling 

conditions, or as a condition on which enabling conditions are actually bad because of their enabling role. Again, 

I will mainly formulate it in this latter way, but I think that it could easily be adopted in the spirit of the first if one 

should prefer to restrict the class of enabling conditions from the outset.  
169 Feldman (1991, 213 and 1992a, 149) and Bradley (2009, 3 and 47f.). 
170 However, one may worry whether modifying the Difference-Making Principle in this way – by giving a list of 

appropriate, real difference-making relations – moves it away from its original idea and turns it into a completely 

different principle. 
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As for more substantial suggestions for these additional conditions: I have already 

mentioned above that one might try to use the notion of causal relevance for this but have also 

expressed my doubts about whether that is actually a promising approach. A different route 

may be to look at the explanatory role of the relevant events and conditions: Ella’s disposition 

to die seems to be able to explain why the trolley had the lethal consequences it did have in a 

way that her being alive or being spatially extended does not.171 Alternatively one could turn to 

the observation that contingent mortality entails the possibility of death in an especially tight 

way.172 This actually goes in the direction of the shaping-the-world-approach that I will be 

exploring later in this dissertation.  

Unfortunately, I will have to leave it at these brief suggestions. In this context, I wish to 

point out once more that the apparent counterexamples we have discussed here are an issue far 

beyond the borders of my own limited project: We have seen that they are also a problem for 

the Difference-Making Principle (and thereby the standard deprivation account) and actually 

also affect some accounts of causal relevance. Thus, I am not alone with the struggle of trying 

to capture what we mean when we say: “Yes, it was, amongst other things, partially because of 

you.” While I am personally happy with biting the bullet on this issue – and thus affirming that 

the apparent counterexamples are indeed bad for Ella – I also believe that further research could 

reveal some relevant differences between the two groups of properties – differences that either 

make it plausible to exclude some of them from the group of enabling conditions altogether or 

explain why, even though they are enabling conditions, they should not inherit any of the 

badness of their effects. In this case, I would be happy to adjust my strategy accordingly. 

With this, I shall leave the discussion of possible objections to my arguments in favor of 

the claim that Ella’s disposition to die is bad for her because it enables the occurrence of her 

death. Let us now turn to what exactly this means for the question of how much (dis)value we 

should ascribe to Ella’s contingent mortality.   

 

V.2.5 The (Dis)Value of Contingent Mortality 

Based on the arguments above, we now have the following result: Ella’s contingent mortality 

is bad for her (in the death-related sense) because it enables the occurrence of her actual death 

 
171 Thanks to Marcel Jahn for this suggestion.  
172 Thanks to Philip Fox, Andrew Currie and Razvan Sofroni for this suggestion.  
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d and d is bad for her. This also suggests that how bad Ella’s contingent mortality is for her 

depends on how bad her actual death d is for her: For one, I believe that the (dis)value ascribed 

to Ella’s contingent mortality because of its enabling role in the occurrence of her actual death 

has to be smaller than the (dis)value ascribed to her death itself. Enabling conditions like Ella’s 

disposition to die only inherit a fraction (that is, some of) the (dis)value of their effects. On the 

one hand, I think this is suggested by the way in which the badness so to speaks flows from d – 

the manifestation – to the disposition that enables it. On the other hand, I believe this to be in 

line with our intuitive judgements, not only for enabling conditions in general and dispositions 

in particular, but also for causes, who inherit the badness of their effects in a very similar way: 

So far as we find it plausible that the drug addict’s possession of the money, Mika’s mental 

disposition, the breakability of the cup and the collision with the trolley are bad  – and bad 

because of their consequences – I do not think we would judge them to be worse than their 

consequences. Missing the train is bad because it leads to missing the wedding – but it is not as 

bad as the latter.173    

However, one could object that while I have shown that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent 

mortality is dependent on the badness of her actual death d – and that it is presumably lower 

than it – it could still be the case that it does not vary with the (dis)value of d. For one, it might 

be the case that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality does not vary at all: While her 

death d can presumably be better or worse for Ella (as is assumed by most accounts of the 

badness of death), the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality could be more of an all-or-

nothing affair. However, I simply do not find that plausible. To me it seems much more intuitive 

that the (dis)value of enabling conditions – as the (dis)value of causes – varies with the 

(dis)value of the effect. Mika’s mental disposition is certainly worse for him than the 

breakability of my cup is for me (it is not a very fancy cup). Missing the train is worse when 

this means missing a wedding than if it just means getting home an hour later than usual. 

Furthermore, I believe that this covariation plausibly takes a more or less linear form. The 

reason is mainly that I do not see any reason why it should be a more complicated dependency. 

Thus, I suggest that if Ella’s actual death d is bad, then her contingent mortality is, too – and is 

so because it enables the occurrence of her death. Furthermore, how much (dis)value we ascribe 

to Ella’s disposition to die because of its enabling role depends on how bad d is for her: The 

 
173 Ignoring other unpleasant side-effects of missing the train, e.g., the boring hour on the platform.  
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(dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality is a fraction of the (dis)value of her actual death d for 

her and it depends on, and varies with, the latter in a more or less linear fashion.  

If we assume the cardinal measurability of the (dis)values in question – that is, if we 

assume that we can represent them by real numbers – we can summarize this into the following 

formula:  

𝐕𝐕𝐄𝐄(𝐂𝐂𝐂𝐂)  =  𝐗𝐗 ∗ 𝐕𝐕𝐄𝐄(𝐝𝐝) 

VE(CM) thereby stands for the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality for her, VE(d) for 

the (dis)value of her actual death d for her, and X is a real number between zero and one: It has 

to be positive because it is not supposed to change the valence of the (dis)value of d and it has 

to be below one, because Ella’s contingent mortality is not as bad for her as her death. Note, 

however, that the “=” is actually a bit misleading: It is important to remember that we are here 

only evaluating one aspect of Ella’s contingent mortality – the one having to do with its relation 

to Ella’s death (understood as its consequence) – and that there may be other aspects that also 

contribute to the overall value or disvalue that Ella’s disposition to die holds for her. Thus, all 

I mean by the suggested formula is that there is some badness to Ella’s contingent mortality 

(CM) – namely the death-related one – that is derived from the badness of d and that we can 

determine like this. 

As noted above, putting matters in terms of a formula like this requires the cardinal 

measurability of the (dis)values involved – and as I have stated in the outset of this dissertation, 

I do not wish to commit myself to such a strong assumption. However, the use of formulas like 

these is nevertheless very common in the philosophy of death, especially among proponents of 

the deprivation account.174 I too find them very helpful and am thus providing the formula 

presented above as additional illustration to express my result: I have argued that Ella’s 

contingent mortality inherits some of the badness of her actual death because it enables the 

latter. The formula expresses this “transfer” of (dis)value in a very neat way. Before coming to 

a close on this section about contingent mortality, we have to consider one more question.  

 

 
174 See, for example, Feldman (1991 and 1992a), Luper (2009) and Bradley (2009, especially footnote 31 on p. 14, 

where he justifies this use of numbers for representative purposes). 
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V.2.6 But What if the Person Does not Die? 

So far, I have assumed that the world we are considering in this first scenario is determined in 

a way that Ella actually dies. And I believe that for us currently living human beings the 

circumstances are indeed such that our contingent mortality is bound to be manifested 

eventually. Thus, if Ella is a human person like us, this assumption makes sense. Nevertheless, 

we can easily imagine a contingently mortal person for which that is not true and which thus – 

albeit killable – never dies.  Because of this, I want to take a brief look at what would happen 

if Ella were to actually never die and instead live forever in this first scenario. In this case we 

would have the whole course of history laid out before us and could see that Ella simply never 

dies – no event of the type of Ella’s death ever occurs.175 What does this mean for Ella’s 

contingent mortality and the question of whether it is bad for her?176 

First of all, this would mean that Ella’s killability, her disposition to die, is never 

manifested. We could also say that its enabling potential is never actualized. Thus, there is no 

actual manifestation d, the badness of which the disposition could inherit in the way just 

described. This suggests that Ella’s contingent mortality is not bad for Ella in this situation.177 

Based on the current account, Ella’s contingent mortality is only bad for her if she actually dies. 

But I have to admit that this clashes with my intuitions: A disposition which just happens to 

never be manifested might still be bad for its bearer – and bad because of its relation to its 

possible manifestation – even if this manifestation is never, well, manifested. After all, the 

disposition could have been manifested – in this case, Ella could have died – and that would 

have been very bad for her. To me, running around with that risk is bad for Ella – even if it 

actually never comes to the worst.178 If Ella were my child, I would rather she did not have that 

disposition.  

 
175 Presumably, our world – and the universe – would have to be eternal in this scenario since any end of the 

universe should also necessitate the death of Ella.  
176 Note that we will encounter a similar question in the third scenario: What if the future is (or, better, was) 

genuinely open but “ultimately” Ella never dies? (We do not encounter this question in the second scenario, 

because we are there assuming that the occurrence of d is settled in the sense that it has already happened. Thus, 

the second scenario is set up in a way that leaves no room for d not occurring.) 
177 At least not bad in the death-related sense we are currently looking at. Remember: There could be other ways 

her killability is bad for Ella – e.g., if it causes her to take unpleasant precautions throughout her life.  
178 Thoughts like these later motivate me to look at Ella’s possible (token-)death(s) instead of merely how she 

actually dies. I will get to this in the third scenario.  
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However, we need to remember that in this first scenario, Ella’s contingent mortality does 

not merely happen to never be manifested but is indeed determined to never be manifested. 

That Ella would live forever – that she would never be killed – was predetermined from the 

start. And in that sense her disposition could not have been manifested. I do think that this 

changes things. If the world is determined in a way that it is guaranteed that Ella’s disposition 

to die remains ineffective, I might come around to agreeing that it is then also not bad for her 

that she has this disposition in the first place. There was not any risk that we could properly call 

a risk.  

But I still retain the feeling that it is nevertheless not completely irrelevant whether Ella 

is contingently mortal in this situation or not. Maybe we can explain away this feeling by 

pointing to the fact that Ella herself would not know that she was never going to die – which 

presumably would affect how she conducts her life. And although I have stated multiple times 

that I am neglecting these aspects of mortality, they might explain the lingering worry that her 

contingent mortality would be bad for her after all. Furthermore, the shaping-the-world-

approach for evaluating Ella’s contingent mortality that I have mentioned above (and that I will 

explore later) might also be suited for explaining why there is still something bad about her 

being killable: Even if there is nothing bad about Ella’s disposition to die when it comes to its 

practical consequences (because there are none), it is still true that her being contingently mortal 

changes the world in which she finds herself – namely by introducing the possibility of death 

to her life (even if that possibility is never actualized). Whether or not Ella is contingently 

mortal may still make some difference for her once we turn to what it means to be mortal. 

However, I shall not dwell on this any further here, but instead will return to the issue later in 

this dissertation.  

 

V.3 Necessary Mortality in the First Scenario 

Let us now turn to Ella’s necessary mortality, that is her property of having a limited life-

expectancy, where this means that her contingent mortality (her killability) is necessarily 

manifested eventually. Since we are also returning to the assumption that Ella does indeed die 

(death d), one concern immediately springs to mind: In a scenario where determinism holds and 

thus every event – including d – is predetermined from the beginning, being necessarily mortal 

seems a bit of an overkill, or rather, irrelevant. The scenario is already set up in a way that Ella’s 
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(actual token-)death d is guaranteed to occur – so what does Ella’s being necessarily mortal add 

to the situation? The worry is thus that determinism (or, more generally, the fact that the future 

is closed in the sense of being fixed) steals the show.  

In order to untangle this issue, note, first, that the nature of the scenario and Ella’s 

necessary mortality guarantee different things: The former (only) fixes the occurrence of this 

specific (token-)death d, where the latter guarantees that some event of type death will occur. 

Ella’s necessary mortality thus guarantees something less specific but at the same time fixes 

things in a more general matter. Because of this, Ella’s necessary mortality appears to indeed 

add something to the situation: It means that Ella’s death is guaranteed in a wider sense – Ella 

is not only determined to die in this world but also in every other possible world where things 

otherwise go differently.  

However, remember what I said earlier about the landscape of possible worlds in the first 

scenario: If we assume determinism, there is only one possible world with the same starting 

point and the same natural laws as our world – namely, our world. Thus, the only way in which 

things could have been different is if the starting point or the natural laws had been different. 

This means that possible worlds in which things go differently than they do in our world will 

have either a different starting point or different natural laws. However, when it comes to the 

necessity involved in necessary mortality, it appears to be a plausible assumption that we should 

hold the natural laws fixed: Being necessarily mortal only means that one dies in all possible 

worlds which have the same natural laws as our world. Everything else seems unintuitive to 

me, particularly since it seems that under different natural laws even human beings like us may 

not have to die and would thus end up not being necessarily mortal. Thus, Ella’s necessary 

mortality only adds something to her situation if it at least ranges over possible worlds with 

different starting points than ours: In that case, Ella’s being necessarily mortal would mean that 

she is not only bound to suffer death d in this world but furthermore also experiences some 

event of type death in all other possible worlds that are like ours concerning the natural laws 

but in which things went differently due to a different starting point of the universe.179 In that 

 
179 Since possible worlds with different starting points are likely to be rather different from each other, this raises 

an issue that has been looming in the background since the introduction of alternative possible worlds: How can 

we be sure that Ella – or at least a counterpart of hers – exists in all the alternative possible worlds we are 

considering and comparing to our actual world? If the universe had a different starting point, it is very likely that 

Ella would have never come into existence. (This is related to the nonidentity-problem in population ethics.) All I 

can say about this is that Ella’s necessary mortality obviously only entails that she dies in all the possible worlds 
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sense, Ella’s also being necessarily mortal would go beyond the kind of inevitability that she is 

already facing due to her future being closed. Determinism would not steal the show – at least 

not completely. But I have to admit that while I have no troubles considering possible worlds 

with different natural laws than ours, I am not exactly sure what different starting points of the 

universe would look like – and whether the starting point of our world could have been different 

if the natural laws were held fixed. I take this to be a question for physicists.180 

Luckily, I do not really have to take a stance: I will for now proceed under the assumption 

that our world could have had a different starting point – and that necessary mortality in this 

first scenario ranges over all possible worlds with the same natural laws but different starting 

points than our world – and see what that means for the evaluation of Ella’s necessary mortality. 

However, if the concept of necessary mortality were indeed swallowed up by the fact that the 

future is closed (i.e., that determinism holds) in this first scenario, the (dis)value that I am going 

to ascribe to necessary mortality would plausibly have to be ascribed to that fact instead – and 

what I am going to say about necessary mortality would simply become relevant in the second 

scenario where I move away from determinism. Thus, I will now proceed to evaluate Ella’s 

necessary mortality under the assumption that it does actually add something in this scenario – 

but will in all relevant places also briefly sketch the alternative interpretation where the relevant 

(dis)value is ascribed to the fact that the world is deterministic instead.181  

 

V.3.1 Necessary Mortality is Bad Because it Guarantees Death 

While Ella’s contingent mortality enables the occurrence of her actual (token-)death d – and 

this is unchanged by the deterministic circumstances – the relationship between her necessary 

 
in which she (or a counterpart of her) exists. As for our current situation: If neither Ella nor a counterpart of her 

exists in any of the alternative possible worlds (with the same natural laws but different starting points), the issue 

about whether her necessary mortality adds something to the picture becomes even more pressing. 
180 Alternatively, possible worlds might not have starting points at all. In that case, two possible worlds could have 

the same natural laws but progress differently even under the assumption of determinism – they would just have 

always been different. They would be like two parallel lines with no beginning or endpoint. If this is the correct 

description of our world, necessary mortality would not be redundant even under the assumption of determinism. 

Thanks to Thomas Schmidt for pointing this out to me. But since I vaguely believe that there was a beginning of 

the universe, I shall stick to the picture with the starting points in the main body of the text.  
181 However, this does not mean that the whole issue is completely irrelevant either: I do think it is actually an 

interesting question how determinism affects the evaluation of necessary mortality.  
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mortality and d is more indirect. Ella’s limited life-expectancy guarantees that some event of 

type death will occur – and d is one of the possible token-events that fall under this type. The 

further circumstances (predetermined by the starting point of our world and the natural laws) 

then determine which (token-)death Ella ultimately suffers – namely, d. Nevertheless, I believe 

that this suggests that Ella’s necessary mortality is (albeit indirectly) involved in the occurrence 

of d and should thus inherit some of its (dis)value.  

To make this plausible, compare the role of Ella’s necessary mortality in the occurrence 

of d to the following situation: Imagine evil dictator Alfred decides that I shall be tortured and 

orders torturer Ben to do so – leaving the decision about the appropriate measures to him 

though. Ben then proceeds to decide that I shall be poked with a stick instead of having my toes 

licked by a goat and goes on to do so. I believe that this is bad for me and that I should blame 

not only Ben for my suffering but also Alfred, although Alfred was only indirectly involved 

and did not himself settle that I should suffer this specific unpleasantry.182 In general, if A 

determines that I will suffer evil E1 or E2 and some further thing B then determines that it shall 

be E1, I believe that not only B is bad for me but also A – and precisely because of the role it 

played in me suffering E1. And I believe that Ella’s necessary mortality plays a similar role in 

the occurrence of d as A does in the occurrence of E1, or the evil dictator in my being poked 

with a stick. Because Ella is necessarily mortal, Ella is bound to suffer some death. That it 

would be d was then fixed by the circumstances (which, in this scenario, where predetermined).  

I believe that this suggests that Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her – just as the 

dictator’s order is bad for me. Furthermore, the relevant badness appears to be inherited from 

d. By this I mean that Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her because of its relation to d – 

because of the guaranteeing-role that it plays in the occurrence of d. Furthermore, how bad 

Ella’s necessary mortality is for her in this scenario seems to once more depend on how bad d 

is for her. How bad the dictator’s order is for me does depend on the gravity of the ensuing 

suffering – and it should vary with it. One could object to this by pointing out that since the 

dictator did not specify how I should be tortured I could have also ended up suffering much 

greater pain than I actually did and that the (dis)value of the dictator’s order for me should 

reflect that and should not be tied merely to my actual suffering. Similarly for Ella’s necessary 

mortality: Ella could have died a death that was much worse for her. I agree. However, 

remember that we are still in the first scenario, where the whole course of the world – including 

 
182 I am here disregarding that Alfred ordered Ben to torture me, which may relive Ben of some of his 

responsibility.  
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what kind of death Ella would suffer – is fixed from the start. In this situation I find it acceptable 

to have the (dis)value of Ella’s necessary mortality be determined only by her actual token-

death d. However, I will ultimately adopt a wider approach – that is more in line with the spirit 

of this objection – in the third scenario.183  For now, I shall assume that the (dis)value of Ella’s 

necessary mortality varies with how bad her actual death is for her – and does so in a linear 

fashion, because, once more, I do not see why the dependency should be more complicated than 

that.  

Furthermore – and just as in the case of enabling – I also find it plausible that Ella’s 

necessary mortality should inherit only a fraction of the (dis)value of her actual death d for her, 

because I again think that this fits with the way in which the (dis)value is transferred: It seems 

plausible that any sort of guarantee cannot be worse than the thing it guarantees (at least not 

with respect to the badness that it holds because it guarantees this thing). Furthermore, this fits 

with our intuitive judgements: The dictator’s order is bad for me because the ensuing suffering 

is bad for me, but presumably it is thereby not worse than the suffering itself. 

Thus, we get the following result: Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her because of the 

guaranteeing role it plays in the occurrence of her actual death d. The (dis)value of Ella’s limited 

life-expectancy for her thus depends on how bad her actual death is for her, it does so in a linear 

fashion, and it inherits only a fraction of the (dis)value of her actual death. Assuming cardinal 

measurability of the (dis)values in question, we can once more summarize this into the 

following formula, where VE(NM) represents the (dis)value of Ella’s necessary mortality for 

her, VE(d) the (dis)value of her actual death d for her, and Y is a real number between zero and 

one:184  

𝐕𝐕𝐄𝐄(𝐍𝐍𝐂𝐂)  =  𝐘𝐘 ∗ 𝐕𝐕𝐄𝐄(𝐝𝐝) 

The formula nicely captures the result of what I shall refer to as the guaranteeing-

approach: That Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her because her actual death d is bad for 

her, and her necessary mortality guarantees the occurrence of an event of that type; that how 

bad it is for her varies (linearly) with how bad d is; but that it is not worse than d.  

 
183 And I shall also compare whether an account that refers merely to Ella’s actual death, or one that takes into 

account the possible death(s) she could have suffered, is more appropriate in chapter VIII. 
184 The remarks about the use of the formula in general and about the “=” apply here just as they did above (in 

section V.2.5). 
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Note that this formula is very similar to the one for Ella’s contingent mortality and that 

this is no accident: Here just like there the claim is that the badness of Ella’s necessary mortality 

stems from the badness of her death d (although the reasoning behind this is different in either 

case) and that it varies with it. But I will take a closer look at why the formulas for contingent 

and necessary mortality are so very similar at the end of the discussion of the consequence-

approach (in section VII.5). For now, let us turn to a worry about this evaluation of Ella’s 

necessary mortality as presented so far.  

 

V.3.2 Objection: Necessary Mortality Itself Does Not Do Anything 

Unfortunately, there might be a problem lurking here. When we consider the nature of Ella’s 

necessary mortality – being the meta-property of Ella’s disposition to die that this disposition 

is necessarily manifested eventually – we might get the impression that it is not Ella’s necessary 

mortality itself that does any kind of guaranteeing (or determining). Rather, necessary mortality 

– or having a limited life-expectancy – is merely the property of Ella that some such guarantee 

is in place. It is grounded in the physiology of Ella (e.g., her aging) and possibly some further 

features of the world (e.g., the presence of external threats) and it is actually those factors that 

“do” the guaranteeing: It is really those factors that play an active role in the occurrence of d – 

Ella’s aging either kills her or simply weakens her organism enough so that some external threat 

can “get her”.185  

Thus, one could think that, if anything, these factors should inherit (some of) the badness 

of Ella’s death – and not the meta-property of necessary mortality that they give rise to. 

Comparing Ella’s necessary mortality to her contingent mortality with its enabling role, the 

thought is that Ella’s limited life-expectancy is simply not itself an “active factor” in the 

occurrence of her actual death d (putting aside that its involvement was furthermore supposed 

to be more indirect to begin with). Maybe we should even treat Ella’s necessary mortality more 

like a symptom: That Ella is bound to die eventually in all possible worlds (with the same natural 

laws but different starting points as ours) shows that there is something about Ella (and the laws 

of nature or the makeup of the world) that guarantees Ella’s death.  

 
185 Note that it might here become relevant whether or not death from old age is actually a thing, since the objection 

may appear more or less pressing depending on it. I have to admit though that I am not quite sure of my own 

intuitions regarding this.  
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Note that this is reminiscent of the issue we encountered when discussing the causal 

relevance of dispositions like the disposition to die. Remember that there I considered the 

objection that it is not the disposition itself but rather its base properties that are involved in the 

causal process which culminates with the occurrence of the disposition’s manifestation – in the 

case at hand, the occurrence of Ella’s actual death d. This was the Exclusion Argument. Because 

of this similarity, I think we can take inspiration from McKitrick’s answers discussed back then 

to find a way to respond to the issue at hand. For one, we can again suggest that there are 

different levels of explanation: While there may be an explanation of the occurrence of d that 

does not refer to Ella’s limited life-expectancy but merely to her physiology and some features 

of the world, this does not mean that a higher-level explanation that mentions the meta-property 

of her disposition to die being necessarily manifested eventually is less correct. However, the 

current issue may be less about explanation and more about the fact that the physiological 

features of Ella (e.g., that she ages) and the presence of threats in the world are already sufficient 

for the occurrence of her death. Here we could again point out that a general condition that 

denied overdetermining factors any kind of causal relevance would be too strict. In general, the 

response suggested by these thoughts is that even if, on a lower level, it is Ella’s aging and 

(maybe) the presence of the external threats that guarantee Ella’s death, it still makes sense to 

also say that – on a higher level – it is her necessary mortality that does so.  

However, I am not sure whether this kind of response would ultimately be successful.186 

The observation that Ella’s necessary mortality is merely a meta-property might well be onto 

something. After all, the way in which necessary mortality entails the necessity of death is 

different from the way in which e.g., aging and (eventually) the external circumstances are 

involved in the occurrence of d: The relationship between necessary mortality and death 

(understood as a type of event) is a conceptual one – necessary mortality entails the necessity 

of death on a conceptual level. This may not be enough to claim that it is indirectly involved in 

the occurrence of one of the token-instantiations of this type of event (namely d) in a way that 

would make it inherit some of its badness.  

However, this would still leave us with the fact that Ella’s necessary mortality – by 

entailing the necessity of death in the way it does – shapes the world in which Ella finds itself. 

And that aspect I will turn to in the shaping-the-world-approach. For now, I will conclude that 

if Ella’s necessary mortality is indeed indirectly involved in the occurrence of her actual death 

 
186 Specifically, if Ella’s necessary mortality is truly like a symptom because a symptom is by its nature a causally 

ineffective side-effect. 
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d by guaranteeing that some event of this type will occur, then it should inherit some of d’s 

badness because of this role – and thus: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑). 

 

V.3.3 Alternative Interpretation for Determinism 

Remember that there is another way in which Ella’s necessary mortality could fail to play any 

relevant role in the occurrence of her actual death d – namely if it ends up not really adding 

anything to the situation because it is completely swallowed up by the fact that the assumed 

world is deterministic and the occurrence of d predetermined. As promised, I will briefly sketch 

how the suggested approach could then be reinterpreted. Just note that I will be really brief 

because, albeit interesting, the evaluation of determinism (or a closed future) is not the main 

focus of this dissertation. And unfortunately, matters are not quite as simple as one might have 

thought.  

Consider first the fact that the world is deterministic/that the future is closed. This is the 

fact that Ella’s necessary mortality is presumably overshadowed by because it does not add 

anything further to the situation. However, this fact itself cannot play the guaranteeing role just 

laid out for Ella’s necessary mortality. Where Ella’s necessary mortality was taken to be 

connected to d by guaranteeing that some event of the same type would occur, this fact (about 

the world being deterministic and thus fixed) does not say anything about Ella’s death. It only 

states that the world is bound to go a certain way. Of course, this entails that any actually 

occurring event – like d – was without alternative, but that does not connect it to d in the way 

needed for the guaranteeing-approach.187  

But let’s take a step back and note that Ella’s necessary mortality only fails to add 

anything to the situation in the first scenario if – given the natural laws – the starting point of 

our world could not have been different. This is the situation we now have to look at: a situation 

where there is only one possible world with the same natural laws as our world – namely, our 

world – and there is only one way in which our world could have started and developed – 

namely, the way it actually started and developed. But then the fact that we were considering, 

the fact that the world is deterministic/the future is closed, should rather be the fact that the 

world is deterministic in this way/the future is closed in this way. And this fact does indeed 

 
187 But it is nevertheless relevant. I will get back to this after the next section, in which I show how the presence 

of Ella’s necessary mortality may itself affect the light in which we see d.  
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appear to play some guaranteeing-role when it comes to the occurrence of d, since the latter is 

part of the way in which things are settled to go. Thus, it is not implausible to claim that the 

fact that the world is deterministic in this way/the future is closed in this way is involved in the 

occurrence of d and should inherit some of its (dis)value in the way that was laid out for Ella’s 

necessary mortality above. 

Moreover, this new fact actually appears to do more than Ella’s necessary mortality was 

supposed to do: It not only determines or guarantees that some event of type death will occur, 

but it actually settles the occurrence of this specific token-death d. Thus, unlike Ella’s necessary 

mortality, its involvement in the occurrence of d is even greater and possibly less indirect, which 

implies that the amount of (dis)value it inherits from d because of this should be greater than 

the one that we ascribed to Ella’s necessary mortality above (thus, the relevant factor should be 

greater than Y).  

Interestingly, this approach generates a worry that is not unlike the one we encountered 

for Ella’s necessary mortality: Is it really the fact that the world is determined in this way/the 

future is closed in this way that guarantees the occurrence of d? Or is that rather done by the 

actual circumstances in the world – the events that precede d and that together with the natural 

laws predetermine its occurrence? Ultimately, that would be the starting point of the universe. 

Indeed, if we assume determinism (as we do in this scenario) we should treat the starting point 

of our world as a very distant cause of Ella’s actual (token-)death which should therefore 

definitely inherit some of d’s badness (albeit, presumably, only a very tiny portion). Similarly, 

the natural laws itself can also be taken to play some causally relevant role in the occurrence of 

d and should also inherit some badness for this.  

Two things about this are noteworthy: Firstly, these observations about the starting point 

and the natural laws should actually hold independently of what we are going to say about Ella’s 

necessary mortality. And, secondly, the way in which they are supposed to inherit some of d’s 

(dis)value is actually much more similar to the enabling-approach from the section on 

contingent mortality than to the guaranteeing-approach just encountered. But – again – since I 

am here not focusing on the evaluation of a closed future or determinism, I shall now end this 

little detour and return to Ella’s necessary mortality.  
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V.3.4 How Necessary Mortality Affects the Badness of a Person’s Death 

Independently from whether Ella’s necessary mortality plays a guaranteeing-role in the 

occurrence of her actual death d or not, there is another interesting effect that I want to shine a 

light on, even if it does not directly concern the evaluation of Ella’s necessary mortality itself.188 

Instead, it appears that the presence of necessary mortality in Ella may itself change the light 

in which we see the occurrence of her (actual) death d.  

Remember that Ella’s necessary mortality – her limited life-expectancy – is a property of 

Ella that refers back to her contingent mortality. That Ella is necessarily mortal means that her 

contingent mortality – her disposition to die – will be necessarily manifested eventually. And 

Ella’s death d is the actual (token-)manifestation of that disposition. Thus, if Ella is necessarily 

mortal, we could see d as the mere (contingent) manifestation of a type of event that was bound 

to happen.189 If d had not happened, Ella would have died some other way. And because of this, 

we may consider d itself less tragic in these circumstances than it would have been, had Ella 

not been necessarily mortal.190 Ella’s necessary mortality means that Ella was going to die 

anyway – if not by being hit by the trolley on the 29th of May 2011, at 11 p.m., then in some 

other way. On the other hand, if Ella had not been necessarily mortal, then maybe she could 

have gotten away. Maybe she could have lived forever if d had not happened.  

Thus, Ella’s also being necessarily mortal appears to make the singular and specific 

manifestation of her disposition to die less bad.191 Compare once more to the case of the 

 
188 There is no similar effect in the case of Ella’s contingent mortality. I will get to the reasons for this momentarily.  
189 It is contingent because Ella’s necessary mortality itself did not settle what kind of death Ella would suffer – 

and I am here ignoring the fact that we are still assuming determinism, since the matters under discussion now 

actually apply more generally.  
190 It is an interesting question how the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality would affect a good death. Would 

the fact that Ella had to die make her good death even more fortunate – because if her death was inevitable, it was 

particularly lucky that she died such a good one? I am not sure – also because I am skeptical that there actually 

are any good deaths (instead of merely less bad ones).  
191 Alternatively – and in my eyes less plausibly – Ella’s necessary mortality could make der actual death d more 

tragic: Not only did Ella have to suffer death d, but this (or, more precisely, this type of event) was also inevitable. 

The flavor of inevitability could be an additional factor that makes d even worse for Ella. However, I only find 

this convincing to the degree in which it is understood as saying that there is some badness in the inevitability 

introduced by necessary mortality that goes beyond its (indirect) role in the occurrence of d. This goes in the 

direction of the shaping-the-world-approach or alternatively an abandonment of the death-first assumption (that I 

will discuss briefly in chapter IX).  
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breakable cup. If the cup is dropped and breaks that is unfortunate. But if the cup was 

“necessarily breakable” – if it was bound to break eventually (maybe because it got thinner and 

thinner over time) – then the event of it eventually breaking appears to be less bad. It was going 

to happen at some point – and now it has happened. That is bad, but less bad than if the cup had 

not been bound to be destroyed eventually.192 If a necessarily mortal person dies, this is less 

bad than if she had suffered the same death without also being bound to die.193  

This point can be strengthened if we take another look at the standard deprivation account 

of the badness of death. Ignoring the issues about its applicability in this first scenario, the 

standard deprivation account determines the (dis)value of d for Ella by comparing the actual 

world with an alternative possible world in which d does not occur. Now, if Ella is also 

necessarily mortal, this alternative will be such that while Ella does not die death d, she does 

die some other, presumably later death: For example, imagine that if Ella had not been run over 

by the trolley at the age of 60, she would have lived another twenty years and finally died in 

her sleep. But if Ella had not been necessarily mortal, the relative alternative might well be one 

in which she does not die at all. Leaving issues about the desirability of immortality aside, her 

actual death d would thus deprive her of much more than the twenty (hopefully happy) years it 

deprives her of in the first situation. Thus, since the standard deprivation account determines 

the (dis)value of Ella’s actual death d by comparison with a relevant alternative possible world 

– and whether or not Ella is necessarily mortal affects what that world looks like – it does indeed 

suggest that Ella’s being necessarily mortal should make her actual death less bad. The standard 

deprivation account can thus nicely account for the intuition that a person’s death is less tragic 

if she was necessarily mortal. But because it is such a popular account of the badness of death, 

the fact that it leads to this result also lends additional support to the general claim that the 

 
192 I believe that these thoughts suggest that in cases like these, what is really bad may actually be that Ella is 

necessarily mortal in the first place – that the cup is bound to break. And that the badness of the (contingent) 

manifestation of this predetermined type of event (death d, the actual breaking of the cup) is only bad in a derived 

way. I shall return to this idea later (in chapter IX).  
193 Does this mean that if you find yourself being contingently mortal, you should hope that you are also necessarily 

mortal – because that would make your death less bad for you? No. For once, if you are only contingently mortal, 

you might still “get out alive” so to speak – you might get lucky and not die at all (ignoring for a moment the 

scenario we are in right now.) But furthermore, the badness of necessary mortality itself might cancel out this kind 

of positive effect anyway. I will get to this momentarily.  
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presence of necessary mortality has this effect on d. However, since I do not want to tie myself 

to any specific account of the badness of death, I do not want to overstate this result.194  

Ella’s necessary mortality has this effect on the (dis)value of d precisely because it is a 

meta-property: It adds a property – that it is necessarily manifested eventually – to Ella’s 

disposition to die. And d is a manifestation of this disposition – a manifestation of the 

disposition which has the property of being bound to be manifested. Through its very nature, 

Ella’s necessary mortality fundamentally changes the circumstances in which d occurs. Ella’s 

necessary mortality could be considered a weakening modifier for VE(d): By adding a certain 

aspect to d (namely that it is now the manifestation of a disposition that was bound to be 

manifested), it is making d itself less bad for Ella.  

However, it might still be true that Ella’s being necessarily mortal makes matters overall 

worse – due to any badness that Ella’s limited life-expectancy itself brings to the table. After 

all, we set out to determine its (dis)value. We might thus end up with some kind of shifting 

effect: Necessary mortality makes the actual death less bad but the overall (death-related) 

matters worse. But now this reasoning may start to look dangerously circular.195 

 

The Circle-Worry 

On a first glance, the claim that Ella’s necessary mortality affects the value of her actual death 

d VE(d) does not sit well with the previous guaranteeing-approach claiming that the (dis)value 

of necessary mortality itself is determined by the (dis)value of d – namely, that VE(NM) = Y ∗

VE(d). It looks as if Ella’s necessary mortality is (indirectly) affecting its own (dis)value.  

It is, however, important to note that it is not VE(NM) itself that is supposed to affect 

VE(d) (and, through this, VE(NM)). That would be truly circular and very problematic. Instead, 

it is the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality that is supposed to affect VE(d) because it is part 

of the circumstances in which d occurs. Thus, we at least do not end up with some sort of 

 
194 And, again, the standard deprivation account has troubles in the scenario that we are currently in – precisely 

because there seems to be a lack of alternative possible worlds. However, these observations about Ella’s necessary 

mortality affecting the (dis)value of d are actually supposed to hold more generally (and not only in the first 

scenario). And once we drop the assumption of determinism, the standard deprivation account should be good to 

go. I will thus return to this phenomenon in the second and third scenario. 
195 This is one reason why you should not hope to be necessarily mortal as well, only because you find yourself 

being contingently mortal.  
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feedback loop in which Ella’s necessary mortality keeps making itself less and less bad. Instead, 

the process looks like this: The presence of Ella’s necessary mortality makes her actual death d 

less bad, and then her necessary mortality itself gets ascribed some fraction of this (dis)value. 

But this is where it stops. All values are ascribed. It still seems rather suspicious though.  

Since I find it very intuitive that Ella’s being necessarily mortal affects how tragic her 

actual death is, I am willing to bite the bullet here. But if something had to go, I would rather 

abandon the guaranteeing-approach – which led to the result that VE(NM) is derived from VE(d) 

in the first place – since we saw that it has some independent problems. If the (dis)value of 

Ella’s necessary mortality was determined in some other way (that did not involve reference to 

VE(d)), the problem would obviously go away. We shall later encounter two such alternative 

approaches (one of them being the shaping-of-the-world-approach discussed in chapter X and 

the other being the disjunctive account sketched in chapter IX).196  

 

What about Ella’s Contingent Mortality? 

While it is very plausible that the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality affects the (dis)value 

of her actual death d, there is no equivalent effect in the case of Ella’s contingent mortality. But 

this is no surprise. For one, since Ella’s contingent mortality is cast as the disposition to die, 

there can be no death without contingent mortality – thus, we cannot even compare the situation 

in which d occurs in the presence of contingent mortality with one in which there is no 

contingent mortality present. The latter is just not possible. Furthermore, we can here again see 

the difference in the nature of contingent and necessary mortality: While the former is a causally 

effective disposition that itself plays a vital role in the occurrence of d, the latter is a meta-

property – it is a property of precisely this disposition and because of this second-order nature 

it is able to change the circumstances in which said disposition is manifested. On the flipside, I 

believe that this difference in nature also explains why the enabling-approach for contingent 

mortality enjoys more intuitive support than the (corresponding) guaranteeing-approach for 

 
196 Another, at least theoretically possible but at this point maybe not very intelligible, option would be that we 

distinguish the two aspects of Ella’s necessary mortality that are the focus of the two different evaluative 

approaches of this dissertation even more strongly: It is the (dis)value of necessary mortality in the first sense that 

is derived from VE(d) in the way described by the guaranteeing-approach. But it is Ella’s necessary mortality in 

the second sense that affects the (dis)value of d. In this sense, Ella’s necessary mortality would not 

straightforwardly affect its own (dis)value – but instead one aspect of necessary mortality would affect the 

(dis)value of another. I am not sure whether this could work, but it might merit further spelling out.  
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necessary mortality: Ella’s contingent mortality is more clearly involved in the causal process 

that culminates in the occurrence of her actual death d than the more “meta” property of her 

limited life-expectancy.  

However, one way in which Ella’s disposition to die may affect the (dis)value of her 

actual death d after all is if it was indeed gradable (as briefly suggested in section II.1 when 

discussing the worry about extremely specific triggering conditions). It does not seem 

implausible to say that Ella’s actual death is the more tragic, the less killable she was. If her 

disposition to die is triggered only under very specific circumstances – if she dies hard in that 

sense – it seems that her death (if and when it does occur) would have to be even worse for her 

than if she had been very likely to die to begin with. If she died hard, she had better chances of 

“getting out alive” and her actual death would consequently be more tragic.197 Ella being 

necessarily mortal could then be treated as the extreme case – as her being “maximally killable” 

– with the corresponding consequences for the evaluation of her actual death d (it would be the 

least bad it could get). However, since I only briefly suggested the idea of gradable dispositions, 

I shall not explore this possibility any further. But note that this idea is still different from the 

case of necessary mortality because it would not be the presence of Ella’s contingent mortality, 

but the specific nature of her disposition to die that affected the (dis)value of her actual death 

d.   

In any case, we definitely have to consider Ella’s contingent mortality in this context in 

another respect: If the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality affects VE(d) – and the (dis)value 

of her contingent mortality is in turn (at least partly) derived from VE(d) (as suggested by the 

enabling-approach), then this suggests that the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality also 

(albeit indirectly) affects the (dis)value of her contingent mortality. This would suggest that 

Ella’s disposition to die is less tragic – in the sense of being less bad for her – if Ella is also 

necessarily mortal, that is, if this disposition is also bound to be manifested eventually. That, 

however, appears rather counterintuitive. If the cup is bound to break eventually, that does not 

make the disposition of its breakability less bad. If anything, I would say it makes it worse.198 

Again, compare the breakable cup that is also bound to break with one that is not. If there is 

 
197 Once more ignoring that we are currently assuming determinism.  
198 Remembering footnote 191: If the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality were instead to make her actual death 

d more tragic (because of the added flavor of inevitability), Ella’s contingent mortality would consequently indeed 

be worse for her (than it would have been, had she not also been necessarily mortal). However, despite this 

desirable effect, I still do not find that suggestion very plausible.   
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something bad in the breaking of the cup, I believe that the cup’s breakability is worse in the 

first case – maybe because of the feeling that in the second case the cup at least still has some 

chance to get away. Similarly, a person’s disposition to die does seem worse for her if that 

disposition is also necessarily manifested eventually. Or at least it does not seem less bad in 

this situation. Thus, we are here confronted with a second kind of worry, which of course 

increases the pressure on the claim that the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality indeed makes 

her actual death d less bad.199  

 

Alternative Interpretation for Determinism 

Let me wrap up this section by quickly stating the alternative version of the phenomenon just 

described for the case that Ella’s necessary mortality is actually swallowed up by the fact that 

we are currently assuming the future to be closed (and determinism to hold). Remember that 

this would be the case if the starting point of our world could not have been different and there 

hence were no different possible worlds with the same natural laws as our world – no ways in 

which our world could have gone differently. In that case, Ella’s actual death d would have 

been properly unavoidable even without the help of necessary mortality. And I find it intuitive 

to say that in this case too, the occurrence of d appears less tragic than it would have been, had 

there been some real chance for Ella to avoid this fate. Thus, if Ella’s necessary mortality is 

swallowed up by the settledness of the first scenario, I believe that the phenomenon just 

described for necessary mortality would simply apply to the fact that the future is closed (in this 

way) or that the world is deterministic (in this way) instead.200  

Moreover, the deterministic character of the world in this first scenario might have such 

an effect even if Ella’s necessary mortality is not irrelevant here: Even if there are other possible 

worlds in which things could have gone differently, the fact that Ella was determined to die 

(death d) in the actual world may be enough to make d less tragic (for her) than it would have 

 
199 One – albeit in my eyes not very promising – idea to solve this would be to hold that being less tragic is not the 

same as being less bad: The presence of necessary mortality makes the occurrence of d (and possibly the 

disposition to die itself) less tragic, but this does not mean that they are less bad for Ella. Instead, it could for 

example only mean that we perceive them as less bad – maybe because we see them against the light of their 

alternatives (without this affecting their actual (dis)value, as the standard deprivation account would have it).  
200 I have added the “in this way”-qualification for the reasons explained above: What is relevant is not merely that 

the world is deterministic/the future is closed, but that it is determined/closed in the way it is – with Ella actually 

dying death d. 
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been in a non-deterministic setting in which Ella could have escaped her fate in our world. Thus, 

the phenomenon here described is actually more general: Any kind of unavoidability appears 

to make the (actual token-)event of Ella’s death less tragic. But, again, since it is not the topic 

of this dissertation to evaluate a closed future or determinism, I will leave it at that for now.  

 

V.4 Summary of the Results of the First Scenario 

Before we move on to the second scenario, let me do a quick recap of this – admittedly very 

long – chapter. For the first scenario we considered, we were assuming that Ella’s future is 

closed in the sense that determinism holds and thus that all the events occurring in our world – 

including Ella’s actual death d – are settled and predetermined from the get-go.  

Under these circumstances, the evaluation of Ella’s death, contingent and necessary 

mortality promised to be as easy as possible, since all the relevant events were fixed and laid 

out in front of us. While I mainly left the evaluation of Ella’s death to the philosophers of death, 

I did sketch what the standard deprivation account would have to say about it and noted that the 

assumption of determinism may actually pose a problem for the deprivation account since it 

brings with it a substantive lack of alternative possible worlds.  

We then moved on to Ella’s contingent mortality. I argued that Ella’s contingent mortality 

– her disposition to die – is plausibly understood as an enabling condition for the occurrence of 

her actual death d. Her being killable allows the cause of her death (the collision with the trolley) 

to have the effect that it has (her actual death d). In general: Dispositions enable the events that 

trigger them to cause their manifestations.  

I then went on to argue that Ella’s contingent mortality should be considered bad because 

of this enabling role that it plays for the occurrence of her actual death. To support this claim, I 

suggested we put on three different kinds of metaphorical glasses: Wearing the enabling glasses 

I pointed to the intuitive support provided by other enabling conditions that do seem to be bad 

because of their effects. Next, we put on the difference-making glasses, and I showed how 

enabling conditions like Ella’s contingent mortality make a difference to the occurrence of their 

effects (the manifestation of the disposition). Because of this, the Difference-Making Principle 

of extrinsic value suggests that they should indeed be considered (extrinsically) bad – and bad 

because of their bad effects. However, this line of argument came with some worries, mainly 
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in the form of counterexamples. Before addressing these, we put on the causal-relevance 

glasses and compared enabling conditions like Ella’s disposition to die to causes. I argued that 

enabling conditions are indeed causally relevant to their effects and that this suggests once more 

that they should inherit (some of) the badness of their effects. However, in this context we had 

to face the worry whether dispositions like Ella’s contingent mortality can indeed be causally 

relevant to their manifestations. I presented two arguments to the contrary – the Exclusion and 

the Analyticity Argument – together with some responses from the literature, before adding my 

own response to the latter argument by pointing out that it seems to trade on a confusion 

between types and tokens.  

After this long detour, we finally turned to some more general objections to the claim that 

Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it enables, makes a difference, and is causally 

relevant to her actual death. I showed that my arguments did actually apply to enabling 

conditions and not merely to enablers – those events that put enabling conditions like Ella’s 

contingent mortality into place. The main reason was that some enabling conditions, such as 

Ella’s contingent mortality, simply do not have a corresponding enabler. I also provided some 

answers to the worry that there just seem to be so many enabling conditions for Ella’s (actual) 

death that cannot possible all be bad for her: I bit the bullet but pointed out that we are here 

only talking about pro tanto badness, that there is a difference between being and feeling bad, 

and that we may add some further conditions.  

With these objections out of the way (as much as possible) we could finally turn to 

ascribing the (dis)value to Ella’s contingent mortality that it deserves: I argued that it should 

inherit a certain fraction of the (dis)value of her actual death d and summarized this in the 

formula: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁) = 𝑋𝑋 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑). Before turning to Ella’s necessary mortality, I drew attention 

to the fact that this result suggests that Ella’s disposition to die would not be bad for her if she 

actually never died. And then it was finally time for Ella’s necessary mortality.  

In an admittedly much shorter section, I argued that Ella’s limited life-expectancy is bad 

for her because it guarantees the occurrence of an event of the same type as her actual death d 

and thereby indirectly contributes to the occurrence of the latter. I supported this claim with an 

analogy to an evil dictator ordering me to be tortured without specifying how. Because of this, 

I suggested that Ella’s necessary mortality should also inherit a certain fraction of the badness 

of her actual death d and once more summarized this in a formula: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑). 
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However, unlike her contingent mortality, Ella’s necessary mortality appeared to be less 

“active” in its contribution to the occurrence of her death and this invited the worry of whether 

it is not instead Ella’s aging and the presence of external threats that does the guaranteeing, 

while her necessary mortality is merely the property that such a guarantee is in place. I drew on 

the responses to the Exclusion Argument and tried to reject this objection but remained uneasy 

about whether there is not something to it.  

Since I had earlier expressed the worry that the assumed determinism of the first scenario 

might make Ella’s necessary mortality irrelevant in this scenario, I provided an alternative 

interpretation of the previous results for said determinism instead. After that, I moved on to 

another interesting phenomenon: When present, Ella’s necessary mortality appears to affect the 

(dis)value of her actual death d by making it seem less tragic. Intuitive as it was, this observation 

had two problematic results: Together with the guaranteeing-approach that derived the 

(dis)value of Ella’s necessary mortality from the (dis)value of her actual death, it seemed to 

suggest that Ella’s necessary mortality affected its own (dis)value. Furthermore, it transmitted 

to the unintuitive result that her being necessarily mortal made Ella’s contingent mortality less 

bad. For now, I did not have any proper response to these issues and could thus only say that I 

will get back to them. Therefore, I concluded once more by providing an alternative 

interpretation of this phenomenon for determinism.  

Before moving on to the second scenario, I do want to point out one last time that the 

chapter we are now concluding contains the bulk of the theoretical work for evaluating Ella’s 

contingent and necessary mortality based on their consequences (her actual death). I have 

started with the first scenario, because the assumption of determinism allowed me to develop 

the evaluative connections in a maximally stable setting. When we now move on, we shall see 

how we have to adapt the findings of this chapter to more complex (but also more realistic) 

scenarios.   
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VI. The Consequence-Approach in the Second Scenario 

The second scenario differs from the first one in that we are now dropping the assumption of 

determinism. Instead, we shall from now on assume that the future is genuinely open. However, 

we shall assume that Ella’s death has already happened – and is in that sense still a settled 

matter. Through this, we are emulating the settledness of the first scenario: Ella’s death may 

not be predetermined, but by (so to speak) waiting until it has happened, its occurrence can once 

again be treated as settled.201 Through this, we are again in a situation where everything we 

may need for our evaluation appears readily available in the sense that it is settled because it is 

in the past. This scenario is therefore still fairly easy and, furthermore, rather similar to the first 

one in many respects. In that sense, it may function as a little breather before we turn to the 

more complicated third scenario. However, there are some respects in which the second 

scenario already moves beyond the first one, and these shall be the topic of this section. As 

before, I will look at the evaluation of Ella’s death, contingent mortality, and necessary 

mortality one after the other.  

 

VI.1 Death in the Second Scenario 

As for the evaluation of Ella’s actual death d, we can proceed exactly like in the first scenario 

with the added advantage of not running into any difficulties when applying the standard 

deprivation account: Again, the event of Ella’s actual death – dying at the age of 60 on the 29th 

of May 2011, at 11 p.m. by being run over by a trolley – is a settled thing. But it is settled this 

time not because it was predetermined, which it was not (at least not in the sense suggested by 

determinism), but because it has already happened. Thus, we can once more simply take our 

evaluative schema – Ella’s (actual) death d at t was bad for her because of X – and plug in our 

preferred account of the badness of death.202   

 
201 Again, if we are employing the standard deprivation account, we might have to “wait” a bit longer after Ella’s 

death has occurred, namely, until all the events that she might have experienced, had she not died when she in fact 

died, have happened as well (see footnote 81). 
202 Remember, again, that whether we use “is” or “was” in the schema still depends on the answer to the timing 

question. Right now, the reason for switching to “was” is merely that it sounds more natural to me in this context 
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This time, the application of the standard deprivation account is truly straightforward: 

Ella’s actual death d is bad for her if and because it makes her intrinsically worse off, which 

means that the intrinsic value of her actual life (wherein she dies death d at t) is lower than the 

intrinsic value of her life in the closest possible world in which she does not die when she in 

fact dies (that is, in which d does not occur). Since all of Ella’s life – including her death – has 

already happened, we will have no issues determining the intrinsic value of Ella’s actual life. 

And we should furthermore also be able to determine the intrinsic value of the alternative life 

she would have lived, had she not died death d, in the straightforward way that the standard 

deprivation account originally suggested: We simply look at the closest possible world in which 

d does not occur. This posed a problem in the first scenario, where the assumption of 

determinism meant there was a lack of alternative courses of history. But since we have now 

dropped the assumption of determinism, things could have actually gone differently in the sense 

that there are other possible worlds with the same natural laws (and starting point) as our world 

but different histories in which d does not occur.203 Thus, as long as we “wait” long enough that 

all the relevant events occurring after Ella’s death have also happened in the relevant alternative 

possible world, we can simply compare her actual life to the one she would have led had she 

not suffered d and thus determine the (dis)value of her actual death VE(d).204  

All in all, it appears that the evaluation of Ella’s actual death d in this second scenario 

should be fairly easy and straightforward because her death has already occurred. We thus have 

everything we need to determine whether it was bad for her. However, we can also look at 

Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality. And since the future was (and still is) genuinely 

open, things could have actually gone differently and Ella could have not died death d, which 

means that her properties of being contingently and necessarily mortal become even more 

interesting and important than they were in the first scenario.  

 

 
where we are so to speak evaluating in hindsight. However, I will say a bit more about the timing question later in 

section VIII.2.  
203 Remember, however, that we might actually have some trouble deciding which alternative possible world to 

compare our actual world with, since there are multiple ways in which Ella could have not died death d (see 

footnote 89). 
204 These relevant events are the ones that Ella would have experienced had she not died when she in fact died and 

that would have made her life better or worse (see footnote 81). 
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VI.2 Contingent Mortality in the Second Scenario 

Let us – once more – start with Ella’s contingent mortality. In a lot of regards, matters are pretty 

much the same here as in the first scenario except for a shift in tense. We again look at the 

actual consequences of Ella’s contingent mortality and ask: Which role did Ella’s contingent 

mortality – her disposition to die – play in the occurrence of the event of her actual death d, 

which is now a settled thing because it has already occurred? And the answer is again that Ella’s 

killability enabled the occurrence of d (which is a token-manifestation of this disposition) and 

thus should inherit (some of) its badness. While the arguments presented in the first scenario 

did require that Ella’s actual death d was “available” (that is, that it was settled how exactly she 

died), they did in fact not hang on the assumption of determinism. If Ella’s death d is a settled 

matter because it has already occurred, they work just as well. Thus, we get the same result as 

we did there: The (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality is derived from the (dis)value of her 

actual death d for her. And we can once more summarize the nature of the derivation in the 

following formula: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁) = 𝑋𝑋 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑), where X is a weakening factor (that is, a real number 

between zero and one).   

However, in one respect, matters are now crucially different from the first scenario. 

Without determinism things could have gone differently. This means that if Ella’s (actual) death 

d ends up being bad for her, then her contingent mortality was bad for her too. But while we 

are now assuming that d has occurred, this is merely a contingent event. Ella might as well have 

died some other death – or not died at all – and the (dis)value of her contingent mortality would 

then have varied accordingly. One may find this strange – that the (dis)value of Ella’s 

contingent mortality for her should vary with whatever death she ends up suffering.205 If Ella 

could have also died some other way, should we really tie the (dis)value of her disposition to 

die exclusively to the (dis)value of her actual death? Or, even more extreme: If it was contingent 

what kind of death Ella ultimately ended up suffering, should the (dis)value of that (token-) 

death play any role at all for the evaluation of her disposition to die? 

I believe that we can gain some intuitive support for the claim that the (dis)value of a 

person’s contingent mortality should vary with the badness of the actual death she ends up 

 
205 Unlike the first scenario, I will here not consider what would happen if Ella were to actually never die. This is 

because it is built into the setup of the second scenario that d does occur. However, in the third scenario, we will 

return to the issue of what happens to the evaluation of Ella’s contingent mortality if the future is open and Ella 

actually never dies.  
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suffering by considering the following two different scenarios: on the one hand, a death that we 

would intuitively consider to be very bad for the person involved – for example, a premature 

death at the age of 21 in a car accident; and, on the other hand, a death that we would evaluate 

differently, namely less bad, or maybe even good for the respective person – for example, a 

death at the age of 103, caused by a heart failure in her sleep, after she had led a full life of 

which she had now grown tired and consequently lost all desire to keep going.206 I believe our 

intuitions about the evaluation of the person’s contingent mortality in the two cases shifts 

accordingly: In the first case I would judge that it was bad for the respective person that she 

was contingently mortal (i.e., that she had the ability to die) – presumably because it allowed 

the tragic accident to have the effect that it did have. In the second case, however, I am inclined 

to say that it was less bad and possibly even good for that person that she had the ability to die, 

because it provided a sort of “exit option” for when it was needed. 

I think that this shows that our intuitive judgements about the (dis)value of a person’s 

contingent mortality do indeed vary with our evaluation of the specific death that she ends up 

dying. But if the uneasiness remains – if one demands an evaluation of Ella’s contingent 

mortality that is independent from what specific token-death she actually ends up suffering – 

then I might as well point to the next section.207 Once we enter the third scenario and attempt 

to evaluate Ella’s disposition to die from a perspective within her life – where it is thus not yet 

settled which death she will end up experiencing – we will develop an evaluation that draws on 

all the possible ways in which Ella might die instead of focusing solely on how she actually 

dies. I will there also discuss how these two (obviously different) approaches relate to one 

another.  

 

 
206 One could think that the more “paradigmatic good death” would be one where death ends a long and painful 

illness or the like. In that case, we usually consider death a blessing because it ends such horrible suffering. 

However, the suffering in question may well be related to the kind of disposition that underlies mortality itself – 

namely the vulnerability of our human organism. (Remember the issues about how our killability is related to our 

more general vulnerability.) This makes matters rather complicated, which is why I am here employing a different 

example. Thanks to Francesca Bunkenborg for pointing this out to me.  
207 Furthermore, the shaping-the-world-approach for evaluating a person’s contingent and necessary mortality 

(which focuses on their meaning instead of their relation to the person’s token-death) will also fulfil this demand.  
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VI.3 Necessary Mortality in the Second Scenario 

Let us now once more turn to Ella’s necessary mortality, that is, the property of her having a 

limited life-expectancy, where this means that her disposition to die is necessarily manifested 

eventually. Note that other than in the first scenario, we are now considering a situation in which 

Ella has in fact died but in which the course of events was genuinely open – things could have 

gone differently. Some other (nomologically accessible) possible world could have become 

actualized. However, since Ella is necessarily mortal, she ultimately dies in every such 

nomologically accessible world (in which she or her counterpart exists). Note that, since we 

have dropped the assumption of determinism, Ella’s limited life-expectancy appears somewhat 

more interesting or relevant than it was in the first scenario. In particular, we no longer face the 

“overkill” worry – namely, the worry that the effect of Ella’s necessary mortality is 

overshadowed by the assumption of determinism.  

 

VI.3.1 The Guaranteeing-Approach Revisited 

Just as the enabling-approach in the case of contingent mortality, the guaranteeing-approach 

works in pretty much the same way for Ella’s necessary mortality here as it did in the first 

scenario – only without the issues about determinism possibly stealing the show, and thus 

without the need for an alternative interpretation. Since Ella’s actual death d has already 

occurred, we can again ask which role her necessary mortality played in the occurrence of this 

event. And again, I want to claim that it was involved, but in the now-familiar indirect way: 

Ella’s limited life-expectancy guaranteed that some event of type death would occur – and d 

was (or is) one of the possible token-events that fall under this type. The further circumstances 

then made it the case that it was d which Ella had to suffer.  

Note that since we are no longer assuming determinism, it is not the case that these 

circumstances – as well as the occurrence of d itself – were predetermined by the starting point 

of the universe together with the natural laws. Thus – in this scenario – the circumstances don’t 

settle the occurrence of d in the same way as they did in the first scenario. But I don’t think that 

this is relevant for the claim that Ella’s limited life-expectancy (which is a matter of necessity) 

was indirectly involved in the occurrence of d and therefore should inherit (some of) its 

(dis)value. Compare again with the case of the evil dictator and the torturer. Assume that the 

evil dictator has such authority that when he orders me to be tortured, I indeed am tortured in 
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every (nomologically accessible) possible world. But the dictator nevertheless leaves it up to 

the torturer to decide in what specific way I shall suffer. Even if the decisions of the torturer are 

in no way predetermined, I believe it to be true that the dictator’s order is bad for me (and that 

I should blame him accordingly). Similarly, Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her.  

But just how bad is her limited life-expectancy for Ella? In the first scenario, I argued that 

this should depend on how bad Ella’s actual death d is for her – Ella’s necessarily mortality 

should be ascribed a fraction of that (dis)value:208 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑). However, back then, 

we were assuming determinism and now we are not. Ella could have (easily) died some other 

death – maybe one that would have been much worse or one that would not have been bad at 

all. The torturer could have decided differently and done things to me that were way worse or 

much less grave than what he actually did. Does it then still make sense to tie the (dis)value of 

Ella’s necessary mortality VE(NM) exclusively to the badness of her actual death? 

Note that this is pretty much the same issue we ran into in the case of Ella’s contingent 

mortality. So, let’s take another look at the two examples that I offered there as intuitive support 

for the claim that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality should indeed vary with the 

badness of whatever actual death she ends up suffering: The premature death in a car accident 

and the presumably much less bad death at old age after having grown tired of living. But now, 

I have to admit that I am not quite sure whether I would say that the badness of the person’s 

limited life-expectancy for her should vary in the two cases: Yes, I do think that the “exit-

option”-intuition still stands for the second kind of death and may even be stronger when 

applied to the person’s necessary mortality – that her killability had to be triggered eventually 

guaranteed that she would not endlessly keep living when she did not want to do so anymore. 

But it is not obvious to me whether we would intuitively take her necessary mortality to be 

significantly worse for her in the case of a premature death. The reason for this may be precisely 

that the death is taken to be premature (since she is hit by a car at the prime of her life): 

Presumably, this death is thus not the “natural” kind of death from or facilitated by old age that 

is primarily associated with necessary mortality. And because of that, it may seem rather 

irrelevant for that particular person that she was also necessarily mortal in this scenario.209  

 
208 Just as it depends on the gravity of the ensuing suffering how bad the dictator’s orders are for me.  
209 Another reason for why our intuitions (that the (dis)value of a person’s necessary mortality should vary with 

whatever actual death she ends up suffering) are weaker here than they were in the case of contingent mortality 

may lie in the worry expressed above (in section V.3.2), that necessary mortality might be more like a symptom 

than a causally effective contributor to the occurrence of the person’s actual death.  
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Unfortunately, this distinction between premature and “natural” deaths now calls into 

question the whole guaranteeing-approach as such, since it seems to suggest that Ella’s 

necessary mortality is only (indirectly) involved in the occurrence of the latter. I believe that 

solving this issue ultimately requires more research into the nature of different deaths: For once, 

it needs to be settled whether there actually is such a thing as death from old age. If there is, 

then the distinction between premature and “natural” deaths would indeed make sense and 

necessary mortality might actually only be associated with the latter. But if humans cannot die 

from old age alone – if there always needs to be some sort of (internal or external) harmful 

influence – I am way less sure whether being hit by a car at the age of 21 is in any sense 

premature (and thus non-natural) that goes beyond the fact that statistically people tend to live 

longer than that. In that case, the impression that the person’s limited life-expectancy is “not 

involved” in the death by car accident – and that it is thus not worse for her than in the case of 

the death at old age – may simply be mistaken. Unfortunately, I cannot settle these issues here, 

because they hang so much on the question whether humans can die from old age alone, which 

is an issue for biologists.  

However, the uneasiness about whether the badness of a person’s limited life-expectancy 

should vary with the badness of whatever actual death she ends up suffering remains – and I 

have to admit, that I feel it stronger in the case of necessary mortality than in the case of 

contingent mortality. All I can offer at this point is the remark that we will develop a way of 

evaluating Ella’s necessary mortality that is independent from her actual death in the third 

scenario.210  

 

VI.3.2 Necessary Mortality Still Affects the Badness of a Person’s Death 

As for the observation that the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality seems to affect the light 

in which we see her actual death d: I believe that this effect is as prevalent in the second scenario 

as it was in the first one. It might be even stronger – particularly because we no longer have to 

worry about determinism stealing the show: Since the future is genuinely open, Ella’s necessary 

mortality definitely adds an aspect of inevitability that would otherwise not have been there. 

 
210 And another one the shaping-the-world-approach. Furthermore, I actually believe that the approach for 

evaluating Ella’s necessary mortality developed in the third scenario is superior to the one discussed here and in 

the first scenario – and the reason lies precisely in the uneasiness just expressed. I will get back to this in chapter 

VIII when I compare the results from the different scenarios. 
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And if Ella dies in every possible world with the same natural laws as our world, then that 

seems to make her actual death d less tragic: If she had not died this death, she would have died 

another. Thus, the presence (not the badness) of Ella’s necessary mortality seems to diminish 

the badness of d for her (and thus reduces VE(d)). And, again, there is no similar effect in the 

case of her contingent mortality, because of the difference in the nature of the disposition to die 

and the meta-property of having a limited life-expectancy that refers to this disposition.  

Unfortunately, the circle-worry that we encountered in the first scenario crops up again 

here too: Even if it is the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality and not VE(NM) itself that 

affects VE(d), it still seems strange that this presence should indirectly affect the (dis)value of 

Ella’s necessary mortality itself via its effect on the (dis)value of her actual death VE(d).211 Note 

that this unsettling self-affection will only happen if we indeed stick with the derivation of 

(dis)value provided by the guaranteeing approach – in short: VE(NM) = Y ∗ VE(d) – and we 

have just seen that it might be doubtful whether this formula is still appropriate in the second 

scenario. However, unfortunately, the alternative way of evaluating Ella’s necessary mortality 

that we will encounter in the third scenario is itself prone to a very similar circle-worry. Thus, 

I remain a bit uneasy about how the death-first evaluation of Ella’s necessary mortality sits with 

the observation that its presence in turn appears to make Ella’s death less tragic.212  

 

VI.4 Summary of the Results of the Second Scenario 

The second scenario is in many respects very similar to the first one: While we have dropped 

the assumption of determinism, we are nevertheless emulating the settledness of the first 

scenario by assuming that Ella’s (actual) death d has already occurred. Consequently, the results 

we got for the evaluation of her contingent and necessary mortality were also pretty much the 

same as in the first scenario: Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it enabled her 

actual death d – it thus inherits a fraction of the (dis)value of the latter, represented by the 

formula: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁) = 𝑋𝑋 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑). And Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her because it 

 
211 We also reencounter the second worry mentioned in the first scenario, namely that if the presence of Ella’s 

necessary mortality makes her death d less bad, then it indirectly would also make her contingent mortality less 

bad – because VE(CM) = X ∗ VE(d) – but that seems unintuitive. Unfortunately, I don’t have any more of a solution 

to the issue now than I had back then. 
212 That is why I shall sketch an alternative approach that drops the death-first assumption in chapter IX 
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contributed to the occurrence of her actual death d by guaranteeing that some event of this type 

was bound to occur – it thus also inherits a fraction of the (dis)value of Ella’s actual death, 

represented by the formula 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑).  

Nevertheless, dropping the assumption of determinism did have some consequences after 

all – some of them good, some of them more problematic. As for the good ones: Without 

determinism, the application of the standard deprivation account for the evaluation of Ella’s 

actual death could progress more smoothly, because we no longer had to worry about whether 

there are really any alternative scenarios available with which we can compare the way she 

actually dies. Similarly, without determinism, we no longer had to worry that the effects of 

Ella’s necessary mortality were overshadowed by the way in which all events were 

predetermined from the start. If the future was genuinely open, it is definitely relevant that 

Ella’s being necessarily mortal means that she had to die in any case.  

Nevertheless, this new openness also raised some new issues: We discussed whether it is 

really plausible that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality should be tied 

exclusively to the (dis)value of the death she actually ends up dying, when she could have also 

died in some other (and possibly more or less bad) way. While I argued that our intuitive 

evaluation of a person’s contingent mortality does indeed seem to vary with the badness of her 

actual death, I was not so convinced in the case of necessary mortality. However, I ended with 

the promise that we shall move on to an approach that makes the evaluation of Ella’s contingent 

and necessary mortality more independent from the (dis)value of her actual death in the next 

scenario.  
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VII. The Consequence-Approach in the Third Scenario 

We are now finally reaching the third scenario, where the situation becomes the most difficult 

and complex but also the most similar to the one we actually find ourselves in when we are 

looking forward to our death and contemplating our mortality while we are still alive. In this 

scenario, we are assuming that the future is genuinely open (thus, that there is no kind of 

determinism) and that Ella has not (yet) died. Thus, it is not settled at all whether and how she 

will die. In these circumstances we obviously cannot evaluate Ella’s actual (token-)death 

because it has not (yet) happened. Therefore, it seems we are naturally drawn to her (contingent 

and necessary) mortality instead, which we already “have” while her death is (still) up in the 

air. I have mentioned above how mortality can thus function as a surrogate for death – it pulls 

the still-elusive death into the present. Remember also that Ella’s contingent and necessary 

mortality do this in different ways: When we focus on Ella’s contingent mortality, we are 

embracing the openness, while Ella’s necessary mortality reduces the openness by settling at 

least one thing – namely that Ella will die. In the following, I will spell out these ideas in more 

detail, while describing how we can evaluate Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality based 

on their relation to her death, even when that death has not (yet) occurred. But first, let us take 

a look at what we can say about Ella’s death even in this third scenario.  

 

VII.1 Death in the Third Scenario 

While we cannot evaluate Ella’s actual death if it has not yet occurred (and the future is open) 

we can still evaluate the event of her dying counterfactually. For any possible (token-)death di 

that Ella could possibly suffer, we may ask: “Would it be bad for Ella to die in this way, that is 

to die (token-)death di at ti?” To answer this, we have to consider the relevant counterfactual 

situation in which Ella dies death di at ti and can again hand things off to the philosophers of 

death and plug in our preferred account of the badness of death. 

By retreating to a counterfactual evaluation, we are thus once more emulating the 

settledness that characterized the first and second scenario: We are imagining a counterfactual 

situation in which Ella does die a certain way – where she suffers one specific token-death di 

out of the class of all the possible ways in which she could actually die. Ultimately, we thereby 

end up with conditional value-claims of the form: If Ella were to die death di at ti, then Ella’s 
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death di at ti would be bad for her because of X. Note, however, that if the future is genuinely 

open, we have to artificially settle an awful lot of things in order to be able to make these 

counterfactual evaluations. Furthermore, if it is undetermined how (if at all) Ella will actually 

die, one may wonder what use the counterfactual evaluation of some random possible (token-) 

death di has for us? This raises the question of how helpful or relevant such counterfactual 

evaluations are in the end.  

However, we could at least partially circumvent these issues by combining the individual 

counterfactual evaluations of all of the ways in which Ella could die – that is, of all of Ella’s 

possible (token-)deaths – into an evaluation of the type of event of her death, thereby answering 

the question, whether it would be bad for Ella if an event of the type of her death occurred. 

There are two ways in which we can do this – both of which will also become relevant again 

once we turn to Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality.  

 

VII.1.1 The Expected Value of the Type of Event of a Person’s Death 

One way we can combine the individual evaluations of all of Ella’s possible (token-)deaths is 

by calculating the expected value of the type of event of her death for her: EVE(type-death). 

The notion of “expected value” is thereby meant to refer to an estimation of the (dis)value of a 

certain type of event (in this case, Ella’s death), for which it is still open how exactly (if at all) 

it will be instantiated.213 This is because, in our present situation, it is still open which specific 

token-death (if any) will instantiate the type of event of Ella’s death. I suggest that we determine 

this kind of expected value of a type of event by taking into account the (dis)values of all the 

possible ways in which this type of event could be instantiated – that is, all the possible token-

events that fall under this type of event – and weighing them by the likelihood of their 

occurrence. The expected value thus allows us to estimate the prospect of a type of event for a 

 
213 Note that this is different from the more standard use of the expression which refers to the expected utility of 

an action, the outcome of which is dependent on states outside the agent’s control and beyond her epistemic 

limitations (see, e.g., Briggs (2019)). However, the general idea behind the calculation – to which I will get 

momentarily – is very similar. But it is important to note that when I state that the specific instantiation of Ella’s 

death (conceived of as a type of event) is not yet determined, I mean that it is not yet settled what exactly is going 

to happen – instead of her simply not knowing what will happen. I am not concerned with Ella’s epistemic 

limitations.  
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person, based on how likely its individual instantiations are to occur and how bad they would 

be for the person.  

For the type of event of Ella’s death, we thus take into account all the possible ways in 

which Ella could die – that is, all the possible token-deaths di that Ella could end up suffering. 

We then determine their individual (dis)values VE(di) for Ella by (counterfactually) evaluating 

how bad it would be for Ella if she were to die this specific (token-)death di.214 And we weigh 

these individual (dis)values by the likelihood P[di] of the respective (token-)death di actually 

occurring.215 We then combine the weighed counterfactual evaluations of all the specific ways 

in which Ella could die into the expected value of the type of event of her death: 

EVE(type-death) = ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1   

Using an expected value calculation like this thus allows us to estimate the (dis)value of 

the type of event of Ella’s death. If Ella is still alive and her future is genuinely open, we cannot 

say how bad her actual death will be for her. But we can calculate the expected value of this 

type of event, based on how bad the different ways in which she could die are for her and how 

likely they are to occur.216 However, a couple of remarks are in order.  

 
214 This is where we plug in our preferred account of the badness of death.  
215 One way to understand and determine these probabilities P[di] is to take the number of all the nomologically 

(same natural laws) and historically (same history until now) accessible possible worlds in which di is the case and 

divide it by the total number of these worlds. Note that if the probabilities are understood in this way, they will be 

tied to specific worlds, since the accessibility relation is relative to specific worlds. We could make this explicit 

by using the notation of Pw[di] instead, where w is the relevant world. Since this is not very relevant for my project, 

I have omitted it. 
216 One may wonder whether EV(type-death) will differ from person to person, or whether it is so wide that it will 

be the same for all people. This depends on three things: Whether the class of possible (token-)deaths is the same 

for all people, whether these individual deaths have the same probabilities for all people, and whether they are 

equally bad for all people. I don’t think that these conditions are plausibly all met. While we can easily meet the 

first condition by considering the class of all possible deaths for all possible people (where deaths that are actually 

impossible for individual people will just have probability zero for them), it seems very unlikely that all of these 

will be equally likely to occur for all people. Furthermore, how bad specific deaths are for specific people is also 

likely to differ. This will, however, depend on what kind of account of the badness of death we are employing. 

Since the standard deprivation account refers to the things a person misses out on by dying, it plausible renders 

different evaluations for different people. Even more so for any account of the badness of death that refers to the 

individual features of the dying people – such as, for example, their desires (see e.g., Williams (1973)). However, 

there may be accounts of the badness of death according to which all deaths are equally bad for all people. Such 
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First, it is important to note that, in order to make a calculation like this, we are now 

properly assuming that we can – at least theoretically – measure the (dis)values of the various 

ways in which Ella could die on a cardinal scale (as well as measure the probability with which 

they will occur). I do not think that we can apply the idea of expected value without 

presupposing cardinal measurability. In that, this approach is more demanding than what we 

have done so far  and requires me to give up my non-committal stance on the issue.217 However, 

I believe that the main gist of what we are doing – looking at the whole class of Ella’s possible 

(token-)deaths instead of merely her actual (token-)death – is applicable and insightful even if 

the relevant (dis)values cannot be measured on a cardinal scale.  

In any case, I am here only providing a theoretical method for calculating the expected 

value of the type of event of Ella’s death. That does not mean that we will always (or ever) 

actually be able to perform such a calculation. In practice, we will often have to make do with 

an estimation, especially if there are infinitely many ways in which Ella could die – that is, if n 

is ∞. Finally, note that if Ella is not also necessarily mortal, the probabilities in the formula will 

not sum up to one. In that case, there is a chance that Ella never dies – there are nomologically 

possible worlds in which she does not die.218  

 

VII.1.2 The (Dis)Value of the Type of Event of a Person’s Death 

Determining the expected value of the type of event of Ella’s death is one way in which we may 

evaluate her death when it is not (yet) settled whether and how she will actually end up dying. 

However, we may still wonder whether we can also ascribe some straightforward (dis)value to 

this type of event. After all, we appear to make value-claims about types of events all the time 

– as when we say that headaches are bad for people.219   

 
accounts may indeed deliver the same result for all people. But in that case there really seems no point in retreating 

to the use of an expected value calculation in the first place.  
217 The same is true for the evaluations of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality that we shall develop in the 

following and that also employ the notion of expected value.  
218 I will later look in more detail at what happens when Ella is merely contingently mortal as compared to what 

happens when she is both contingently and necessarily mortal.  
219 Note that I am still only concerned with (dis)value for the respective person. One may now think that 

“headaches” – conceived of as a type of event – is different from the type of event of Ella’s death in that it is more 

general, because it is person-independent. The corresponding type of event would then be “death”, not “Ella’s 
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But what exactly do we mean with this? We might just mean that all specific (token-) 

instances of headaches are bad for people – and simply summarize this by saying that the whole 

type of event is bad. However, this will presumably not work in the case of death because there 

might be some (token-)deaths that are actually not bad for Ella. Thus, stating that Ella’s death 

– conceived of as a type of event – is bad, cannot mean that all deaths that Ella could suffer are 

bad, because they might not be. Moreover, this suggests that whichever features makes 

individual token-deaths bad need not necessarily be shared by all of them and thus do not seem 

to be features that we could generally ascribe to the type of event of death and thus hold that it 

is bad because of them.220  

Instead, I suggest that when we speak of a whole type of event being bad for a person, we 

mean something like that – from her perspective – this is a bad kind of thing. I believe that such 

an evaluation is meant to be general and abstract. It is general in that it is concerned with the 

big picture – it overlooks if, under certain circumstances, specific instantiations of this type of 

event may actually not be bad. And it is abstract in that it does not concern how bad the person’s 

prospects are with regard to this type of event: While it does – in a sense – tell us how bad it 

would be for the relevant person if an event of this type were to occur (where it remains 

unspecified how exactly it would be instantiated), it is independent of how likely this is to 

actually happen. When we say that headaches are bad for people, for example, this is 

independent from how likely they actually are to suffer one. Thus, if we evaluate Ella’s death 

(conceived of as a type of event) in this way – if we ascribe some (dis)value VE(type-death) to 

it – then this kind of evaluation must differ from the expected value we considered in the 

previous section in that it is supposed to abstract away from how likely this type of event – as 

a type of event – is to occur.  

 
death”. However, I do not believe that this discredits the idea. First of all, when we say that headaches are bad for 

a person, we presumably mean that person’s headaches. But more importantly: If we can ascribe values to person-

independent general types of events, we should in principle also be able to do this with more fine-grained person-

dependent types of events.  
220 Thank you to Jared Parmer for this remark. Note, however, that there might be specific accounts of the evil of 

death where this is the case. If, for example, the badness of death is grounded in the fact that it ends a life – and 

the shape or content of that life is not relevant – all token-deaths will be ascribed the same (presumably negative) 

value. In that case things would be easier. However, at this point, I do not want to presuppose any specific account 

of the evil of death and am thus assuming that the evaluations of different token-deaths can differ. (Furthermore, 

it is also an interesting question whether such accounts are still evaluating specific token-deaths or whether they 

are directly providing an account of the badness of death understood as a type of event instead.) 
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Nevertheless – just as for the expected value – it is plausible that such value-ascriptions 

for whole type of events are generated out of the evaluations of their respective instantiations, 

that is, the specific token-events that fall under them. Headaches are bad because individual 

instances of headaches suffered by individual people are (mostly) bad. For Ella’s death, this 

means that I once more suggest to base VE(type-death) on the individual (counterfactual) 

evaluations of all the possible ways in which she could die – that is, the VE(di). But not in the 

sense that the type of event (of her death) is only bad if all of its instantiations are also bad. 

Instead, the instantiations just have to be generally bad – most of them have to be bad, or at 

least the most likely ones. This is because each different way in which a type of event can be 

instantiated may differ in how likely it is to ultimately instantiate the type of event. For example, 

currently living human beings are more likely to die from cancer than to be eaten by a shark. 

Thus, the type of event of a currently living person’s death is more likely to be instantiated by 

a (token-)event that involves cancer than by a specific death that consists in being eaten by a 

shark – and this is true independently of how likely it is for that person to die at all. But if the 

type of event of Ella’s death is likelier to be manifested in one specific way (e.g., token-death 

di) rather than another (e.g., token-death dj), then the (dis)value of the former should contribute 

more to the evaluation of the whole type of event of her death than the latter. Our evaluation of 

the whole type of event of a (currently living) person’s death should be informed more by how 

bad it is to die from cancer than how bad it is to be eaten by a shark. Similarly, if there are some 

very rare (token-)cases in which a person’s death would not be bad, then these should not 

overturn the general verdict for the whole type of event as such.  

Therefore, I suggest that we should weigh the individual VE(di) by their conditional 

probabilities – that is, by how likely it is that if some (token-)event of the type “Ella’s death” 

were to occur, it would be this one. These conditional probabilities reflect what I call the 

distribution of di for all i: How likely it is that the type of event of Ella’s death is instantiated 

by one token-death rather than another. Let P[di | type-death] denote the conditional probability 

of di given that some event of this type occurs (that is, given that Ella dies some death).221 I then 

suggest that VP(type-death) should be determined by the following formula:  

 

 
221 The conditional probability of A given B, P[A | B], is the probability of event A occurring given that event B 

occurs. Assuming that the probability of B is greater than zero, P[A | B] is defined as P[A∩B] / P[B], where 

P[A∩B] is the probability that both A and B occur.  
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VE(type-death)  =  ∑ P[di | type-death] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1   

With the help of some mathematics, we can simplify this formula quite a bit:  

VE(type-death) = ∑ P[di | type-death] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1   

= ∑ P[type-death ∩ di]
P[type-death] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1   │Def. cond. probabilities 

= 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[type-death ∩ di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1   

In order to determine P[type-death ∩ di], we can employ the law of conditional 

probabilities, which states that, for two mutually exclusive and together exhaustive events B 

and BC, P[A] = P[A | B] ∗ P[B] + P[A | BC] ∗ P[BC]. Let A denote that (token-)event di occurs, 

while B denotes that some event of type death occurs (and correspondingly, BC denotes that no 

event of type death occurs). Because no di can occur without some event of type death 

occurring, we thus get P[A | BC] = 0. The conditional probability of di occurring under the 

condition that no event of type death occurs is zero. Thus, for our chosen assignments of 

variables we get:  

P[A] = P[A | B] ∗ P[B] + P[A | BC] ∗ P[BC] 

 = P[A | B] ∗ P[B] + 0 

 = P[A∩B]
P[B] ∗ P[B] 

 = P[A ∩ B] 

This means: P[di]  = P[type-death ∩ di] 

If we insert this into the formula from above, we get:  

VE(type-death) = 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[type-death ∩ di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1  

  = 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1  

Thus, based on the individual evaluations of all the possible ways in which Ella can die, 

how likely they are to occur, and how likely any event of the type of Ella’s death is to occur, 

we can ascribe the following (dis)value to the type of event of Ella’s death:  

VE(type-death) = 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1 . 

Note that the same remarks about the assumption of cardinal measurability of the 

(dis)values in question, as well as the practical applicability of this formula discussed with 
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respect to expected value, apply here again. However, while the idea of calculating an expected 

value obviously only becomes relevant when it is still open how Ella will actually die (that is, 

in the third scenario), the calculation of VE(type-death) – and the corresponding evaluation of 

the type of event of Ella’s death – would in principle also have been possible in the first and 

second scenario. Nevertheless, it too is less interesting in scenarios where it is actually settled 

what specific death Ella ends up suffering. That is why I have postponed it until now. But, in 

principle, this evaluation is independent of the scenario we are assuming.  

 

VII.1.3 Interpretation 

When we compare the result for the (dis)value of the type of event of Ella’s death VP(type-

death) to the formula for the expected value of this type of event EVP(type-death), we can see 

that the two are tightly connected:  

VE(type-death) = 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1 = 1
P[type-death] ∗ EVE(type-death)  

This makes sense: Remember that when I introduced the expected value EVE(type-death), 

I suggested calculating it via the individual token-deaths di. But we can also stick with type-

death as such (that is, Ella’s death, conceived of as a type of event): The expected value of the 

type of event of Ella’s death is its (dis)value weighed by the likelihood of its occurrence: 

EVE(type-death) = P[type-death] ∗ VE(type-death). And thus: VE(type-death) =
1

P[type-death]
∗ EVE(type-death). 

But what exactly does the factor 1
P[type-death] do?  In order to interpret it, we have to 

remember that EVE(type-death) incorporates how likely it is that Ella will actually suffer an 

event of this type. VE(type-death) on the other hand attempts to abstract away from the question 

whether or not any event of the type of Ella’s death actually occurs (and how likely that is to 

happen): Instead of reporting how bad Ella’s prospects are (when it comes to her death), 

VE(type-death) is simply telling us how bad this type of event is for her in an abstract sense. 

This is why VE(type-death) is originally calculated with conditional probabilities: It is not 

interested in how likely the induvial token-deaths di are to occur, but merely how likely they 

are to occur in comparison to other ways in which Ella could die. And this explains why 

VE(type-death) ultimately differs from EVE(type-death) in the factor  1
P[type-death]: Other than 
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EVE(type-death), VE(type-death) abstracts away from how likely it is that some event of type 

Ella’s death will actually occur – which is precisely the probability P[type-death].  

Because the expected value EVE(type-death) depends on how likely the different di are to 

actually happen (and, in general, how likely it is that Ella will die some death), it will vary 

depending on the world that Ella finds herself in (e.g., whether it is a very dangerous place or 

not) and it will also vary depending on whether Ella is merely contingently mortal or also 

necessarily mortal.222 VE(type-death), on the other hand, is not supposed to vary between a 

scenario in which Ella is merely contingently mortal and one in which she is also necessarily 

mortal.223 How likely Ella is to die at all does not affect the abstract evaluation of the type of 

event of her death. Nevertheless, VE(type-death) is still subject to some variation: It will vary 

between scenarios that differ from one another with regards to how likely certain specific 

(token-)deaths are in comparison to others – e.g., if there are more sharks or cars. Similarly, a 

death by car is much more likely now than it was a hundred years ago. And if the general 

probability for dying some death is the same in two worlds, but in one world the gruesome 

deaths are much likelier (in the sense that if one dies, it is more likely that it will be in a terrible 

way) VE(type-death) will be lower (that is, worse) in that world.  

To sum up: VE(type-death) accounts for the distribution of the token-deaths. EVE(type-

death) also accounts for this, but in addition it further varies with how likely it is that Ella dies 

at all. This difference between VE(type-death) and EVE(type-death) is reflected in the fact that 

the former uses conditional probabilities or (after the transformation of the formula) in the factor 
1

P[type-death] that precedes the sum ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1  and that removes the influence of the 

probability of some death occurring from the calculation of VE(type-death). 

So where does this leave us with the evaluation of Ella’s death in the current third 

scenario, where she has actually not (yet) died, and the occurrence of her death is not a settled 

matter? As for the individual possible token-deaths – the specific ways in which she could die 

– we have seen that we can evaluate them counterfactually, but this does not give us a way in 

 
222 I will talk about this in more detail down below in section VII.2.3. 
223 One may suspect it already and I shall later (in section VII.2.3) discuss it in more detail: The presence of 

necessary mortality plausibly affects not only P[type-death], but also the P[di] and the VE(di). This appears to 

undercut the claim that VE(type-death) does not vary with whether Ella is necessarily mortal or not. While I am 

optimistic that the specific form of the formula for VE(type-death) will cancel out this effect, I cannot show that it 

actually does so. Specifically, the effect on the VE(di) seems problematic. But we have seen above that this effect 

is questionable in any case because of, e.g., the circle-worry it gives rise to.  
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which Ella’s death is bad for her now, while she is still alive. None of her possible (token-) 

deaths have (yet) occurred and are in this sense part of her life. All we can say is that they would 

be bad, were they to occur.  

In the absence of Ella’s actual (token-)death, we may turn to her death conceived of as a 

type of event instead. And we have seen that we can determine an expected value for this type 

of event – which takes into account how likely it is to occur – and even ascribe some general 

(dis)value to it based on how likely the individual token-instantiations are in relation to one 

another. Nevertheless, the type of event of Ella’s death is still an abstract thing – not something 

that is truly a part of her life. In that, it differs from her mortality – be it in the form of the 

disposition to die (contingent mortality) or the property of having a limited lifespan (necessary 

mortality). These are properties that Ella has while she is still alive. And if their badness is 

somehow derived from the badness of her death, then it seems that in the form of mortality, her 

death can be bad for her now. This is what I will turn to now.  

 

VII.2 Contingent Mortality in the Third Scenario 

Let us start with Ella’s contingent mortality, that is, her disposition to die. Since no (token-) 

death of Ella has (yet) occurred, our previous approach that was based on how Ella’s disposition 

to die enables the occurrence of her actual death does not really seem to get off the ground. 

However, if we once more imagine a counterfactual situation in which Ella does die a certain 

death di, we can evaluate her contingent mortality counterfactually in the usual way. We can 

say that if Ella were to die a certain (token-)death di at ti, then her disposition to die would be 

bad for her, because it would (have) enable(d) the occurrence of this event.224 The downside of 

this approach is that it only delivers an evaluation of Ella’s contingent mortality for one specific 

counterfactual scenario (in which she dies death di at ti).  

 

 
224 Whether we use the present or past tense depends once more on whether the counterfactual scenario we imagine 

is one in which we take di to have already occurred or to merely be set to occur.  
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VII.2.1 Contingent Mortality is Bad Because of Its Estimated Consequences 

A more promising route – and the one I shall develop in the following – is to adapt the enabling-

approach to the current scenario. Instead of looking at the actual consequences of Ella’s 

contingent mortality (as we did in the first and second scenario), I suggest looking at its 

estimated consequences.225 We thus look at Ella’s situation – in this third scenario, while she is 

still alive and the future is genuinely open – and ask what the possible outcomes could be from 

here and what that means for the (dis)value of her contingent mortality for her. If Ella is 

contingently mortal – if she has the disposition to die – and the future in genuinely open, then 

she could still die in all kinds of ways, or (if she is not also necessarily mortal) she may not die 

at all. We should thus consider the class of all of Ella’s possible token-deaths: all the specific 

ways in which Ella could die. All of these specific events can still happen to her.226 And if one 

of these possible token-deaths were to occur, then Ella’s contingent mortality would have 

enabled its occurrence. Ella’s death would be a consequence of her disposition to die. And 

because of this, all of Ella’s possible token-deaths are possible consequences of her contingent 

mortality.  

But since it is not (yet) settled which possible token-death will end up occurring – and, 

indeed, not even settled whether Ella will die at all – we can merely estimate the (presumably 

negative) consequences of Ella’s contingent mortality.227 Not knowing whether an event of type 

death will occur and which specific form it will take – thus, which token-death will instantiate 

it – we need to determine how bad Ella’s prospects are. Thus, what we need is the expected 

value of the type of event of her death EVE(type-death) that we discussed above. The upshot is 

that how bad Ella’s contingent mortality is for her in this scenario depends on the expected 

value of the type of event of her death – that is, it depends on the counterfactual evaluations of 

all the different ways in which she could die, weighed by the likelihood of their occurrence: 

EVE(type-death) = ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1 . 

 
225 Remember that I am using “consequences” in a very broad sense here that goes beyond causation, because, 

obviously, Ella’s death is not caused by her contingent mortality (see footnote 70). 
226 Put in terms of possible worlds: All the nomologically accessible worlds with the same history as our world (up 

until now) in which Ella does die can still become our actual world.  
227 With contingent mortality, we thus have a double uncertainty: Whether Ella will die and how she will die. In 

this, the situation differs from the one in which Ella is necessarily mortal: It is then merely open how she will die. 

I will get back to this later.  
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The reasons why I believe that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality for her can be 

derived from the expected value of the type of event of her death lay in the arguments that were 

presented in the first and second scenario. Ella’s disposition to die will enable any possible 

(token-)death di that ends up occurring. And while it is true that Ella might end up not dying at 

all, EVP(type-death) includes the likelihoods of all the individual di and thus accounts for the 

fact that Ella may only die (at all) with a certain probability. Thus, EVP(type-death) gives us an 

estimation of the badness of the consequences of Ella’s contingent mortality for her – where 

the possibility that it may not have any (death-related) consequences is already accounted for. 

And because Ella’s contingent mortality will be a causally relevant, difference-making enabling 

condition for any of its manifestations – should they occur – the estimation of the badness of 

its consequences gives us an estimation of how negatively Ella’s disposition to die would affect 

her well-being.  

Thus, I suggest that where Ella’s contingent mortality inherited (part of) the (dis)value of 

her actual death in the first and second scenario, it should now be ascribed (part of) the expected 

(dis)value of this type of event. And it should indeed only be a fraction of the expected value 

EVE(type-death) – that is, we should again include a weakening factor X – for the same reasons 

as in the first and second scenario: Plausibly, enabling conditions do not inherit all of the 

(dis)value of their effects, so plausibly Ella’s contingent mortality should not be ascribed all of 

the expected (dis)value of its estimated consequences.  

Furthermore, I do believe that we can ascribe this (dis)value to Ella’s contingent mortality 

already now – while she is still alive – because her disposition to die already then carries with 

it this potential for future harm. That is, I suggest that even in this third scenario Ella’s 

contingent mortality is not merely bad counterfactually – it is not merely the case that her 

disposition to die would be bad for her if she died. If EVE(type-death) is negative – that is, if 

Ella’s death is expected to be bad – Ella’s contingent mortality is already bad for her now, while 

she is still alive. And this is so because the expected value of its consequences is negative228  

Putting things in terms of a formula once more, this leaves us with:229  

 
228 Just as I have been assuming that Ella’s actual death d is indeed bad for her (for reasons of simplicity), I shall 

for the most part also assume that EVE(type-death) is indeed negative.  
229 Remember once more that the “=” is misleading in the sense that it suggests that there cannot be other factors 

that also affect the overall (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality. Remember, furthermore, that we now have to 

properly assume the cardinal measurability of the (dis)values in question (in order to be able to use the concept of 

expected value). Note, finally, that I am again using “X” to denote the weakening factor, although the formula is 
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VE(CM) = X ∗ EVE(type-death) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1   

(Note that this formula obviously differs from the one we developed in the first scenario 

(and that stayed with us through the second one). I shall get back to how exactly these two 

different evaluations of Ella’s contingent mortality relate to each other in chapter VIII where I 

compare the results from the different scenarios.) 

Remember that the expected value of the type of event of Ella’s death EVE(type-death) 

will vary depending on what world she finds herself in (e.g., depending on how dangerous it 

is). And if the (dis)value of her contingent mortality is derived from this expected value, then 

it will vary with it.230 I do find this plausible. Consider again the breakability of cups and 

imagine two different people, a minimalist (who only owns one cup) and a maximalist (who 

owns about a hundred cups). The expected value of one specific cup breaking will be much 

worse for the minimalist (because he only has that one cup) than for the maximalist (because 

he has plenty of replacements). But correspondingly it also seems true that the breakability of 

his cup is worse for the minimalist than the maximalist. It is simply a bigger risk for him. (And 

maybe that is why minimalists seem to have a liking for – extremely sturdy – tin cups). Similarly 

for Ella: If she lives in a more dangerous world, the expected value of her death is worse for 

her and consequently it seems that her contingent mortality is also worse for her. It poses more 

of a risk for her. Interestingly, putting things in terms of risks offers another way to make 

plausible the kind of evaluation of Ella’s contingent mortality just suggested.    

 

VII.2.2 Contingent Mortality as a Risk Factor 

It seems plausible to conceive of Ella’s contingent mortality as a sort of risk factor: 

Contingently mortal people risk dying in the future.231 This way of thinking about Ella’s 

contingent mortality matches with the provided formula: Plausibly, how bad a certain risk factor 

 
now a different one. This is because I believe that the reasoning behind it is similar enough to justify assuming 

that the fraction of the (dis)value that Ella’s contingent mortality inherits will be pretty much the same as before. 

However, not much hangs on this and, if this seems problematic, we could simply use a X*.  
230 This is the analogon to the observation that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality varies with the badness 

of whatever death she actually ends up dying in the second scenario (see chapter VI.2). 
231 Note that, if Ella is also necessarily mortal, death is no longer a risk in the classical sense – because its 

occurrence is now guaranteed, even if it is still open what exactly it will look like. The only risk we are then left 

with is whether Ella will die a bad or not so bad death. I will get back to this.  
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is for a person depends on the expected value of the risked type of event – that is, VE(risk factor) 

is derived from EVE(risked type of event).232  

Compare with some other examples: Plausibly, the (dis)value of smoking is (at least in 

part) determined by the expected value of developing lung cancer. Or consider a lottery where 

you draw tickets which later are (randomly) assigned to either a good prize (let’s say small to 

large sums of money) or a bad “prize” (like mild to strong electro shocks).233 Plausibly, whether 

being in the lottery is good or bad for you has to do with the distribution of the available prizes 

and their (dis)value for you. And since the prizes are assigned at random it makes sense that 

you would consider the expected value of the prize you may receive when you are trying to 

decide whether you should join the lottery and base your decision on that. Let’s assume that the 

distribution of the available prizes is such that the expected value for what you will receive is 

clearly negative. It then seems that being in the lottery is rather bad for you – it is more of a risk 

than a chance.234 It is risky because the expected outcome for you is negative.235  I believe that 

being contingently mortal is like being in this lottery – with the different prizes representing the 

different ways in which you can die.236 If the expected value is negative, being contingently 

mortal is more of a risk than a chance. It is bad for the mortal person, and this badness is 

inherited from the expected value of the outcome of this death-lottery – the expected value of 

the person’s death (understood as a type of event).  

 
232 I think that for most risk factors, the risked thing will be a type of event (and it definitely is in this case). But if 

the risked type of thing is a specific token-event e, I would instead say that V(risk factor) is derived from the 

(dis)value of e weighed by the likelihood of its occurrence: V(risk factor) = P[e] ∗ V(e). 
233 It is interesting to note that the smoking example differs from the lottery in that there is no conceptual connection 

between smoking and lung cancer, while there is such a connection between being in a lottery and receiving a 

prize. In that respect, the disposition to die (with its conceptual relation to death – its manifestation) is more like 

the lottery than like smoking. The fact that this does not play a role for the arguments in this section will be picked 

up again later (in chapter X where I present the shaping-the-world-approach). 
234 I believe that this also means that you should not join the lottery. Note, however, that this is a normative verdict, 

while I am mainly concerned with the evaluative claim that it is bad for you to be in the lottery. I do believe that 

the example supports both claims. Thanks to Daniele Bruno for pointing this out to me.  
235 Especially in the case of the lottery, it seems very plausible to me that the (dis)value of being in the lottery has 

to do with the prizes attached to the individual tickets – that is, with their value for you. 
236 Unfortunately, with death it does not seem that we have a choice whether or not we sign up for this “lottery”. 

This ties back to the point made earlier about how, for contingently mortal people, it seems that they always were 

contingently mortal, and there was no moment where a preexisting person suddenly became contingently mortal.  
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However, here too it seems plausible that there should be a weakening factor, since I do 

not think that we would want to ascribe the full (dis)value of the risked thing to the risk factor 

itself – but merely a fraction. The badness of smoking is derived from the badness of developing 

lung cancer, but it is itself not quite as bad. This leaves us with 𝑉𝑉(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟) = 𝑋𝑋 ∗

𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓). For Ella’s contingent mortality, this gives us the same formula as 

above. Thus, employing the notion of a risk factor furthermore supports the claim that Ella’s 

disposition to die inherits some of the expected badness of her death. And since I believe that 

the expected value of the type of event of their death is plausibly negative for most people most 

of the time, it makes sense to call contingent mortality a risk factor rather than a chance.  

Before I continue with the question of what happens if we assume that Ella is not merely 

contingently but also necessarily mortal, let me make a couple of concluding remarks about the 

approach for evaluating her contingent mortality based on the expected value of the type of 

event of her death. For one, it seems that this expected-value-based approach is indeed very 

fitting for the current third scenario: Expected value calculations are made for situations of 

openness or uncertainty. Thus, if it is not (yet) settled whether and how Ella will die (and 

consequently, we also do not know this), using the concept of expected value to determine 

whether or not Ella’s disposition to die is bad for her (and how bad) embraces the openness of 

this scenario and allows us to evaluate Ella’s contingent mortality anyway. Furthermore, it is 

interesting to note that this approach focuses heavily on the calculation of the (dis)value of 

Ella’s contingent mortality – and thereby on the question how bad her disposition to die is for 

her. This sets it apart from the shaping-the-world-approach that we will later turn to. Assuming 

that we can indeed evaluate the individual possible (token-)deaths di on a cardinal scale, the 

current approach delivers a precise value (number) for Ella’s contingent mortality.237 But it also 

requires a lot – namely, the exact expected value function, that is, the (dis)values and 

likelihoods of all the possible (token-)deaths di that Ella could possibly suffer.  

 

VII.2.3 What If the Person Is Also Necessarily Mortal? 

The probabilities of the individual possible token-deaths di that Ella may suffer are determined 

by the circumstances, that is, by the world and scenario that Ella finds herself in. For example, 

 
237 This does not mean that we are also able to actually perform the calculation. That is still a gigantic and likely 

very impractical feat (especially if there should be infinitely many different possible deaths). 
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in a world with very little cars, a death by car accident will be very unlikely. Interestingly (but 

not very surprisingly) whether Ella is contingently and/or necessarily mortal also affects these 

probabilities.238 If, for example, Ella were not contingently mortal, all the P[di] would be zero: 

Ella could not die in any way. But obviously we are currently assuming that Ella is indeed 

contingently mortal. So, the more interesting question is how it affects the P[di] – and, 

ultimately, VE(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di) n
i=1 when Ella is or is not also necessarily mortal.   

 

Necessary Mortality Affects P[di] and VP(di) 

If Ella is only contingently mortal, but not also necessarily mortal, this means that it is possible 

for her to die, but it is not guaranteed. Thus, there is a number of possible (token-)deaths di with 

P[di] > 0. But since death is not guaranteed – and it is thus also a real possibility that Ella does 

not die at all – the probabilities P[di] do not add up to one. There are possible “outcomes” in 

which Ella does not die and, since these have probabilities greater than zero, they so to speak 

take away from the likelihoods of the di. 

If Ella is contingently mortal and also necessarily mortal, this means that it is possible for 

her to die, and it is also guaranteed that she will do so eventually. Thus, there is a number of 

possible (token-)deaths di with P[di] > 0 and since it is also guaranteed that Ella will die 

eventually, these probabilities have to add up to one. There are no possible “outcomes” in which 

Ella does not die and di for all i capture all the different ways in which Ella could die. It is 

necessary – and thus has a probability of one – that one of the di will occur eventually. It is 

merely open which one this will be.  

But Ella’s being necessarily mortal does not only affect the likelihood of her dying at all, 

and the probabilities of the individual di, in the way just described – as we have seen in the first 

and second scenario, the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality appears to also change the light 

in which we see any death that Ella does end up dying and this may affect its (dis)value. I 

believe that this effect carries over to this third scenario as well. The VE(di) are derived from 

counterfactual evaluations of the different ways in which Ella could die: How bad a certain 

possible (token-)death di would be for her if she were to die it.239 But if Ella is necessarily 

mortal, then this aspect would also be part of the counterfactual scenario. Thus, VE[di] in that 

 
238 Notably, if dispositions are indeed gradable, how killable Ella is will presumably also affect these probabilities.  
239 For the sake of simplicity, I am once more assuming that all the possible deaths that Ella may suffer – that is 

all the di – would indeed be bad for her.  
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case captures how bad di would be for Ella were she to die it – assuming that she is also 

necessarily mortal. But then the presence of necessary mortality should affect the light in which 

we see this counterfactual occurrence of di: If a necessarily mortal Ella were to die this specific 

death, it would be less tragic and thus less bad for her than it would have been, had she not been 

necessarily mortal. Assuming that the VE[di] are represented with negative numbers (since all 

the di are taken to be bad), this means that they should be generally higher (that is, less bad) if 

Ella is also necessarily mortal than if she is not.240  

Putting the two effects of necessary mortality together, we can thus say that Ella’s also 

being necessarily mortal will affect the (dis)value of her contingent mortality for her – 

VE(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di) n
i=1 – in two ways: Compared with a scenario in which Ella is 

not necessarily mortal (and everything else is equal), the VE[di] will be greater (albeit still 

negative), because the individual (token-)deaths di will be less bad for Ella. The P[di] however 

will be greater too because they now have to add up to one.241 What does this mean for the 

(dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality VE(CM)? That is actually not quite clear to me, since 

the two effects appear to go in different directions: While the individual deaths are less bad, 

they are now more likely to occur. Thus, VE(CM) may be greater or lower and Ella’s disposition 

to die correspondingly better or worse for her than in the scenario where she is not necessarily 

mortal. Intuitively, I still think it seems more plausible that Ella’s contingent mortality should 

be worse for her if it is also bound to be manifested eventually. Unlike the simple approach 

presented in the first and second scenario, the current approach thus at least makes room for 

this.242 It all depends on how the numbers cash out. And, unfortunately, I cannot say more than 

this.  

 

 
240 Note that the circle-worry we discussed in the first and second scenario is still an issue here and I will get back 

to it in the section on necessary mortality. Since I still do not see a proper solution to the worry, it should be kept 

in mind that the following results are vulnerable to it.  
241 Alternatively, there could simply be more di, that is more specific ways in which Ella could die. However, I am 

not sure whether that is compatible with the “all else being equal”-clause.  
242 Remember: In the first and second scenario, the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality was simply derived 

from the (dis)value of her actual death and Ella’s necessary mortality was taken to make this death less bad, thereby 

suggesting that it should also make her contingent mortality less bad – which clashed with our intuitions. While I 

will only turn to the comparison of the current account with the one from the first and second scenario a bit later, 

this is already an interesting result to keep in mind. 
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Is Contingent Mortality Still Relevant? 

Finally, I also want to address the question whether – in the current third scenario – Ella’s 

contingent mortality becomes irrelevant or redundant when she is also necessarily mortal. After 

all, necessary mortality presupposes contingent mortality (the guarantee of death presupposes 

its possibility) and in that sense, Ella’s contingent mortality seems to be included in her 

necessary mortality. However, while the fact that Ella is necessarily mortal entails that Ella also 

has the disposition to die, I do not think that the disposition itself can be subsumed under the 

property of having a limited life-expectancy.  

Nevertheless, in an evaluative sense, Ella’s disposition to die may well become less 

relevant for her once she is also necessarily mortal: Note that, when Ella is necessarily mortal, 

her disposition to die can no longer be considered a proper risk factor in the sense that the risked 

(type of) event may or may not occur: Once Ella is necessarily mortal, she is bound to die – 

even if it is still open how exactly she will die. The latter openness may still pose some sort of 

risk, but it is a risk that is also involved in Ella’s having a limited life-expectancy, because that 

too does not settle how exactly she will die.243 Thus, Ella’s contingent mortality appears to lose 

(at least some of) its original meaning when she is also necessarily mortal.  

 

VII.2.4 But What if the Person Never Dies? 

Another thing we should consider is what happens if Ella actually never dies. This is 

reminiscent of the same question asked in the first scenario, but it becomes even more relevant 

now, since, if the future is genuinely open and Ella has not (yet) died, this is a very real 

possibility (as long as we are assuming that Ella is not also necessarily mortal). However, one 

can also wonder whether the question actually makes sense in these circumstances. If the future 

is genuinely open – when and how could it ever be said that Ella actually never dies? At the 

end of time?244 It seems that it can never be the case that Ella has never died. Instead, it rather 

seems that it will merely always be open whether or not Ella will die.  

One way to make things a bit easier is to imagine that Ella’s disposition to die is a bit less 

like our human killability and a bit more like the disposition of that person who could only die 

 
243 I will get back to this in section VII.4. 
244 If the earth and the universe stop existing at some point, Ella would presumably also have to stop existing. Does 

that mean that it is actually physically impossible for her to never die?  
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on one specific Tuesday. Putting aside questions about whether such a person is truly 

contingently mortal, imagine that Ella’s disposition to die is such that after some point in time 

it becomes impossible to be triggered.245 All its triggering conditions have already passed. This 

means that, after this moment, we can very well say that Ella actually never dies – even if the 

future is still genuinely open. However, such a case is clearly a bit strange and very unlike our 

human condition (at least as it is right now).  

But this example at least shows that the question about what happens in the third scenario 

if Ella actually never dies does make sense. Note that, other than the evaluation of Ella’s 

contingent mortality from the first scenario, the current account does not make its (dis)value 

depend on the badness of Ella’s actual death. Since VE(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di) n
i=1 is based 

on an expected value calculation, it will be the same, regardless of whether Ella ends up actually 

dying or not.246 This entails that Ella’s contingent mortality could also be bad for her (on this 

account) even if she actually never dies. Is this plausible? I believe so. Even if Ella ends up 

lucky and actually escapes death forever, it was and always is a real possibility. She is running 

around with this risk. And – like I already said in the first scenario – if she were my child, I 

would rather she did not. However, in the first scenario, this intuition was outweighed by the 

fact that the future was determined – that it was determined that Ella would never die. In that 

case, I conceded that Ella’s contingent mortality may not be bad for her under such 

circumstances – since there was no real risk. The current situation is different from that. There 

is a real risk.  

One might try to explain away the intuition that Ella’s disposition to die would still be 

bad for her (even if never manifested) by pointing out that Ella could not possibly know that 

she would never die and thus had to live with the felt possibility and risk (including the 

corresponding fear, precautions, etc.). But I do not think that this strategy works in the current 

third scenario. Because it is and was not merely a felt risk – instead, it is and was a real risk, 

since it is and was genuinely open how things would go. Ella not knowing whether or not she 

will die is not merely based on certain epistemic limitations but in a genuine openness. In that, 

her epistemic situation differs from the one in the first scenario. Thus, I conclude that the current 

account of evaluating Ella’s contingent mortality based on the expected value of its death-

 
245 Thanks to Thomas Schmidt for suggesting an example like this to me. 
246 And it will also be the same independently of whether she ends up dying a terrible death or a not so bad death. 

I will get back to this in section VIII.1. 
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related consequences does deliver the correct result even in the case where Ella actually never 

dies: Her contingent mortality is still bad for her.  

 

VII.3 Necessary Mortality in the Third Scenario 

Let us now turn to Ella’s necessary mortality. Since Ella has not (yet) died and the future is 

genuinely open, Ella’s limited life-expectancy becomes especially interesting and relevant, 

since it is the one death-related thing that is settled in these circumstances. Ella’s disposition to 

die will be manifested eventually. Some event of type death will occur, Ella will die eventually 

– even if it is not (yet) settled how.  

Previously, we evaluated Ella’s limited life-expectancy by looking at the guaranteeing 

role that it played in the occurrence of her actual (token-)death d. On a first glance, this approach 

may now seem blocked since Ella has not (yet) died. However, remember that, even before, 

Ella’s necessary mortality did not guarantee that the specific (token-)death d would occur, it 

guaranteed that some event of the same type as d (namely of the type “Ella’s death”) would 

occur. And that is still the case now. Ella’s necessary mortality guarantees that some event of 

type death will occur eventually – at least one of the possible ways in which Ella can die (i.e., 

one of the possible token-deaths di) will end up happening.  

 

VII.3.1 The Anticipatory Account of the Badness of Necessary Mortality  

Ella’s necessary mortality guarantees that there is a certain kind of event in her future. All we 

know about this (token-)event is that it is of the type “Ella’s death”. We have seen above that 

we can actually ascribe some (dis)value to that type of event – we can evaluate it based on the 

counterfactual evaluations of all the different ways in which it could be instantiated, and how 

likely they are in comparison to one another: VE(type-death) = 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗n

i=1

VE(di). Assume now that Ella’s death – conceived of as a type of event – is actually bad (that 

is, VE(type-death) is actually negative). Then we can say that Ella’s necessary mortality 

guarantees a bad type of event. It guarantees the occurrence of a (token-)event about which 

nothing is yet settled save the fact that it will be of a type that is generally bad for Ella.  
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But if the type of event of Ella’s death is generally bad for her, then it seems plausible to 

say that Ella’s limited life-expectancy is already bad for her now, because it guarantees the 

occurrence of some future bad. For one, if all the di are indeed bad for Ella, then her being 

necessarily mortal means that there is definitely a bad thing in store for her. But even if this is 

not the case – even if there are some di that are not bad for Ella – if the type of event of her 

death is generally bad for her, if VE(type-death) is negative, I believe it makes sense to say that 

there is a bad type of event in Ella’s future: It is settled that she will die some death and all that 

is furthermore fixed about this death – this token-event – is that it will be of this bad type. Ella’s 

future holds something bad for her because she is necessarily mortal. We could say that Ella’s 

necessary mortality “pulls a future bad into the present”. Through her necessary mortality her 

future death – conceived of now as a type of event – is already bad for her now because her 

limited life-expectancy guarantees that she will die (that is, that some di will happen). And I 

find it plausible to say that because her necessary mortality has this effect, it itself is also bad 

for Ella – and bad for her now (while she is still alive) – and that this badness is inherited from 

the future bad that it guarantees. This is the upshot of what I shall call the Anticipatory Account 

of the badness of necessary mortality.  

To make this suggestion more plausible, consider other examples of guarantees of bad 

things: My cookie jar – currently full of delicious chocolate chip cookies – is, unfortunately, 

finite. It will be empty eventually. And that it will be empty eventually is already guaranteed 

now (since I love cookies). I think it is bad for me that my cookie jar is finite – that it’s finiteness 

guarantees that I will eventually run out of cookies – and I believe that this badness is derived 

from the fact that it is bad for me to have no more cookies (which, in turn, is presumably based 

in the goodness of the cookies).247 Thus, the finiteness of the cookie jar anticipates the badness 

of having no more cookies – even before I have actually run out of cookies.248 And because of 

this, the finiteness of the cookie jar is already bad for me now. Another example is next week’s 

dentist appointment for a root canal. The appointment guarantees that you will undergo a 

painful procedure next week – which is presumably at least pro tanto bad for you (although it 

may be overall good for you). Thus, the dentist appointment anticipates next week’s bad thing 

– and thereby pulls it into the present. Because you have the appointment, the painful procedure 

 
247 Note how the cookie jar thus lends itself to a sort of deprivation account: The finiteness of my cookie jar 

deprives me of more delicious cookies, that I would have gotten to enjoy, had my cookie jar not been finite – or, 

at least, bigger! (I am here assuming that I obviously cannot bake more cookies than fit in my cookie jar).  
248 What I have in mind when I speak of anticipation is the German “Vorwegnahme” – “es nimmt das Übel 

vorweg.” 
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is in a sense already bad for you now – and similarly, the appointment itself is bad for you 

because it has this effect. 

 

VII.3.2 The (Dis)Value of Necessary Mortality  

Thus, I suggest that the badness of a guarantee – like Ella’s necessary mortality – is an 

anticipatory evil.249 By guaranteeing that some bad type of event will happen in the future, it 

pulls this bad thing into the present. In a sense, it is already bad now. And because the guarantee 

anticipates the future bad in this way, it too is bad (for the relevant person). It inherits (some 

of) the badness of the future bad that it anticipates. But, once again, probably not all of it, but 

merely a fraction. Therefore, some weakening factor is once more required: The badness of the 

guarantee is a weakened version of the badness of the guaranteed (future) thing. Ella’s 

necessary mortality is bad for her because it anticipates the badness of her death, and Ella’s 

necessary mortality inherits some of that badness which it has pulled into the present. Using the 

(dis)value ascribed to the type of event of Ella’s death in the previous section, we can thus 

determine the (dis)value of her necessary mortality as a fraction of it: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗

𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟-𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ℎ).250 And inserting the formula developed for VE(type-death) gives us: 

VE(NM) = Y ∗ 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1 . But since we are currently assuming that Ella 

is necessarily mortal, P[type-death] = 1. Thus, we can conclude that, based on the arguments 

 
249 Note that my Anticipatory Account of the badness of necessary mortality is different from the anticipatory 

account of the badness of death that Rosenbaum (1986, 132) discusses and ultimately rejects: The latter concerns 

the idea that it is the negative feeling of anticipating one’s future death which is bad about death. Rosenbaum 

rejects this idea by stating that while this may be a genuine evil, it is not experienced while dead and thus does not 

show that death itself is bad. When I talk of how necessary mortality anticipates the event of one’s death I am not 

concerned with any emotion or feeling of anxiety that the relevant person may have at this prospect. And I do not 

think that Rosenbaum would object to my claim that the badness of necessary mortality is a badness of anticipation 

(in my sense) – which, by the way, if experienced by the person, is indeed experienced while she is necessarily 

mortal. 
250 Note again that I have here too stuck with the letter Y used in the first and second scenario to denote the 

weakening factor between zero and one. This is because (albeit different) I still believe the Anticipatory Account 

to be similar enough to the guaranteeing approach that it seems plausible to me that the fraction of (dis)value 

inherited by Ella’s necessary mortality should be the same. But if this is not the case, we can substitute the Y for 

a Y*. The other remarks about the use of the formulas and the assumption of cardinal measurability apply here as 

well.  
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from the Anticipatory Account and the formula for VE[type-death], we can determine the 

(dis)value of Ella’s necessary mortality for her like this:  

VE(NM) = Y ∗ VE(type-death) = Y ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1   

Note once more that this formula is very similar to the one that we developed for Ella’s 

contingent mortality – the weakening factor is actually the only difference. Based on the tight 

connection between VE(type-death) and EVE(type-death), this is no surprise, but I will get back 

to it momentarily. For now, note that the reasoning behind the two approaches is nevertheless 

rather different. However, the current approach for evaluating Ella’s necessary mortality is 

similar to the one developed for her contingent mortality in that it too looks at the class of all 

possible (token-)deaths, focuses on the calculation (and thus the question how bad Ella’s 

necessary mortality is for her), delivers a precise value (number) and requires quite a lot 

(namely that we know the precise (dis)values and conditional probabilities of all the di).  

Furthermore, deriving the (dis)value of Ella’s necessary mortality from the (dis)value 

ascribed to the type of event of her death means that the badness of her necessary mortality will 

vary based on the circumstances she finds herself in – just as the badness of her contingent 

mortality does – but it will do so in a more limited way. How likely Ella is to die at all does not 

play a role – unsurprisingly, since that much is guaranteed if she is necessarily mortal. However, 

VE(type-death) and consequently VE(NM) will vary based on how bad her individual token-

deaths are in general and how likely they are in relation to one another. Ella’s death – conceived 

of as a type of event – as well as her limited life-expectancy will be worse for her in a world in 

which deaths are typically very gruesome, and they will be worse in a world in which the 

gruesome deaths are more likely than the not-so-horrible ones (as compared to a world in which 

this is the other way around). All that seems correct to me. To see this, consider once more our 

breakable cup and assume that it is indeed bound to break. Imagine, furthermore, that the cup 

can only break while washing it or while drinking out of it and that the latter is worse (because 

it means that you will be drenched in hot tea). That the cup is bound to break is worse for you 

if your world is one where all cups break while being drunk out of than if it was a world where 

they all break while they are being washed. And it is worse in a world in which the breaking-

while-drinking is much more likely to occur than the breaking-while-washing than in a world 

where these probabilities are reversed. Thus, I believe that the way in which the (dis)value of 

Ella’s mortality varies on the Anticipatory Account with the (dis)value ascribed to the type of 

event of her death is plausible.  
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Furthermore, I believe that the Anticipatory Account is different from the guaranteeing-

approach that we have developed in the first scenario. Saying that the guarantee of a bad type 

of event pulls that kind of bad thing into the present is different from saying that the guarantee 

of a type of event is indirectly involved in the occurrence of a token-event that instantiates that 

type of event. Nevertheless, I believe that the Anticipatory Account and the guaranteeing-

approach are similar in spirit. It is just that they are built for different scenarios. We can see this 

when we consider whether we could apply the Anticipatory Account in the first and second 

scenario: When the occurrence of a specific token-event d is already settled – either because we 

are assuming determinism or because it has already occurred – then the fact that Ella’s necessary 

mortality also guarantees/d the occurrence of an event of the same type is only relevant in the 

sense that this (token-)death d, which is set to occur, falls under this type. But this is exactly 

what the guaranteeing-approach draws on. Put differently, Ella’s limited life-expectancy cannot 

really “pull a future bad into the present” when this bad has either already happed or its specific 

instantiation was determined from the start and in that sense already always “present”. But it 

can (have) contribute(d) to the occurrence of that (token-)event.  

Unfortunately, I also believe that the circle-worry of the guaranteeing-approach does 

resurface for the Anticipatory Account again, because – as we have seen above – it still seems 

plausible that the presence of Ella’s necessary mortality affects the evaluations of all the 

possible (token-)deaths di, which then in turn determine the (dis)value ascribed to the type of 

event of Ella’s death VE(type-death) and ultimately the (dis)value of her necessary mortality 

VP(NM). I still do not see a solution for this problem, except for questioning the death-first 

assumption in general – an approach that I will sketch in chapter IX. 
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VII.4 Why Are the Results for Contingent and Necessary Mortality 

So Similar? 

As mentioned above, it is striking that, although the reasoning behind their evaluations is 

different, Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality are ultimately assigned almost the same 

(dis)value (that is, formula) in the third scenario.251 The only difference is the weakening factor:  

VE(CM) = X ∗ EVE(type-death) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1   

VE(NM) = Y ∗ VE(type-death) = Y ∗ 1
P[type-death] ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n

i=1   

              =1 (because of NM) 

However, if we remember how similar EVE(type-death) and VE(type-death) actually are, 

this result is no longer very surprising: We have seen above that VE(type-death) =
1

P[type-death] ∗ EVE(type-death). Now, when Ella is contingently and necessarily mortal (as she 

is in this current scenario), 1
P[type-death] becomes 1 and EVE(type-death) and VE(type-death) are 

equivalent.  

And this makes sense: EVE(type-death) accounts for two kinds of variation or openness 

– namely whether any death will occur and which one it will be. VE(type-death), on the other 

hand, only accounts for one kind of variation – namely which death will occur (and it abstracts 

away from the other kind of variation by use of the factor 1
P[type-death]). If Ella is necessarily 

mortal, this first kind of variation or openness – namely, whether Ella will die any death at all 

– is removed. If Ella is necessarily mortal, some event of type death will necessarily occur. This 

means that VE(type-death)’s preceding factor is no longer required – it becomes 1. And 

EVE(type-death) now only needs to account for one kind of openness – specifically the same 

one as VE(type-death) – namely which specific (token-)death will occur. Thus, their values 

become the same.  

In a sense, the meaning of the expected value EVE(type-death) shifts when Ella is also 

necessarily mortal: Instead of estimating the prospect of death (conceived of as a type of event) 

under circumstances where it is unclear whether it will happen and what it will look like, it is 

 
251 This of course only holds if Ella is contingently and necessarily mortal. Notably, the formulas from the previous 

scenarios were also rather similar – but there it was less striking since they were much simpler to begin with. I will 

get back to this at the end of this section.  
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now merely estimating the (dis)value of a type of event that – at least as a type of event – is 

guaranteed to occur. And to me it also makes sense to associate the former interpretation of the 

expected value with Ella’s contingent mortality (which is a risk factor and brings up a certain 

possibility) and the second one with Ella’s necessary mortality (which is an unspecified 

guarantee). Thus, when Ella is necessarily mortal, we could also determine how bad this is for 

her by directly using the expected value EVE(type-death) instead of employing VE(type-death) 

as suggested by the approach above: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟-𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ℎ). Because the expected 

value EVE(type-death) shifts in meaning depending on whether the relevant type of event is 

guaranteed or not, when Ella is necessarily mortal, it can be used to determine how bad this is 

for her: It can play the role of accounting for the variation in the di that is still involved when 

Ella’s necessary mortality inherits (part of) the badness of what it guarantees. This shift in the 

meaning of the expected value EVE(type-death) is also reminiscent of my remark from above, 

that when Ella is also necessarily mortal, her contingent mortality loses part of its meaning and 

relevance.  

What does all of this mean for the evaluation of Ella’s contingent and necessary 

mortality? I interpret things this way: The sum ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1  – the part that VE(type-

death) and EVE(type-death) have in common – is ultimately used to account for an element of 

openness or variation. An openness, that is – in different ways – present in Ella’s contingent 

and necessary mortality: on the one hand, the if-and-which-openness that is present when Ella 

is merely contingently mortal; and, on the other hand, the which-openness that we are left with 

when Ella is also necessarily mortal. Ella’s contingent mortality – being the disposition to die 

and thus entailing the possibility of death – obviously comes with this kind of openness (either 

one or the other, depending on whether Ella is also necessarily mortal). But necessary mortality 

also involves some openness, because even if Ella is bound to die eventually, it is still open 

which specific (token-)death she will suffer. And, notably, if Ella is contingently and necessarily 

mortal, the same kind of openness is relevant for both of them – namely, the which-openness 

(that is, which specific token-death Ella will end up suffering).  

I think this is why the formulas for determining the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent and 

necessary mortality are ultimately so similar. At the bottom of it, the badness of both is based 

on the badness of all the possible token-deaths that Ella could suffer – that is why we determine 

their (dis)value by a weighted sum of the (dis)values of all the token-deaths. It is merely the 

reasoning behind this that differs for Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality. For Ella’s 

disposition to die, the reasoning has to do with the enabling role that it would play for any death 
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that could occur in the future – and the mentioned openness is relevant when we try to estimate 

how bad the prospect of these future consequences is for Ella. For Ella’s necessary mortality, 

the reasoning is provided by the Anticipatory Account – how Ella’s limited life-expectancy 

pulls her future death (conceived of as a type of event) into the present – and the openness 

shows up when we try to determine the (dis)value of the type of event of her death, which can 

be manifested in so many different ways. This different reasoning may well be reflected in 

different preceding factors X and Y. But nevertheless, we are left with formulas that look very 

much the same in the end. This only shows that, albeit helpful, the formulas can only go so far 

to capture our results: In the end, it is not so much about how much (dis)value Ella’s contingent 

and necessary mortality inherit from her death, but why they do so. And this is where contingent 

and necessary mortality do differ.  

 

VII.5 Summary of the Results of the Third Scenario 

While I have already done so a bit just now, let me conclude by summarizing the findings of 

this chapter. We have started out noting that, under the assumptions that the future is genuinely 

open and that Ella has not (yet) died, we can obviously not evaluate her actual death because it 

has not (yet) occurred. We can, however, evaluate the possible ways in which Ella could die 

counterfactually. But since that is not fully satisfactory, I suggested turning to the type of event 

of her death instead. This type of event we can evaluate either by using an expected value 

calculation (EVE(type-death)) or by ascribing an estimated (dis)value to it that takes into 

account all the possible ways in which it could be manifested and how these relate to one 

another (VE(type-death)). I showed that the two are not that distinct but only differ in that the 

former takes into account how likely it is for Ella to die at all while the latter abstracts away 

from that. Nevertheless, since these are evaluations of an abstract type of event instead of 

something truly a part of Ella’s life, there was some motivation to turn to her (contingent and 

necessary) mortality as a way in which Ella’s death could be bad for her while she is still alive.  

As for Ella’s contingent mortality, I adapted the enabling-approach from the previous 

chapters to the current situation by turning from the actual consequences of Ella’s disposition 

to die (i.e., her actual death) to its possible consequences (i.e., all the possible ways in which 

she could die) and estimating that prospect by once more invoking the expected value of the 

type of event of her death EVE(type-death). Since Ella’s contingent mortality would enable any 
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death she actually ended up suffering, it seemed plausible to ascribe to it a fraction of said to-

be-expected badness: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁) = 𝑋𝑋 ∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟-𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ℎ) = 𝑋𝑋 ∗ ∑ 𝑃𝑃[𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖] ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖)𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 . This 

meant that the (dis)value of Ella’s mortality would vary with the expected value of the type of 

event of her death, which I deemed plausible. I then continued to show how the same result can 

be reached when considering contingent mortality as a kind of risk factor, since the badness of 

a risk factor is plausibly derived from the expected value of the kind of event that is risked. We 

then saw how the additional presence of necessary mortality would (still) affect the (dis)value 

of Ella’s contingent mortality by affecting the probabilities and evaluations of the individual 

(token-) deaths. But since both effects were contrary to each other, this at least left some room 

for the possibility that we might be able to avoid the unwelcome consequence that Ella’s 

necessary mortality makes her contingent mortality less bad. Finally, I pointed out that the 

current approach suggests that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her even if she ends up 

never dying, and I argued that this is plausible because, even if she ends up lucky, being 

contingently mortal does expose her to a very real risk.  

We then moved on to Ella’s necessary mortality. I presented an alternative to the no-

longer-feasible guaranteeing-approach in the shape of the Anticipatory Account, arguing that 

guarantees like Ella’s limited life-expectancy anticipate the future bad that they guarantee and 

are bad because of it. Ella’s necessary mortality should thus inherit part of the (dis)value of the 

bad type of event that it pulled from the future into the present: 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗

𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟-𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓ℎ) = 𝑌𝑌 ∗ ∑ 𝑃𝑃[𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖] ∗ 𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖)𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1 . I pointed out how this means that the (dis)value 

of Ella’s necessary mortality would vary depending on how bad her possible deaths are in 

general and how likely they are compared to one another, and I argued that this is as it should 

be. However, even the Anticipatory Account was not immune against the circle-worry.  

Noting how the results for Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality are rather similar, I 

drew attention to the fact that EVE(type-death) and VE(type-death) account for two different 

kinds of openness regarding Ella’s death (if-and-which-openness vs. which-openness) – which 

fall together when Ella is both, contingently and necessarily mortal. Thus, both approaches are 

similar in that they ultimately use a weighted sum referring to all the possible ways in which 

Ella could die to deal with the openness of the third scenario. Nevertheless, the reasoning for 

why the resulting (dis)value can be ascribed to Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality is 

different in both cases.  

This concludes my discussion of the third scenario and the consequence-approach 

altogether. However, before we move on, I shall say something about how the (obviously 
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different) results from the different scenarios relate to each other and how we should interpret 

them.  
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VIII. Comparing the Results from the Different Scenarios 

Notably, we have gotten different results (and formulas) for the evaluation of Ella’s contingent 

and necessary mortality in the first and second scenario than we ended up with in the third 

scenario. I find it easiest to compare these in terms of the associated formulas: For Ella’s 

contingent mortality, the enabling approach applied to Ella’s actual death left us with VE(CM) =

X ∗ VE(d) in the first and second scenario, while its extension to her possible deaths gave us 

𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1  in the third scenario. For Ella’s necessary mortality, the 

guaranteeing-approach referring to her actual death gave us VE(NM) = Y ∗ VE(d) in the first 

and second scenario, while the Anticipatory Account that drew on all her possible deaths led to 

𝑉𝑉𝐸𝐸(NM) = Y ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1  in the third scenario. The central difference between the 

evaluations from the first/second scenario and the third one is that the former refer merely to 

Ella’s actual (token-)death d, while the latter take into account all the possible token-deaths di 

that Ella could end up suffering. In what is to follow, I shall thus speak of the actual-death-

evaluation on the one hand and the possible-deaths-evaluation on the other.252  

The difference between the two is explained by the nature of the different scenarios: If it 

is a settled matter whether or not Ella dies and how exactly that will happen – either because it 

is determined from the start (like in the first scenario) or because it has already happened (like 

in the second) – the badness of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality can be – and is – 

derived from the badness of this specific token-event. If, however, Ella’s actual death is not yet 

settled – because there is no determinism, and it has not yet happened – we need to retreat to an 

approach that refers to all of the possible ways in which Ella could die instead. Although the 

different results can thus be explained in this way, the question invites itself how they relate to 

each other, whether they can come into conflict, and – if that is the case – which one of the two 

is the correct or, at least, superior one.  

What we can note right away is that the first scenario does indeed differ rather 

fundamentally from the other two scenarios in its assumption of determinism. I do believe that 

if the world that Ella lives in is deterministic, the badness of her contingent and necessary 

mortality should in fact be derived exclusively from the (dis)value of her actual death. If Ella’s 

world is deterministic, then she was destined to die that specific death in that specific way since 

the beginning of the universe. There were no real alternatives. Her contingent and necessary 

 
252 Not to be confused with the evaluation of Ella’s actual/possible death(s).  
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mortality are only truly relevant for her in their relation to the fixed way in which she would 

eventually die.253 Thus, in this case, we should disregard all the other possible ways in which 

Ella could have died – if there even are such ways (in any meaningful sense), since there may 

be only one possible course of world-history, namely the actual one, in the first scenario. 

 

VIII.1 Actual or Possible Death(s)? 

The second and third scenario, however, are similar in that we do not assume determinism in 

either, and they only differ in that Ella has already died in the second scenario while she is still 

alive in the third. Nevertheless, the second scenario suggests looking merely at Ella’s actual 

(token-)death, while the third scenario turns to all her possible (token-)deaths. Is this a problem?  

Note, first, that there is only some real difference here if the contrast is between drawing 

exclusively on Ella’s actual death on the one hand and looking at all the possible ways in which 

she could die on the other. After all, Ella’s actual death d is also one of the possible ways in 

which she could die (only that it is also how she actually did die). With this caveat in place, let 

us once more start with Ella’s contingent mortality.  

The first thing to note is that there is something to be said in favor of both the actual-

death- and the possible-deaths-evaluations: On the one hand, we have seen that it does seem 

plausible that the (dis)value ascribed to Ella’s contingent mortality VE(CM) should vary with 

whatever death she ends up dying. I have argued that we intuitively judge Ella’s disposition to 

die to be much worse if her (actual) death ends up being rather gruesome (or particularly 

premature), than if it was more of a blessing.254 Since the expected value of Ella’s death (taken 

as a type of event) – which refers to all the possible ways in which she could have died – is 

presumably the same in both cases, this means that the (dis)value of her actual death must play 

a central role for the evaluation of her contingent mortality, since it is the only place where the 

two cases differ. Nevertheless, and on the other hand, it seems that all the different token-deaths 

di are or (later) were genuinely possible. Ella could have easily ended up dying some other death 

than she actually did (other than in the first scenario, were everything was predetermined from 

 
253 Disregarding other side-effects like e.g., that not knowing how she would die may make her take certain 

uncomfortable precautions in certain situation.  
254 See chapter VI.2 where I compared a premature death in a car accident to one at very old age after having grown 

tired of life. 
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the start). Thus, should we really tie the (dis)value of her contingent mortality exclusively to 

the badness of the way she actually dies (as suggested by the actual-death-evaluation)? 

Furthermore, note that if we take the badness of Ella’s contingent mortality to depend 

exclusively on the badness of her actual death, this also means that her disposition to die would 

then only be bad for Ella if she actually ended up dying. If she does not, her contingent mortality 

would also not be bad for her. I have pointed out before that this claim clashes with my 

intuitions.255 To me, the risk of death is bad for Ella even if she ends up being lucky and evading 

death forever. We can strengthen this point by once more considering some of the other 

(presumably bad) dispositions: Alex’s irascibility may actually never be triggered, because he 

is very lucky in that everyone around him happens to be extraordinarily considerate and perfect. 

Nevertheless, I would still say that his disposition – although it happens to never actually be 

triggered – is still bad for the people around him (and possibly also himself). We could compare 

him to a contact mine, that – although it never actually explodes – still seems to put the people 

around it in danger, which – to me – seems enough to consider its presence to be bad for them. 

Or remember Mika, who (maybe due to a childhood trauma) has the weird psychological 

disposition of reacting with a very painful seizure whenever he hears the word “balloon”. It 

appears that this disposition is bad for Mika. And I would still judge it to be bad for him even 

if he actually never hears the word “balloon” and thus never experiences any such seizure. His 

carrying around this risk is still bad for him. And the same seems to be true for Ella’s contingent 

mortality. Looking at all of Ella’s possible deaths instead of merely her actual death can capture 

this.  

It is interesting to note that the problem we are facing here is very similar to what has 

come to be known as the problem of moral luck: If a negligent driver fails to check his brakes 

and almost runs over a kid but gets lucky and does not (although he could have easily done so), 

should we judge his behavior on the basis of what actually happened (nothing) or what could 

have happened (something terrible)?256 Ella’s contingent mortality seems similar: Even if Ella 

actually ends up dying a death that is not all that bad (and maybe even good), or if she evades 

death forever, being contingently mortal means that she could have also died in a number of 

other – and possibly – horrible ways. Should the evaluation of her disposition to die then only 

 
255 See section V.2.5 and VII.2.4. I did retreat from this verdict in the first scenario since the assumption of 

determinism meant that dying was actually no real alternative, but I retained it in the third scenario where dying is 

a real alternative.  
256 See Williams (1981) and Nagel (1976, specifically pp. 28ff. for the example of the negligent driver).  
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refer to what actually happened – or to what could have happened? The similarity to the 

problem of moral luck means that we may well find some inspiration for how to deal with our 

issue in the corresponding literature. However, due to the limitations of this dissertation, I shall 

not go that way, but rather take a look at the role that timing plays in our current conundrum.  

 

VIII.2 The Timing Question 

In order to disentangle the two possible ways of evaluating Ella’s contingent mortality, I shall 

look at what they entail for the timing question. The timing question – which I have briefly 

mentioned in the preliminaries in the introduction – is commonly discussed in the debate about 

the badness of death: Presumably, it is not enough to explain how death can be bad for the 

person who dies, one must also say when it is bad for her.257 Indeed, there are six possible ways 

in which one can answer the timing question, and all of them have been defended and criticized 

in recent years:258 A person’s death may be bad for her before she dies (priorism),259 while she 

dies (concurrentism),260 after she has died (subsequentism),261 always (eternalism),262 at no 

specific point in time (indefinitism),263 and never, in the sense that the evil is timeless 

(atemporalism)264.  

We can now ask a similar timing question for Ella’s contingent mortality (and for her 

necessary mortality as well, but I shall get to that): When is Ella’s disposition to die bad for her? 

Plausibly, the same six kinds of answers are possible here, but I believe that for Ella’s 

 
257 These two issues are, however, obviously not independent. One reason for finding the evil of death puzzling 

stems from the fact that it seems hard to pin down when death should be bad for the person who dies: While she 

is still alive, she is not yet dead and after she has died, she is presumably no longer around and thus it seems that 

nothing could be bad for her (see, e.g., Bradley (2009, 73ff.) and of course Epicurus (1980, 59) to whom many of 

the traditional puzzles about the evil of death – including this one – date back to).  
258 For a good overview, see Johansson (2013) and Luper (2009).  
259 See, for example, Luper (2007 and 2009).  
260 See, for example, Lamont (1988).  
261 See, for example, Bradley (2009), whose version of the standard deprivation account I have been drawing on. 
262 See, for example, Feldman (1991 and 1992a), who provided the canonical version of the standard deprivation 

account (and also the one I have been using). 
263 See, for example, Nagel (1970) and Silverstein (1980).  
264 See, for example, Johansson (2013). Note that atemporalists (as well as maybe indefinitists) ultimately reject 

that one has to answer the timing question, that is, that all evils need to have temporal locations.  
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(contingent) mortality, two of them are the most salient: Ella’s disposition to die could be bad 

for her some time before she actually dies (that is, during her life, while she is contingently 

mortal), or some time after she has actually died (that is, when she is dead).265  

 

Priorism for the Possible-Deaths-Evaluation of Contingent Mortality266 

Let us now take a look at which of these two options seem most plausible for either of our two 

alternative ways of determining the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality. The idea behind 

what I have now labeled the possible-death-evaluation of Ella’s contingent mortality – the 

adaptation of the enabling-approach to a scenario where Ella has not yet died – was to estimate 

the badness of the consequences that Ella’s disposition to die could have for her. We treated 

her contingent mortality as a risk factor and employed an expected value calculation to 

determine how bad it was for her to be exposed to this risk.  

I thus find it very plausible to say that – in this sense, as a risk factor – Ella’s contingent 

mortality is bad for her before she has died, that is, while she is still alive, while she is 

contingently mortal and while she is exposed to the risk of dying. Her disposition to die – 

construed as a risk factor, the consequences of which we can only estimate – is bad for Ella 

while she is still alive. And even after she has died, we can say that it was bad for her that she 

was contingently mortal (back then, when she was still alive). I find it less plausible to say that 

her contingent mortality is still bad for Ella in this way after she has died. The reason for this 

is that, after her death has occurred, the openness that was inherent to this way of evaluating 

her contingent mortality has vanished.  

 

 

 
265 Or a combination of both. As for the others: While concurrentism immediately suggests itself in the case of 

death, I do not think that it is very intuitive to assume that Ella’s mortality is (only) bad for her while she dies. 

Indefinitism is more of a fringe position in general. Eternalism and atemporalism may indeed be viable alternatives 

but are in my opinion more plausible in the first scenario, that is, under the assumption of determinism: If Ella’s 

death is predetermined from the start, and her contingent mortality is bad because of it, it seems plausible to say 

that this is always the case (eternalism) or true in an atemporal way.  
266 Note that, when I speak of priorism for contingent mortality, I mean the claim that Ella’s contingent mortality 

is bad for her prior to her death (not prior to her contingent mortality). The same for all the other names of the 

different answers to the timing question.  
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Subsequentism for the Actual-Death-Evaluation of Contingent Mortality? 

Does this mean that we then – after Ella has died – switch to the evaluation that is merely based 

on her actual death instead? After all, that was the whole idea of the second scenario: that, after 

Ella has died, her contingent mortality was bad for her because it enabled her actual death – and 

that it should thus inherit (some of) the badness of this (token-)event. It seems natural to 

combine this with a subsequentist answer to the timing question: In the sense suggested by the 

actual-death version of the enabling approach, Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her after 

she has died.  However, if a person’s death is the end of her existence (as I am currently 

assuming), we may wonder whether her disposition to die can be bad for her after she has died 

– a time at which she herself no longer exists. This problem of the missing subject is well-

discussed in the case of death, and the solutions offered there might well be applicable to 

mortality too.267 While I cannot explore this route in much detail here, note that the most 

common way to solve this problem is to abandon subsequentism. That, however, would not 

help us right now.  

But even if the problem of the missing subject can be solved, I am still doubtful whether 

it is plausible to claim that a person’s contingent mortality is bad for her (in the sense specified 

by the enabling approach) after she has died. This is because the reasons that make 

subsequentism plausible in the case of death do not transfer to contingent mortality. Bradley, 

who is one of the strongest supporters of subsequentism for the badness of death, argues that a 

person’s actual death is bad for her for that time after her death during which she would have 

lived a happy life, had she not died when she in fact died.268 The idea is that a person’s death d 

is bad for her at those times at which she is actually “missing out” on things. And once she 

would have been dead “anyway” (that is, even if she had not died when she in fact died), her 

actual death stops being bad for her. While this reasoning fits well with a deprivation account 

of the badness of death like the one Bradley is defending, it does not make much sense in the 

case of contingent mortality: Ella’s disposition to die is not supposed to be bad because of what 

 
267 The problem of the missing subject famously dates back to Epicurus (1980). Good overviews of the problem 

and possible solutions can be found, for example, in McMahan (1988, 231ff.), Fischer (1993, 15ff.), Wittwer 

(2009, 56f.), and Luper (2021, section 3). The standard deprivation account is typically taken to be a solution to 

the problem of the missing subject, as in Nagel (1970, 4ff.) and Feldman (1992a, 144ff.), for example. 
268 Bradley (2009, 88ff.). 
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it deprives Ella of, but because of its enabling role in the occurrence of her (actual) death.269 

Thus, it seems that at least this kind of reasoning cannot be transferred to support subsequentism 

for the badness of contingent mortality. While this of course does not mean that there is no 

other way to argue that Ella’s disposition to die is bad for her after she has died (because of its 

enabling role), I do remain skeptical.  

Nevertheless, even if we assume that subsequentism is plausible for the actual-death-

evaluation of Ella’s contingent mortality, this leaves us with the strange picture where Ella’s 

contingent mortality changes in (dis)value in the moment of her death:270 While Ella is still 

alive, her disposition to die is bad for her as a risk factor, and we determine this badness by 

considering all possible token-deaths di. But once she has died, and the relevance of the 

alternative ways in which she could have died fall away (so to speak), we are left merely with 

her actual death d, and, while her contingent mortality continues to be bad for Ella after she has 

died, this badness is now merely inherited from her actual death d. I am not sure whether I find 

this picture plausible. However, it might still be preferable to its alternative – to which we shall 

now turn. 

 

Priorism for the Actual-Death-Evaluation of Contingent Mortality? 

If Ella’s contingent mortality is not bad for her in the way suggested by the actual-death-

evaluation (VE(CM) = X ∗ VE(d)) after her death, then maybe it is so before her death? But then 

we obviously get a real conflict with the possible-deaths-evaluation (VE(CM) = X ∗

∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1 ), for which we found priorism to be the most plausible answer to the timing 

question: then both kinds of evaluating Ella’s contingent mortality are supposedly applying at 

the same time (namely, before her actual death).  

However, the bigger problem is that the whole idea behind the actual-death-version of the 

enabling approach is that Ella’s contingent mortality inherits its badness from Ella’s actual 

 
269 Which in turn – of course – may be bad because of the associated deprivation (depending on what account of 

the badness of death we subscribe to). But I do not think that this is enough to hold that Ella’s contingent mortality 

is only bad for her at those times at which her death deprives her of good things she would have otherwise had.  
270 Or, alternatively, at the moment at which it becomes settled that and how she will die because the causal process 

leading to her death has proceeded far enough to make this result inevitable (which could plausibly happen even 

without determinism). This is what Luper (2009, 42f.) calls threshold death (as opposed to the denouement death 

– which denotes the moment when the dying process is completed).  
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death d. But while Ella is still alive, d has not yet occurred – and, since we have abandoned 

determinism, it is also not predetermined to occur. Thus, while Ella is still alive, it seems that 

the badness of her contingent mortality cannot be derived from the badness of d – because d 

has simply not yet happened. That was the whole reason why we developed the alternative 

approach that draws on all possible token-deaths di in the first place.  

Therefore, claiming that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it enables her 

actual death d before d has actually happened seems to commit us to holding that the badness 

of Ella’s contingent mortality can be determined by future factors that have not yet occurred.271 

Is this plausible? Maybe. Here are two others examples where something that has not yet 

happened seems to affect the present value of something: Being doused in fuel may be bad for 

you – and bad for you now – if you will be set on fire in the future.272 And in a reversed race 

where the last person to cross the finish line wins, my crossing the line when you have not done 

so may be bad for me, but that depends on your crossing it later (in the future).273 In general, 

this question about the dependence of value on future factors connects our current matters to 

the problem of future contingents: Is it true today that there will be a sea battle tomorrow – 

when it is contingent whether or not that will happen?274 Is it true today that Ella will die death 

d tomorrow – even if that is by no means a settled matter yet? If yes, then it might well be true 

that her contingent mortality is bad for her today because it will enable her actual death d 

tomorrow. Once more, I cannot get into the vast debate about future contingents here, but it 

might provide some insights for how to answer the timing question for contingent mortality – 

specifically when the evaluation of the latter is supposedly tied to Ella’s actual death.  

 

 
271 And are neither predetermined. 
272 This is a case of instrumental value where the effect has not yet taken place. Thanks to Daniele Bruno for this 

example.  
273 Thanks to Jared Parmer for this example. 
274 For an introduction to the problem of future contingents (including the famous example of the sea battle), see 

Øhrstrøm and Hasle (2020).  
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VIII.3 The Relation Between the Different Approaches for 

Contingent Mortality 

So where does this leave us when it comes to the relation between the possible-death-evaluation 

of Ella’s contingent mortality (VE(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1 ) and the actual-death-

evaluation (VE(CM) = X ∗ VE(d))? We could say that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her 

in the first sense before her death and the second sense after her death. But I am not sure whether 

I find this switching of value (and value-makers) very plausible. Alternatively, we could hold 

that Ella’s contingent mortality is only bad for her while she is still alive. But then it seems that 

our two approaches end up being properly competing alternatives and we have to decide 

between them. The problem of future contingents certainly speaks against the actual-death-

evaluation, as does the observation that it would counterintuitively entail that Ella’s contingent 

mortality is only bad for her if she actually ends up dying. Furthermore, we saw that drawing 

on the expected value of Ella’s death instead of merely the (dis)value of her actual death may 

also allow us to avoid the counterintuitive consequence that Ella’s necessary mortality makes 

her contingent mortality less bad.275 Thus, if we have to decide, the possible-deaths-evaluation 

(with the corresponding formula VE(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1 ) appears to be the more 

promising approach. Nevertheless, abandoning the actual-death-evaluation in favor of the 

possible-deaths-evaluation still leaves us – or at least me – with the uneasiness about the 

intuition that in some sense it still does matter what kind of death Ella actually ends up dying.  

Maybe there is a way of explaining away this intuition. Maybe the debate about moral 

luck can help. Alternatively, we could try to make room for both evaluations side by side. 

Maybe they refer to different kinds of value: The actual-death-evaluation (with its 

corresponding formula VE(CM) = X ∗ VE(d)) could give us the objective value of Ella’s 

contingent mortality, while the possible-deaths-evaluation (and VE(CM) = X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗n
i=1

VE(di)) delivers a more subjective value – one that is furthermore accessible to Ella herself with 

her epistemic limitations.276 While the former is concerned with how things actually turn out 

for the mortal person, the latter is more action-guiding, since it is concerned with the risks that 

come with being contingently mortal. If we could choose whether or not we wanted to become 

contingently mortal (like we could choose whether or not we wanted to participate in the 

 
275 See section VII.2.3. 
276 By “subjective value”, I do not mean personal value (that is, value for Ella), since I am only interested in that 

anyway. An interpretation like this of my results was suggested to me by Stefan Riedener.  
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lottery), it would be the possible-death-evaluation (with its use of the concept of expected 

value) that we should and, presumably, would turn to. This observation fits with my remark 

about how the risk approach of the third scenario seems especially relevant to us actually mortal 

human persons, since the third scenario mirrors the real-life circumstances in which we reflect 

upon our death and mortality while we are still alive, and do not know when and how we will 

die.  

In the same spirit, we might even want to combine both kinds of evaluations into one 

overall death-related evaluation of contingent mortality277: The easiest way would be to simply 

add up both the (dis)value derived from the badness of Ella’s actual death and the one derived 

from the expected value of her death conceived of as a type of event (that is, the one derived 

from the evaluation of all the possible ways in which she could die). Expressed in terms of the 

formulas: VE(CM) = X ∗ VE(d) + X ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VP(di)n
i=1 . However, this does raise some issues 

about whether we are double-counting the badness of Ella’s actual death (since her actual death 

d is also among the ways in which she could possibly die) and requires us to reconsider whether 

the weakening factor X is really exactly the same for both kinds of evaluations.  

Independently of whether it should be taken to such extremes, I find a solution that shows 

how both kinds of evaluations get at different things, and can thus stand side by side, the most 

attractive because it would allow us to have our cake and eat it – to preserve the supporting 

intuitions for either way of evaluating Ella’s contingent mortality. We could then say something 

like this: While it turned out that her contingent mortality was not actually bad for Ella, there 

was still something bad for her – namely, that it exposed her to a deadly risk. Nevertheless, the 

problem of future contingents remains.  

 

VIII.4 The Relation Between the Different Approaches for 

Necessary Mortality 

What can we say about the two corresponding ways of evaluating Ella’s necessary mortality – 

the actual-death-evaluation from the (first and) second scenario (VE(NM) = Y ∗ VE(d)) and the 

possible-deaths-evaluation from the third scenario (VE(NM) = Y ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗ VE(di)n
i=1 )? I do 

think that matters are simpler here, because I believe that the intuition that an evaluation of 

 
277 It is not a proper all-things-considered evaluation since we are still neglecting certain side-effects of mortality.  
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Ella’s limited life-expectancy should vary with whatever death she actually ends up dying is 

less strong than it is in the case of her contingent mortality.278 After all, Ella’s necessary 

mortality is a guarantee, not a risk factor.279 Thus, I am here very inclined to just abandon the 

actual-death-evaluation (and the corresponding formula VE(NM) = Y ∗ VE(d)) in favor of the 

possible-deaths-evaluation (and the corresponding formula VE(NM) = Y ∗ ∑ P[di] ∗n
i=1

VE(di)).  

As for the timing question, I find it plausible to say that Ella’s limited life-expectancy is 

bad in this way for Ella before her death and while she is still alive – because it is then that Ella 

has a limited life-expectancy. And there is more that speaks in favor of the possible-deaths-

evaluation. For one, priorism concerning the actual-death-evaluation of Ella’s necessary 

mortality is problematic due to the problem of future contingents: How can Ella’s necessary 

mortality be bad for her because of the badness of her actual death before the latter has even 

occurred? For another, priorism fits especially well with the Anticipatory Account that lays 

behind the possible-deaths-evaluation of Ella’s necessary mortality. If Ella’s limited life-

expectancy is bad for her because it pulls a future bad (i.e., her death) into the present, it makes 

sense to say that it is bad for her while said bad is still in the future, that is, while she is still 

alive. 

While I thus find a combination of priorism and the possible-deaths-evaluation most 

attractive for Ella’s necessary mortality (where the latter is supposed to replace the more basic 

evaluation referring exclusively to Ella’s actual death), I want to point out that it might 

nevertheless be worthwhile to also consider whether atemporalism or eternalism could be 

plausible for the badness of Ella’s necessary mortality: Maybe her limited life-expectancy is 

always bad for Ella or maybe it is bad for her in an atemporal way. Furthermore, I have to say 

that I find these answers to the timing question more promising in the case of necessary 

mortality than in the case of contingent mortality (where they are in principle also possible 

 
278 See section VI.3.1. 
279 The only risk involved in necessary mortality is that different specific deaths may differ in how bad they are. 

But I would not say that Ella’s limited life-expectancy is itself the corresponding risk factor. Instead, this risk is 

due to the fact that Ella’s necessary mortality does not settle everything.  
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options).280 The reason for this may once more lay in the fact that the property of having a 

limited life-expectancy is more meta than the disposition to die.  

 

VIII.5 Summary of the Comparison 

We have seen that the three different scenarios delivered three different ways for evaluating 

Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality – the fundamental difference being whether the 

(dis)value was derived exclusively from the badness of Ella’s actual death or from the 

evaluation of all the possible ways in which she could die. While I noted that the first scenario 

may indeed be a separate case because its assumption of determinism distinguishes it starkly 

from the other two scenarios, we were nevertheless left with the question whether – under the 

assumption that the world is not deterministic – we should determine the (dis)value of Ella’s 

contingent and necessary mortality based on her actual or possible death(s).  

Starting with contingent mortality, I noted that there is indeed intuitive support for either 

option, and I pointed out how the issue is thus similar to the problem of moral luck. In 

attempting to find a new angle on the problem, I turned to the timing question and suggested to 

take a look at what the respective actual-death- and possible-deaths-evaluation would say about 

when Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her. Treating priorism and subsequentism as the 

main contenders, I pointed out that priorism is the most plausible answer to the timing question 

for the possible-deaths-evaluation: If the disposition to die is treated as a risk factor for death, 

it makes sense to say that it is bad for the mortal person while she is still alive, that is, before 

she dies. However, for the actual-death-evaluation, neither subsequentism nor priorism seemed 

ideal: Claiming that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her after she has died because it 

enabled her actual death seemed unattractive because of the problem of the missing subject, 

and because the reasons that made subsequentism attractive in the case of death do not transfer 

to mortality. Furthermore, the idea that we would switch from a possible-deaths-evaluation 

(before death) to an actual-death-evaluation (after death) in the moment of Ella’s death did not 

seem particularly plausible. But adopting priorism for the actual-death-evaluation instead – 

thus stating that Ella’s disposition to die is bad for her before she has died and because of its 

 
280 This is independent from the fact that I find atemporalism or eternalism the most plausible answer to the timing 

question for both contingent and necessary mortality in the first scenario, where all the events occurring in our 

world are determined from the start.  
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relation to her actual death – did not fare much better: We not only immediately encountered 

the problem of future contingents (how can Ella’s actual death determine the (dis)value of her 

contingent mortality before it has happened), but also ended up with a real conflict between the 

actual-death- and the possible-deaths-evaluation since they would then have to apply at the 

same time. This would force us to decide between the two and, while in this case the possible-

deaths-evaluation seemed the more promising choice, I pointed out that this would nevertheless 

leave some of our intuitions on the table. Consequently, I was drawn to the idea of making room 

for both kinds of evaluations by arguing that they “get at different things” and can thus stand 

next to each other. But the problem of future contingents remains.  

It seemed that, for Ella’s necessary mortality, things were a bit easier: Since the intuition 

that the (dis)value of Ella’s necessary mortality should vary with whatever death she actually 

ends up dying was way less strong here than in the case of contingent mortality, I simply opted 

for abandoning the actual-death-evaluation in favor of the possible-death-evaluation. This 

decision was strengthened by the observation that the Anticipatory Account (which lays at the 

heart of the possible-deaths-evaluation for necessary mortality) and the independently plausible 

priorism go especially well together: Ella’s limited life-expectancy is bad for her while she is 

still alive because it pulls the (estimated) bad of her future death into the present.  

Nevertheless, we see that a lot of issues remain, not only here but also earlier – mainly in 

the form of the circle-worry for necessary mortality. I have pointed out before that this may 

motivate one to abandon the death-first-assumption altogether and search for an alternative way 

of explaining the evaluative relationship between death and mortality. Thus, before I turn to the 

shaping-the-world-approach for evaluating Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality – which 

is, while very different from the consequence-approach, still a death-first approach – I want to 

take a quick moment for a little excursion into what an alternative to the death-first approach 

could look like. I want to do this now because the following sketch was indeed developed out 

of the consequence-approach and is thus closer to what we are now leaving than to what we 

shall turn to afterwards.  
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IX. Excursion: The Disjunctive Account 

One recurring issue in the previous investigation has been that the death-first assumption – 

which takes it that the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality should be derived 

from the (dis)value of her death – does not seem to sit well with the observation that the 

presence of Ella’s necessary mortality appears to change the light in which we see any death 

she does or may end up dying. For Ella’s contingent mortality we got the unintuitive result that 

her disposition to die should be less bad for her when it is also bound to be manifested 

eventually.281 And, for her necessary mortality, the circle-worry drew attention to the 

concerning fact that the presence of Ella’s limited life-expectancy seemed to affect the 

evaluation of that very same property.  

These issues may lead us to question the death-first assumption itself. I am indeed very 

intrigued by this issue and especially by the idea of replacing it with a necessary-morality-first 

(NM-first) approach, which treats the property of having a limited life-expectancy as the 

fundamentally bad thing. In the end, I believe this might very well be the more correct way of 

putting things – and I will say a bit more about this in the conclusion and outlook. For now, and 

due to the limitations of this dissertation, I shall merely sketch one possible way of what such 

an account could look like, and how it could maybe solve the tensions we are currently facing. 

For the sake of simplicity, I shall first present what I will call the Disjunctive Account with 

reference to Ella’s actual death (as we would have it in the first and second scenario) and then 

explain how it could easily be extended to all the possible (token-)deaths di that we turned to in 

the third scenario.   

 

IX.1 The Disjunctive Account for Death 

If we were to drop the death-first assumption in favor of an NM-first approach, we would claim 

that when necessary mortality is present, the badness of Ella’s actual death d is not merely 

affected by, but is indeed derived from, the badness of Ella’s necessary mortality – that is, that 

 
281 Although, as we have seen, this problem might be avoided by an evaluation that draws on all of Ella’s possible 

deaths instead of merely her actual death.  
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VE(d) is derived from VE(NM).282 We would thus be dropping the death-first assumption. 

Provided that we can find a new way to evaluate Ella’s necessary mortality that does not 

proceed along the lines of Ella’s necessary mortality somehow inheriting (some of) the badness 

of her death, the ensuing account would be NM-first instead.283  

As for deriving the (dis)value of Ella’s (actual) death VE(d) from the (dis)value of her 

necessary mortality VE(NM), the idea would presumably be that d is only bad as the contingent 

manifestation of a guaranteed type of event – and that what is really bad is that this type of 

event was guaranteed in the first place (i.e., that Ella was necessarily mortal). What is really 

bad for Ella is having a limited life-expectancy – where this means that her lifespan is 

necessarily limited. Her actual death d is merely the event of reaching that limit. The badness 

ascribed to d would then be ascribed to it because of this relation it has to Ella’s limited life-

expectancy – because it is the contingent manifestation of said limit. 

But if the badness of Ella’s actual death is derived from the (dis)value of her necessary 

mortality, the question arises of what would happen if she was not necessarily mortal.284 How 

would we evaluate her death then? Of course, we could say that – under those circumstances – 

her death is or was not bad for her at all. But that seems not very intuitive. Thus, I believe that 

we would ultimately be forced to adopt a disjunctive account. If Ella is necessarily mortal, then 

the (dis)value of her actual death VE(d) is derived from the (dis)value of her necessary mortality 

VE(NM) – while the latter is determined in some independent way. But if Ella is not necessarily 

mortal, VE(d) is determined in some other way – for example by using one of the usual accounts 

of the badness of death (such as the standard deprivation account).  

Moving from Ella’s actual death to the class of all her possible (token-)deaths di, we could 

plausibly say the same for the di in general: If Ella is necessarily mortal, the VE(di) are derived 

 
282 Note that I have already hinted at this possibility in footnote 192 in the first scenario.  
283 Note that having a NM-first account of the badness of necessary mortality does not necessarily mean that one 

also has to claim that the badness of the person’s actual death is then derived from the badness of her necessary 

mortality (like I am suggesting right now). It only means that her necessary mortality is evaluated in a way that 

does not primarily draw on its relation to death. Thus, the account of the badness of necessary mortality and the 

one for the badness of death could be properly independent from each other. However, in the present context, I am 

exploring the idea of turning the dependence around (instead of abandoning it altogether).  
284 Of course, human persons are currently (presumably) necessarily mortal. But the whole idea behind the 

observation that a person’s necessary mortality affects the (dis)value of her actual death assumed that it makes 

sense to compare a necessarily mortal Ella to an Ella that is not. And if we are aiming for an account that is 

applicable beyond human persons how they currently are, the question becomes even more pressing.  
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from the (dis)value of Ella’s limited life-expectancy VE(NM), because they are all just concrete 

ways in which the more important general limit can be reached. But if Ella is not necessarily 

mortal, the VE(di) are determined in some other way – plausibly just in the way described in 

previous chapters.  

I admit that such a disjunctive account seems terribly ad hoc – and that might speak 

against the prospects of an NM-first account that attempts to turn the direction of dependence 

upside down.285 One would certainly need some sort of argument for why the source of the 

badness of death flips in this way. One possible way to explain this may be to say that once we 

have genuine openness and necessary mortality, the particular event of a person’s death 

becomes less important and is overshadowed by her necessary mortality.286 But I am not sure 

if this is enough to make a disjunctive account plausible.  

However, at least such an account would resolve the tension expressed in the circle-

worry.287 The presence of Ella’s necessary mortality may still affect the badness of any     

(token-)event of her dying – indeed the (dis)values of the different ways in which Ella could 

die (VE(di)) would then be derived from the (dis)value of her necessary mortality (VE(NM)) – 

but since its own (dis)value (VE(NM)) is now determined in some independent way, this is no 

longer a problem. Ella’s necessary mortality is no longer (indirectly) affecting its own 

evaluation. Furthermore, it could still be true that a person’s actual death is less tragic if she 

was also necessarily mortal – namely if the two disjuncts of the account provide different 

evaluations of her (actual or merely possible token-) death(s), where they are less bad on the 

first one. Whether the disjunctive approach can also account for the intuition that Ella’s actual 

death is less bad in those circumstances because her death was inevitable remains to be seen 

(and depends on what explanation can be given for the flipping of the explanation of d’s badness 

in general).  

 

 
285 Again, an NM-first account of the badness of necessary mortality is not committed to claiming that the badness 

of d must then be derived from the (dis)value of necessary mortality.   
286 Referring back to the introduction, this would definitely mean that necessary mortality is more than a mere 

surrogate for death. 
287 The same would be true if the accounts for the badness of necessary mortality and death were completely 

independent. Although the presence of necessary mortality in that case might still affect the badness of the actual 

death (and do so without raising the circle-worry).  
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IX.2 The Disjunctive Account for Contingent Mortality  

Once we have such a disjunctive account for death, we can extend it to the evaluation of Ella’s 

contingent mortality as well. For one, we might be forced to do so: If we stick with deriving the 

(dis)value of her disposition to die (VE(CM)) from the (dis)value of either her actual death VE(d) 

or all her possible (token-)deaths VE(di), we will end up with a disjunctive account of VE(CM) 

as well, because the explanation and determination of these (dis)values varies with whether Ella 

is also necessarily mortal or not.288 However, if the disjunctive account for the event of Ella’s 

death (actual or merely possible) still maintains that it is less tragic – that is, less bad for her – 

when she is also necessarily mortal, we will still get the problematic result for her contingent 

mortality mentioned above: Since VE(CM) is derived from the (dis)value(s) of her (actual or 

possible) death(s) – and these are less bad when Ella is also necessarily mortal – Ella’s 

contingent mortality would have to be less bad for her in those circumstances as well. And that 

just seems counterintuitive. The disposition to die does not become less bad if it is also bound 

to be manifested. 

But, at this point, the idea of a disjunctive account might actually provide a solution – 

albeit only if we modify it even further. Instead of simply having the two disjunct evaluations 

of Ella’s death(s) leading to two corresponding disjunct evaluations of her contingent mortality, 

we could go one step further and directly develop two different ways of evaluating Ella’s 

contingent mortality depending on whether Ella is also necessarily mortal or not. There are two 

ways we could set up such a disjunctive account for the evaluation of Ella’s contingent 

mortality.  

Firstly, we could claim that when Ella is necessarily mortal, the (dis)value of her 

contingent mortality is directly derived from the (dis)value of her necessary mortality – without 

any detour over VE(d) or the VE(di). I believe the most promising route to take here would be 

to argue that Ella’s contingent mortality enables the property of her necessary mortality, 

because, without the disposition to die, there could be no meta-property of this disposition being 

necessarily manifested eventually. Ella’s contingent mortality would then be bad for her 

because of this enabling role. Note that the way in which the disposition to die is thereby taken 

to enable the property of it itself being necessarily manifested (that is, Ella’s limited life-

 
288 Just as we had it for the event of Ella’s death, this is again a more extreme version of the claim that the presence 

of Ella’s necessary mortality affects the (dis)value of her contingent mortality: It now does so not only because it 

affects VE(d) (or all VE(di)), but because it is (they are) derived from VE(NM) (when necessary mortality is present).  
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expectancy) is presumably different from the way in which it was taken to enable the occurrence 

of its manifestation (that is Ella’s actual or possible death).289 As for the second disjunct: If Ella 

is not necessarily mortal – but still contingently mortal – the (dis)value of the latter would have 

to be explained in some other way. Possibly in the same way as before, that is, with reference 

to the actual death d or all possible (token-)deaths di. 

This would solve the issue we have been facing: Since (at least) the first disjunct no longer 

makes any reference to the (actual or possible) event of Ella’s death, the effect that the latter is 

less bad when Ella is also necessarily mortal no longer automatically transmits to the evaluation 

of Ella’s contingent mortality as well. Moreover, we might even be able to account for the 

intuition that Ella’s contingent mortality is worse for her if it is also bound to occur: That it 

enables Ella’s necessary mortality could bestow more badness on Ella’s disposition to die than 

it inherits from the badness of her actual or possible death(s) when she is not necessarily mortal.  

This nicely leads to the second – and in my eyes superior – way in which we could spell 

out the disjunctive account for contingent mortality. By way of set-up, note that, even if Ella is 

also necessarily mortal, it seems plausible that, if she dies, her contingent mortality would still 

inherit some badness from the occurrence of her actual death because it is simply still the case 

that Ella’s disposition to die enabled the occurrence of d. And the same might even be true for 

the di in general.  

Thus, instead of completely replacing the reference to the event(s) of Ella’s death through 

a reference to Ella’s necessary mortality on the first disjunct, it seems more appropriate to say 

the following: If Ella is necessarily mortal, then her contingent mortality enables this property, 

while also enabling the occurrence of her actual death d – and possibly the di in general (where 

these have to be two different kinds of enabling). If Ella is not necessarily mortal, her contingent 

mortality only does the latter. Thus, if Ella is necessarily mortal, her disposition to die inherits 

some of the badness of her actual death d (or, alternatively, all her possible deaths) plus some 

of the badness of her limited life-expectancy.290 If Ella is not necessarily mortal, this additional 

badness vanishes.  

This move would still avoid the unwanted effect of Ella’s contingent mortality getting 

less bad if she is also necessarily mortal – the additional badness in the first disjunct can 

 
289 For one, while her death is an event, Ella’s limited life-expectancy is a property. 
290 We do have to be careful here that we are not double-counting the badness of Ella’s necessary mortality (since 

the badness of her death is derived from it on this new picture).  
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presumably counterbalance the diminution of the (dis)value(s) of her death(s) VE(d) and/or 

VE(di). And if it does more than mere counterbalancing, it could also account for Ella’s 

contingent mortality being even worse in these circumstances. Thus, this version of the 

disjunctive account for contingent mortality may well provide us with all the correct results. 

Moreover, I believe it to not only be better than the first version, but indeed be actually less ad 

hoc than the disjunctive account for death itself. If we adopt an NM-first approach and thus 

maintain that there is something fundamentally bad about having a limited life-expectancy – 

and whether or not we then also believe that the badness of a person’s death should be derived 

from that badness – it seems plausible that the disposition to die is not only involved in the 

occurrence of a person’s death, but also in the fact that she has a limited life-expectancy in the 

first place. Thus, both these factors should contribute to the badness of her contingent mortality 

– where the latter factor is obviously only available when she is indeed necessarily mortal.  

Of course, all of this has been very tentative, and it would require a lot more work to 

develop an alternative to the death-first assumption in general and this Disjunctive Account in 

particular. Nevertheless, I find it very interesting and hope to have laid out some possible routes 

for further research. With this being said, let us now return to the main thread and finally turn 

to the second (death-based) way in which we may evaluate a person’s contingent and necessary 

mortality – namely by looking at how they shape the world the respective person finds herself 

in.  
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X. The Shaping-the-World-Approach  

So far, I have evaluated Ella’s contingent and necessary by looking at their consequences 

(broadly construed): I have argued that they are – one way or another – involved in the 

occurrence of Ella’s actual or possible (token-)death(s) and should be ascribed some (dis)value 

because of this. Now I want to take a step back and look at the bigger picture. I have mentioned 

above that there is another way of evaluating Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality with 

respect to their relation to her death – one that abstracts away from the concrete manifestation 

of this event and looks more at what it means for her to be contingently and/or necessarily 

mortal. I called this the shaping-the-world-approach, because it is concerned with how the 

disposition to die and the property of having a limited life-expectancy shape the world that Ella 

finds herself in. Instead of looking at their role in some causal chain – a role that could in 

principle also be played by other things – this approach looks at how Ella’s contingent and 

necessary mortality shape the tree of possible worlds that represents Ella’s possible futures. 

This effect is more unique to them and based in their nature – they have it because of their 

conceptual connection to death, or, more precisely, because they conceptually entail the 

possibility and necessity of death (understood as a type of event). I will now attempt to unpack 

this.  

 

X.1 How Open or Closed Is a Person’s Future? 

We have already seen how assumptions about the genuine openness or closedness of the future 

can affect the evaluation of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality. Now I want to turn things 

upside down and take a look at how these two properties themselves affect how open or closed 

the future is for Ella. I thereby take Ella’s future to be more open if there are more ways in 

which her life could go – more possible worlds that could become our actual world. 

Correspondingly, the fewer possible worlds are accessible for her, the more closed her future 

is. Her contingent and necessary mortality affect her future by opening up or closing off certain 

possible ways in which her life could go. But let’s start at the beginning. How open or closed 

the future is for Ella can be carved out by a series of questions:  

Is it settled whether Ella will die (at all)? If the answer is no, then Ella’s future is 

maximally open (at least when it comes to all death-related things). This is the case when Ella 
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is contingently mortal, but not necessarily mortal, because then there is a maximum of ways in 

which her life can go: She could die at some point, or she could live forever. All the options are 

there, nothing is ruled out. (If Ella was not contingently mortal, her dying would have been 

ruled out, in which case there would be less possible ways in which her life could go, and the 

future would thus be less open.) Note also that being (only) contingently mortal means that Ella 

is also contingently immortal (she can but does not have to die). If the answer to the question 

whether it is settled whether Ella will die is yes, however, we have to ask another question.  

Will Ella die? More particularly: Is it settled whether Ella will die because it is settled 

that she will die? If the answer is no, then this means that Ella’s future is partially open (or, put 

differently, partially closed). She is necessarily immortal – she cannot die. Thus, there are fewer 

ways in which her life could go than in the previous case because it cannot end with her dying. 

We get this result when Ella is neither contingently, nor necessarily, mortal. If the answer to 

our question whether Ella will die is yes instead, we once more have to ask another question.  

Is it settled when and how Ella will die? If the answer is no, then Ella’s future is once 

more partially open (or partially closed) – albeit in a different way than before. She is (merely) 

necessarily mortal (and, consequently, also contingently mortal): It is settled that she will die 

but still open when and how she will die. She is not immortal in any way. But there is still some 

openness to her future – namely, with regards to when and how exactly she will die. On the 

other hand, if it is also settled when and how Ella will die – that is, if the answer to our question 

is yes – then Ella’s future is maximally closed (at least with regards to all death-related things): 

It is settled that, when and how she will die.291 Obviously, Ella still needs to be contingently 

mortal to achieve this. But in addition, we also need something that goes beyond her being 

necessarily mortal in settling not only that she will die, but also when and how – something like 

determinism, for example. Nevertheless, we may still ask one further question.292 

Was it inevitable that Ella would die? This is basically asking whether things had to go 

this way (or whether they could have been different). If the answer is no, then Ella cannot have 

been necessarily mortal. On the flipside, if the answer is yes, then Ella must have been 

necessarily mortal (in addition to being contingently mortal and the future already being closed 

by something like determinism).  

 
291 This is the sense in which the future was closed in the first scenario.  
292 Assuming that Ella’s necessary mortality does add something to a closed future scenario.  
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X.2 How Contingent and Necessary Mortality Shape a Person’s 

World 

We can see that both the presence of contingent as well as necessary mortality shape what 

options there are for how Ella’s life and future can go – for how open or closed her future is for 

her. Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality do this because they entail the possibility and 

(respectively) necessity of her death, thereby introducing or taking away possible ways for how 

her life could go. Thus, whether or not Ella is contingently and/or necessarily mortal shapes the 

world in which she finds herself in the sense that this fundamentally affects what options there 

even are for her future – and in that sense for how her own (actual) world may develop. Imagine 

once more the tree of possible worlds that represents how our world could go.293 Only some of 

these worlds are ways in which Ella’s future could develop – namely, the ones that share our 

world’s natural laws and also have the same history up until the present. They are nomologically 

and historically accessible. And they have to be, because otherwise they would not “match” 

with our actual world and could thus not represent its future. These branches are still “in the 

running” (so to speak) to be our actual world and in that sense, they represent Ella’s possible 

futures.  

Ella’s necessary mortality – her property of having a limited life-expectancy – now further 

shapes which possible worlds are “available” to her in the sense that it poses additional 

restrictions on which possible worlds could become actualized (that is, could become our 

world): Only those in which Ella eventually dies. The restriction imposed by Ella being 

necessarily mortal takes place the moment she has or acquires this property. And since Ella is 

supposed to be a human person like us, she is presumably already born with this property. Thus, 

metaphorically speaking, the alternative possible worlds in which Ella never dies are already 

“cut off” back then. For Ella’s future this means that it is only partially open – some options 

that would have been accessible had she not been necessarily mortal, are now closed off, but 

there are also still multiple routes open (namely, all the different ways in which Ella could die).  

Ella’s contingent mortality, on the other hand, shapes what options are available in exactly 

the opposite way – not by posing any kind of restriction, but by introducing more variety: The 

disposition to die means that there are more ways in which the future could go for Ella – there 

are some possible worlds in which Ella dies and some in which she does not. Once more, the 

 
293 See section IV.3. 
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introduction of this kind of variety takes place the moment Ella has or acquires the disposition 

to die. And again, assuming that Ella is a human person like us, this will be her birth (at the 

latest).294 In the image of the tree, Ella’s contingent mortality adds more branches (instead of 

cutting some off, as necessary mortality does).  

Note that the way in which contingent and necessary mortality shape how open or closed 

the future is for Ella – what the world that she finds herself in looks like with regards to the 

possible ways in which it might develop – is a more unique aspect of the disposition to die and 

the property of limited life-expectancy that goes beyond and is rather independent from the role 

that the two play in the occurrence of any actual or possible (token-)death of Ella. Instead of 

focusing on the practical role that these properties play in the causal chains that actually (or 

possibly could) take place in our world, we are now turning to the conceptual connections 

between them and death, understood as an abstract type of event. In that sense, what we are 

looking at in this section goes beyond what we did in the consequence-approach.  

Furthermore, these connections between contingent and necessary mortality and Ella’s 

death (understood as a type of event), as well as the way in which they shape Ella’s world, are 

also independent from the different scenarios: As noted above, we are now turning things upside 

down and looking at how Ella’s disposition to die and her limited life-expectancy themselves 

shape the scenario she finds herself in. This is another reason why the shaping-the-world-

approach sits outside of the framework of the consequence-approach, where we walked through 

one scenario after the other.  

Because it is such a different approach, the shaping-the-world-approach might be able to 

step in at those points where the consequence-approach reached its limits (or ran into 

difficulties). It provides a whole new way of looking at Ella’s contingent and necessary 

mortality and how they might be bad for her because of their connection to her death. And the 

connection to death still is at the center-stage because Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality 

affect what options there are for Ella’s future with regards to her death. Thus, any way of 

evaluating them that is based on this effect is still a way of evaluating them that is focusing on 

their relation to Ella’s death. In that sense, it is still a death-first approach.  

The question whether or not Ella’s contingent or necessary mortality is bad for her thus 

now becomes the question whether it is good or bad for her that her future is open or closed in 

 
294 As noted above (footnote 157), Ella presumably exists as a killable being already before her birth, namely in 

her mother’s womb. 
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the way that is entailed by the presence of her disposition to die or limited life-expectancy. In 

that sense, we are now evaluating the change that Ella’s disposition to die and her limited life-

expectancy bring to the situation – where change is understood as contrasting it with a world in 

which these properties would not be present. How does Ella’s world and future change when 

they are present? And why does this make them bad for her? Once more, I shall look at Ella’s 

contingent and necessary mortality in turn, starting with the former. 

 

X.3 Contingent Mortality is Bad Because It Opens the Door for 

Death 

Ella’s contingent mortality shapes the world and scenario that Ella finds herself in by “opening 

the door” for death. Because Ella has the disposition to die, the possibility of the occurrence of 

her death is on the table. That means that, when contingent mortality is present, Ella finds 

herself in a world where her death is a real option for what her future might look like. Certain 

possible worlds in which she dies might well become actualized. In that sense, Ella’s disposition 

to die makes her future wider than it would have otherwise been – and in that sense more open. 

It adds options, whether Ella likes those options or not.  

Ella’s contingent mortality has this effect because of its conceptual connection to death 

(understood as a type of event):295 Contingent mortality is the disposition to die, and 

dispositions are conceptually connected to the type of event that is their manifestation: When 

we characterize the disposition to die, we have to include death as its type-manifestation. It is, 

after all, the disposition to die. The reference to death (understood as a type of event) is thus 

part of the meaning of the term “contingent mortality”. We can also say that the concept of 

death is internal to the concept of contingent mortality.296 The relation between the two is thus 

not one that contingent mortality has to something else (outside of itself), but rather to a concept 

that is part of its own meaning. Of course, I thereby do not mean to say that death is a part of 

mortality in the sense that we cannot talk about death without talking about contingent 

 
295 I have already sketched this in section II.3. 
296 This actually suggests another line of argument to the effect that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her 

because of its relation to death: If the concept of death is in some sense a part of the disposition to die (and if death 

is a generally bad thing), we should assume that the disposition to die inherits some of its badness, because wholes 

tend to inherit at least some of the (dis)value of their parts.  
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mortality. That is not true. The concept of death is not merely an integral part of contingent 

mortality. But it is true that we cannot talk about contingent morality without also talking about 

death. This is what I mean when I say that contingent mortality – the disposition to die – is 

conceptually connected to the type of event of the person’s death.  

But contingent mortality is not only conceptually connected to death (understood as a 

type of event) – it conceptually entails the possibility of death. Contingent mortality is, after all, 

a disposition. The connection between contingent mortality and death (understood as a type of 

event) is not merely conceptual and internal (because contingent mortality just is the disposition 

to die), but it is also shaped by the fact that contingent mortality is the disposition to die. Ella’s 

contingent mortality, so to speak, carries with it the type of event of her death, but it also carries 

with it the restriction that this type of event will only be instantiated if the respective triggering 

conditions arise – that is what makes it a disposition. That is why it conceptually entails the 

possibility of death. Furthermore, it also does so exclusively: There can be no death without the 

disposition to die (because the disposition of contingent mortality is so broadly construed) and 

thus there can also be no death without contingent mortality. The concept of death can of course 

be around, but only with contingent mortality does this abstract concept become an actual and 

real option for Ella’s future. This is why I can claim that it is only through Ella’s contingent 

mortality that her death is introduced as an option. This is how contingent mortality opens the 

door for death and shapes the world Ella finds herself in by adding branches to the tree that 

represents her possible futures.  

 

How this Goes Beyond the Consequence-Approach 

This effect of Ella’s contingent mortality goes beyond the enabling-role that her disposition to 

die plays in any causal chain leading to the occurrence of her death – understood as a token-

event, and either an actual event or a merely possible one (with a possible causal chain that 

would lead to it and would pass through her disposition to die as an enabling condition). More 

than in the consequence-approach, we are now focusing on the nature of Ella’s contingent 

mortality: Her disposition to die does not simply entail the possibility of death in any old way 

but entails it conceptually and exclusively. In these aspects Ella’s contingent mortality differs 

from other causes, enabling conditions or risk-factors: Smoking for example makes one more 

vulnerable to lung cancer, but it neither conceptually entails the possibility of lung cancer, nor 

is it true that there cannot be any lung cancer without smoking. Similarly, I can enable 

someone’s doing drugs by giving them money without there being any sort of internal 
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conceptual connection between the action of giving money and that of consuming drugs. Or 

consider being cold for too long: By weakening one’s immune system, being cold for too long 

makes one more susceptible to the virus that causes the common cold. Thus, being cold for too 

long is plausibly an enabling condition for catching a cold, but it neither entails this possibility 

conceptually (the illnesses’ name is very misleading here), nor is it true that one cannot catch a 

cold without having been too cold for too long.  

Notably, the reasoning in the consequence-approach – that focused on Ella’s contingent 

mortality as an enabling condition – was fairly independent from these aspects that set the 

disposition to die apart from other (otherwise similar) risk factors and even other enabling 

conditions. It attempted to explain the badness of Ella’s contingent mortality – and the other 

dispositions – via a relation that could also be an external one (that is, a relation to something 

else, external to the disposition in question). Arguing that Ella’s disposition to die plays an 

important role in the occurrence of her (actual or possible) death – and that it should therefore 

inherit some of its badness – would even work if it was not the case that this disposition and the 

relevant effect (Ella’s death) are conceptually connected and that we cannot get the effect 

without this disposition. For example, we can build a similar argument for why smoking, or 

giving money to drug addicts, or being cold for too long is bad for people. For our current 

approach, however, these more unique features of Ella’s contingent mortality are essential. The 

shaping-the-world-approach is more specific to the nature of Ella’s contingent mortality: While 

enabling roles can be played by all sorts of things, we are now looking at a relation that is more 

deeply ingrained in the nature of dispositions.   

I believe that Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it conceptually and 

exclusively entails the possibility of her death, and thereby shapes the world she finds herself 

in by introducing her death as an option – by making her death a real option for her future. In 

short: Ella’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it “opens the door” for death. However, 

this only makes sense if death is – in some further to be specified sense – generally a bad thing. 

“Opening the door” for something that is not generally bad – like the possibility of purple hair 

– is obviously not bad for people. That our possible futures become more varied is only bad if 

these new and additional options are not very desirable.  
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Death is Generally a Bad Thing 

Luckily (or, maybe, rather unfortunately), it does seem very plausible that death is “generally a 

bad thing”. But to put this assumption on stable feet – and thus support the claim that Ella’s 

contingent mortality is bad for her – we need an estimation of the (dis)value of her death for 

her. We are thereby interested in her death understood as a type of event – because it is the 

abstract type of event of Ella’s death that is conceptually connected to her contingent mortality. 

Thus, we need an estimation of either the (dis)value of the type of event of Ella’s death VE(type-

death) or of the expected value of the same thing EVE(type-death). Remember that the two 

differ in that EVE(type-death) incorporates how likely an event of the type of Ella’s death is to 

actually occur, while VE(type-death) abstracts away from this. Luckily, we can here draw on 

the results from the previous chapters.297  

But which of the two is more relevant to the argument that Ella’s contingent mortality is 

bad for her because it opens the door for death? Should we use VE(type-death) or EVE(type-

death)? Does it play a role how likely the “new” type of outcome is in comparison to all the 

other ways how Ella’s life and future could go? On the one hand, that seems plausible: If Ella’s 

contingent mortality introduces some new and generally bad options for what Ella’s future may 

look like – but these are actually super unlikely to become actualized – we may not think that 

this is all that bad. This would speak in favor of looking at EVE(type-death), because the 

expected value of the type of event of her death will not be very bad if this type of event is very 

unlikely. On the other hand, the whole spirit of the shaping-the-world-approach is to look 

beyond actual consequences – and probabilities. In that sense, it is more of an all-or-nothing 

affair: It is bad that Ella’s contingent mortality opens the door for death – independently, so to 

speak, of how wide the crack is. Because of this, I believe that we should use an estimation of 

VE(type-death) in order to settle whether Ella’s death is “generally a bad thing”. To determine 

VE(type-death) we once more have to use the sum-formula that we developed in the previous 

section.298 But we now only need an estimation, because we now only need to make sure that 

Ella’s death is “generally a bad thing”. If it is, then it seems plausible to say that Ella’s 

 
297 Specifically, sections VII.1.1 and VII.1.2. 
298 Notably, not even VE(type-death) is thus completely abstract – at least not, as we have understood it so far, 

since it is still determined by reference to all the specific token-deaths that Ella could die and their conditional 

probabilities. In the spirit of the shaping-the-world-approach, it would actually be preferable to have a very abstract 

account of why death – as a type of event – is bad for people: An account that is independent of the character and 

life of individual people.  
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contingent mortality is bad for her because it shapes her world in making this generally bad 

thing an option for how her life and future could proceed.  

 

Comparison with the Consequence-Approach 

While I will say a bit more about how the consequence-approach and the shaping-the-world-

approach relate to each other (and why I don’t think that they are in competition) in the last 

section of this chapter, I shall here note a few aspects in which they differ. For one, since the 

shaping-the-world-approach only works with estimations (and especially if the issue is more of 

an all-or-nothing affair where precise probabilities do not matter), it will not deliver us a precise 

value number for the badness of Ella’s contingent mortality. Instead, all it will tell us is whether 

her disposition to die is bad for her (in this sense) or not. And even if probabilities do play some 

role (and we thus work with an estimation of EVE(type-death) instead), the result will be more 

like stating that her contingent mortality is bad, or very bad, or not so bad for Ella. In that, the 

shaping-the-world-approach is different from the consequence-approach, which was very much 

focused on the precise calculation of the (dis)value of Ella’s contingent mortality.  

The flipside of this is that the shaping-the-world-approach requires less: We do not need 

to know the whole and exact expected value function, that is, the (dis)value and probabilities 

(conditional or not) of all the possible token-deaths that Ella could suffer. All we need to know 

is that death is now a thing – and that it is generally a bad thing. This also means that if the 

consequence-approach is not feasible – because we do not know the whole expected value 

function, for example – the shaping-the-world-approach is still open to us.  A precise calculation 

of VE(type-death) (as we use in the consequence-approach) can accompany the shaping-the-

world-approach, but it is not required. 

Furthermore, since it only works with estimations, the shaping-the-world-approach 

actually lends itself to being extended to people in general – thereby abstracting away from the 

individual person (in our case, Ella): If death is generally a bad thing for people, then contingent 

mortality is generally a bad thing, because it opens the door for this kind of event – because it 

makes our world into one where death is an option.  

In general, the shaping-the-world-approach looks more at the bigger picture and at what 

it means for a person to be contingently mortal: It means that death is now a thing that she must 

face. It is a possibility in her future. And that fundamentally changes her world.  
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X.4 Necessary Mortality is Bad Because It Closes the Door on 

Survival 

Let us now turn to necessary mortality. Ella’s limited life-expectancy shapes the world and 

scenario that she finds herself in by “closing the door” to survival. Because Ella’s necessary 

mortality is the meta-property of her disposition to die being necessarily manifested eventually 

– and because this manifestation will be her death – Ella’s necessary mortality makes the 

occurrence of her death (understood as a type of event) inevitable. If her necessary mortality is 

present, Ella finds herself in a scenario where survival is no longer an option. It is impossible 

that she “gets out alive”. The possible worlds that could become actualized and thus could 

become her future are restricted in the sense that only those that contain some (token-) 

instantiation of Ella’s death remain accessible. In that sense, her death – understood as a type 

of event – is rendered without alternatives and thus inevitable. Ella’s necessary mortality makes 

her future narrower – and thus, more closed – because it removes options: It makes it the case 

that all those possible worlds in which Ella does not die are no longer accessible from our world 

and thus no longer available as ways in which her life might go.  

Once more, Ella’s necessary mortality has this effect because of its conceptual connection 

to death (understood as a type of event) – a conceptual connection that is dependent but 

nevertheless different from the one between her contingent mortality and her death.299 Since 

Ella’s necessary mortality is the property of her disposition to die being necessarily manifested 

eventually, this meta-property is conceptually connected to the type of event that is the 

manifestation of said disposition – and that is the type of event of Ella’s death. And due to the 

nature of the meta-property – that it is the property of her contingent mortality being necessarily 

manifested eventually – Ella’s limited life-expectancy conceptually entails the necessity of her 

death. Furthermore, while Ella may still die, even when she is not necessarily mortal, her death 

cannot be necessary without her being necessarily mortal. Thus, survival is only then 

completely ruled out when Ella is necessarily mortal.300 This is the sense in which Ella’s 

necessary mortality closes the door to her survival and, in that sense, it is also the only thing 

 
299 I have already touched upon this in section II.3. 
300 I am not sure what would happen if Ella’s world was deterministic. We have seen that this may drastically limit 

the number of alternative possible worlds (see section IV.2). 
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that can close that door. Thus, it is only through Ella’s necessary mortality that her survival is 

removed as an option.  

Note, however, that one may wonder whether Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality 

are really alike in their effects: On closer inspection, it may appear that necessary mortality 

does not entail the necessity of death in the same way as contingent mortality entails the 

possibility of death – because it almost seems as if necessary mortality just is the necessity of 

death. (And, if anything, it is Ella’s aging and the presence of external harmful influences that 

entail the necessity of death.)301 And while I have pointed out before that this cannot be true, 

since necessary mortality is supposed to be a property and not a state of affairs, this worry 

should nevertheless be taken seriously. However, in the current context, it works more in favor 

of my argument because it makes it even more plausible that Ella’s necessary mortality means 

that certain possible futures (namely the ones in which she does not die) are closed off from 

her. 

Rather unsurprisingly, I believe that Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her because it 

means that her death is inevitable (or, put differently, that there is no way she can avoid it). Her 

necessary mortality thereby shapes the world that Ella finds herself by limiting what she can 

expect or hope for in her future. In short: Ella’s necessary mortality is bad for her because it 

“closes the door” on survival. It cuts of certain branches of the tree of possible worlds that 

represents Ella’s possible future. Once more, this is only bad for Ella if death is generally a bad 

thing. If the alternatives that Ella’s necessary mortality removes are not generally better than 

the ones that it leaves Ella with, we cannot plausibly call this removal – and, consequently, her 

necessary mortality – an evil. That our possible future becomes more restricted is only bad if 

the options we have lost were desirable – or, to put things the other way around, if the options 

we are left with are not.302 To ensure this, we once more have to draw on the estimation of the 

(dis)value of the type of event of Ella’s death. And the reasons why I think that we should draw 

on VE(type-death) instead of EVE(type-death) are the same as before: I think it is more 

important that Ella’s necessary mortality removes the option of survival and not so much 

relevant how likely (or unlikely) survival would have been anyway. Thus, if the (dis)value 

ascribed to Ella’s death (understood as a type of event) is “generally rather bad”, we can say 

 
301 This is reminiscent of the worry about whether necessary mortality is really a causally effective factor in the 

occurrence of a person’s death (see section V.3.2). 
302 It here actually becomes relevant whether an immortal life would truly be better for Ella – the question at the 

heart of the debate about the desirability of immortality.  
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that her necessary mortality is bad for her because it shapes her world in making this generally 

bad thing inevitable – in removing all the alternative options for how her life and future could 

proceed.  

Just as for Ella’s contingent mortality, the shaping-the-world-approach will not give us a 

precise (dis)value (that is, a number) for the badness of Ella’s necessary mortality. Instead, it 

will only tell us whether her limited life-expectancy is bad for her (in this sense) or not.303 And 

once more, this distinguishes the shaping-the-world-approach for necessary mortality from the 

corresponding consequence-approach with its focus on the calculation, makes it less demanding 

(by not requiring us to know the exact expected value-function) and thus available even when 

the consequence-approach is impossible. Finally, this approach can be easily extended to people 

in general: If death is generally a bad thing for people, then necessary mortality is generally a 

bad thing, because it closes the door on avoiding this type of event. 

Note, however, that I am nevertheless unsure whether the shaping-the-world-approach 

for necessary mortality is truly different from the consequence-approach for evaluating it. Or, 

at least, I am less sure than I am in the case of contingent mortality. That is because the 

guaranteeing-approach as well as the anticipatory account both heavily drew on the fact that 

Ella’s limited life-expectancy guarantees the occurrence of an event of the type of Ella’s death. 

The necessity and inevitability of death played a big role in those two arguments – one that I 

cannot neatly separate from the effect that Ella’s necessary mortality has on the world that she 

finds herself in and the futures that are open to her. For her contingent mortality, on the other 

hand, the causally relevant role that her disposition to die plays in the causal chain that leads to 

a (token-)event of Ella’s death seems more clearly distinct from the way in which the presence 

of this disposition introduces the possibility of death to the world. I believe that this once more 

has to do with the fact that necessary mortality is a meta-property and that it is almost identical 

to the necessity of death. But whether or not the two approaches are distinct, one thing is certain: 

Being necessarily mortal means that death is a thing that Ella must face. It will happen to her – 

there is no way avoiding it. And that definitely changes her world, one way or another.  

 

 
303 Or, if probabilities do play a role, whether her necessary mortality is bad, very bad, or not so bad for Ella.  
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X.5 The Shaping-the-World-Approach and the Consequence-

Approach  

Let me end this chapter by saying a little bit more about how the shaping-the-world-

approach and the consequence-approach compare and – most importantly – explain why I do 

not think that they stand in competition to one another. I have already pointed out how the two 

approaches differ structurally: a focus on type-death vs. a focus on (actual and possible) token-

death(s), meaning vs. practical consequences, an all-or-nothing-evaluation based on “general 

badness” vs. an intricate calculation of (dis)value.  

In general, I believe that the consequence-approach treats contingent and necessary 

mortality more similarly, while the shaping-the-world-approach really brings out how they are 

different: Despite my emphasis on how the reasoning behind the almost identical formulas of 

the consequence-approach are different in the case of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality, 

it is still true that the general approach is the same. We look at what happens – or may happen 

– to Ella: What concrete options is she left with? When we look at the different ways in which 

Ella’s life could go from a rather quantitative perspective, Ella’s contingent and necessary 

mortality don’t look all that different: When Ella is contingently mortal, but not necessarily 

mortal, she has options d1, d2, d3,… s1, s2, s3,…, where the di stand for different ways in which 

she can die and the si stand for different ways in which she can survive. When Ella is also 

necessarily mortal, she is merely left with d1, d2, d3,…. But only the shaping-the-world-

approach draws attention to the fact that a di is fundamentally different from an si. While the 

consequence-approach simply calculates Ella’s prospects in accordance with these options – 

and ascribes part of their (dis)value to her contingent and necessary mortality because of the 

role they play in those options becoming manifest, the shaping-the-world-approach on the other 

hand draws on the crucial difference in how Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality shape 

these options as a whole: The disposition to die adds options, while the property of having a 

limited life-expectancy removes options. In that, the shaping-the-world-approach is a bit more 

qualitative – by which I mean that it is more concerned with the meaning of contingent and 

necessary mortality. And it thereby also brings out that their meaning is different.  

However, I ultimately do not believe that these two approaches are in competition with 

one another. Instead, I believe that they look at different aspects of Ella’s contingent and 

necessary mortality and their connection to death. Since we can distinguish between a person’s 

death understood as a type of event, and understood as a specific and concrete token-event, I 
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believe it makes sense that there are two different approaches to evaluating her mortality that 

have to do with her death in these two different senses. Therefore, I believe that both the 

consequence-approach and the shaping-the-world-approach capture something that is bad about 

contingent and necessary mortality. And I think we should draw on both to get a well-rounded 

(death-first) account of the death-related badness of either. Furthermore, they also both 

contribute to an all-things-considered evaluation of Ella’s contingent and necessary mortality – 

together with the other aspects that I have been neglecting in this dissertation, such as the way 

in which being mortal makes people feel or affects their everyday behavior.  

 

X.6 Summary of the Shaping-the-World-Approach 

In this final section of the dissertation, I have presented a second account for evaluating a 

person’s contingent and necessary morality with relation to her death and an alternative to the 

consequence-approach that dominated most of the remainder of my work. The shaping-the-

world-approach is different in that it does not merely look at the role that a person’s disposition 

to die and limited life-expectancy play in the occurrence of her actual or merely possible 

death(s), but instead draws attention to what the presence of these two properties means for the 

world that she finds herself in.  

I have pointed out that whether or not Ella is contingently and/or necessarily mortal 

affects how open or closed her future is for her, in the sense that it affects how many (and 

which) branches are on the tree of possible worlds that represents the different ways in which 

her world and life could develop: Her contingent mortality adds branches – namely the worlds 

in which she does die – while her necessary mortality chops off branches – namely the ones in 

which she does not die.  

We saw that Ella’s contingent mortality has this effect because of the conceptual, internal, 

and exclusive connection between the disposition to die and the possibility of Ella’s death 

(conceived of as a type of event). Only through her contingent mortality does death become a 

thing that Ella has to face. And insofar as her death is “generally a bad thing” for her – 

something that we can determine by estimating the (dis)value of this type of event VE(type-

death) – this means that her contingent mortality is a bad thing for Ella, too. I pointed out that 

this is a more unique feature of contingent mortality than its enabling role, which was the focal 
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point of the consequence-approach, and that the shaping-the-world-approach gets more at the 

nature and meaning of contingent mortality for this reason.  

I then continued to argue that Ella’s necessary mortality has a similarly bad effect: 

Because of the conceptual and exclusive relation between the meta-property of Ella’s limited 

life-expectancy and the necessity of Ella’s death (conceived of as a type of event), her necessary 

mortality makes her death inevitable and survival impossible. Only through her necessary 

mortality does death become a thing that Ella has to face. And once more assuming that her 

death is generally bad for her – and that the options being removed by necessary mortality 

would thus have been preferable – we concluded that her necessary mortality is bad for Ella as 

well.   

As for a comparison of the shaping-the-world-approach and the consequence-approach, I 

pointed out that the former is less precise but more demanding and can easily be applied to 

people in general. Furthermore, since it gets more at the nature of contingent and necessary 

mortality it also brings out the difference between the two more clearly: There is a fundamental 

difference between adding and removing options. However, all in all, I stressed that I do not 

think that the shaping-the-world-approach and the consequence-approach are in competition 

with one another. They look at different aspects of mortality and should both be included in an 

overall evaluation of a person’s (contingent and necessary) mortality.  
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XI. Conclusion  

I started this dissertation by asking whether and how the evaluation of a person’s mortality is 

related to – and possibly dependent on – an evaluation of her death. In the preceding chapters, 

I have explored this question from several different angles for both a person’s contingent 

mortality (disposition to die) as well as her necessary mortality (limited life-expectancy). And 

I focused on evaluating their badness – for the sake of simplicity – but, of course, a more 

nuanced version of my results should apply to their value in general.  

The consequence-approach, which looked at the role that both kinds of mortality play in 

the occurrence of a person’s death, constituted the most prominent approach within the scope 

of the whole dissertation and yielded the most worked-out account. The resulting account is as 

follows. A person’s contingent mortality is bad for her because it enables (and thereby makes 

a difference to) the occurrence of her actual or possible death(s) in a causally relevant way. If 

the person has not yet died, her disposition to die can therefore be conceived of as a kind of risk 

factor. While this enabling-approach thus clearly suggested that a person’s contingent mortality 

should inherit some of the badness of her death, we saw that it is a rather tricky question whether 

we should draw exclusively on the (dis)value of the person’s actual death or take all of her 

possible deaths into account (in the shape of an expected-value calculation). Nevertheless, I 

expressed some optimism that both kinds of evaluations could maybe stand next to each other, 

if it turned out that they referred to different kinds of values. Still, further work needs to be 

done. And since it proved helpful to look at these issues through the lens of the timing question, 

I believe that it would be a promising avenue for further research to explore in more detail when 

a person’s death and contingent or necessary mortality are supposedly bad for her according to 

various evaluative approaches.  

As for a person’s necessary mortality, her limited life-expectancy appeared to be 

indirectly involved in the occurrence of her actual death (because it guarantees the occurrence 

of an event of the same type). If the person has not yet died, her necessary mortality – once 

more guaranteeing that she will die – anticipates and thereby pulls this future bad into the 

present. Because necessary mortality appears most relevant in this forward-looking context, 

and its evaluation presumably should not depend exclusively on the actual outcome, I thus 

concluded that its (dis)value should be inherited from the estimated (dis)value of the type of 

event anticipated – namely the person’s death (thereby taking into account all the possible ways 

in which the person can die). However, we also saw that the presence of a person’s necessary 
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mortality furthermore seems to affect the (dis)value of her actual death (or every possible death 

she may suffer) by making the latter appear less tragic. While this result was backed up by 

strong intuitions, it did not sit well with the general gist of the consequence-approach since it 

led to the problematic result that the presence of necessary mortality appeared to indirectly 

affect its own (dis)value (the circle-worry) and furthermore seemed to make a person’s 

contingent mortality less bad.  

This issue led me to question the death-first assumption as such: Maybe the badness of a 

person’s mortality (contingent or necessary) should not be derived from the (dis)value of her 

death after all. Exploring an alternative approach, I sketched the disjunctive account which 

instead attempted to put necessary mortality at the center and ground the badness of a person’s 

death and contingent mortality in it. I still find this idea very interesting and – based on the 

problems of the approaches explored in this dissertation – believe that, in the end, it might be 

the more correct way of evaluating a person’s death and mortality. Of course, developing the 

disjunctive account requires much more philosophical work than I was able to provide in the 

short section I dedicated to it. Particularly, it would require a convincing account about why the 

property of having a limited life-expectancy is bad for people that does not base this badness in 

the (dis)value of the person’s death. One idea I find promising here is to consider the 

fundamentally future-directed nature of human lives which may entail that it is bad for us that 

there be any limit (and therefore interruption) to this process. Alternatively, but relatedly, there 

being a limit to our life-expectancy may mean that while we are alive the realm of possibilities 

for fulfilling our desires – and, most importantly, our categorical desires – is constantly 

diminished and this loss is bad for us. Thus, we may be able to construct a deprivation account 

for the badness of necessary mortality, where the deprivation of possibilities occurs while we 

are still alive. These are only very brief sketches, but I hope that they show that there is indeed 

some initial appeal for arguing that it is ultimately the finiteness of our lives as such that is bad 

for us – and that our death is merely the event of that finiteness being manifested. Thus, I believe 

that further developing the disjunctive account along these lines is a promising route for future 

research. And, in general, I believe that the death-first assumption has to be questioned at some 

point if one wants to arrive at a well-rounded account of the evaluative relations between death 

and mortality.  

However, assuming it once more for a moment, I ended my dissertation with the shaping-

the-world-approach. Focusing more on what it means for a person (and the world she finds 

herself in) to be contingently and/or necessarily mortal, I pointed out that contingent and 
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necessary mortality both shape the tree of possible worlds that represents the possible ways a 

person’s life and future may go. Contingent mortality adds possibilities by “opening the door” 

for death – futures in which the person dies are now a real possibility. Necessary mortality, on 

the other hand, removes options by “closing the door” to survival – futures in which the person 

does not die are no longer accessible. Assuming that death is generally a bad thing, either effect 

seems to be bad for the mortal person. And this badness is more uniquely rooted in the nature 

of contingent and necessary mortality than the practical consequences that were the focus of 

the consequence-approach. In this, I believe the shaping-the-world-approach to be an important 

addition to the latter since it draws on a different aspect of being mortal and thereby adds to a 

well-rounded evaluation of it. Nevertheless, the shaping-the-world-approach would certainly 

benefit from further research, particularly into the question how exactly the disposition to die 

and the property of limited life-expectancy differ with regards to how they shape a person’s 

world and future.  

Furthermore, while I have already distinguished two different aspects of contingent and 

necessary mortality that (to me) appeared relevant to any death-related evaluation of them, it is 

an open question whether there are further aspects that allow for further evaluative approaches 

which could either supplement or replace the consequence- and shaping-the-world-approach. 

This question – whether there are other ways in which mortality and death are related that could 

affect their evaluation – needs to be added to the one that I have set aside right at the beginning: 

Namely, which other side-effects of being contingently and/or necessarily mortal (that have 

nothing to do with death) should affect their all-things-considered-evaluation.  

Thus, while plenty of work remains to be done, I nevertheless hope to have contributed 

some first insights into why our mortality is – at least pro tanto – bad for us because our death 

is bad for us.  
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